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♦
An error gracefully acunowl- ♦
... edged Is a victory won. —Caroline •••
♦

L. Gascoigne

*■

Hard work makes tender beefsteak.
That is the conclusion of Professor
Sleeter Bull of the University of
Illinois who recently reported on a
three-month investigation of the
theory that tough beefsteak comes
from athletic cattle. He forced some
cows to jog along in a tread mill for
half of each day. The others, with
identical rations, stood idly toy in
their stalls. Analysis Showed that
the lean, exercised cattle produced
more tender meat.

THIS WEEK AT WALDO THEATRE
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100

December 10-11, Thursday and Friday

BING CROSBY in
“PENNIES FROM HEAVEN”

THE PLYMOUTH BALL

December 12, Saturday

“TEXAS RANGERS”
with POP EYE. GRANTLAND RICE AND NEWS

December 13, Sunday
MATINEE AT 2.30; EVENING AT 800
JOHN BOLES AND ROSALIND RUSSELL in

“CRAIG’S WIFE”
WITH SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

December 14-15, Monday and Tuesday
BINNIE BARNES AND RANDOLPH SCOTT

“LAST OF THE MOHICANS”
SILLY SYMPHONY

NEWS

DEER ISLE BRIDGE

Camden Outing Club’s Big Ickes Not Hot For It, But
Event In the Opefa House
ToWhkT ln Statement
Tuesday Night
The big party at which a new Ply
mouth car ts the admission prize bicL
well to be a huge success. Only two
days remain for the sale of the gift
ball tickets for all ticket stubs must
be turned in to Alton Crone, Cam
den by Saturday night, Dec. 12 so
that each ticket-holder has his
chance at the Plymouth.
All Rockland book holders and
ticket sellers are urged to sell out
their tickets and turn in cash and
stubs by Saturday night. This is the
biggest chance for the Camden Out
ing Club to get a real cash boost
and make bigger and better things
possible. Camden is getting behind
Rockland's big New Years Eve dance.
Boost Camden's gift ball!

With MICKEY MOUSE. MARCH OF TIME AND NEWS
MATINEE AT 2.30: EVENING AT 8.00
FRED McMlRRAY. JEAN PARKER, JACK OAKIE, in

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, December 10, 1936

GOING TO ROSE BOWL

The University of Pittsburgh’s
football team, beaten once and tied
once, tout still one of the most power
ful offensive units in the country,
has been selected to oppose the Uni
versity of Washington team in the
j Rose Bowl game at Pasadena New
Years Day. Selection of Pittsburg
to represent the East was announced
by the University of Washington,
Pacific Coast Conference champions,
which passed up two unbeaten Sou
thern teams—Alabama and Louisi
ana State—to get at the Panthers,
it will be Pitt's fourth Rose Bowl
appearance.

Everything New and Smart
for Christmas Gifts
Lounging Robes,
$5.95, $6.50, $7.50
Lounging Pajamas and House Coat, 3-piece, set
$5.95
Lounging Pajamas, crepe and satin, $5.95, $7.95, $10.95
Negligees,
$5.95, $7.50, $9.50
The well known “Trillium Silk Underwear—Gowns
and Slips; a perfect fitting slip with superb wearing
qualities,
’
Crepe, $1.95; Satin, $2.9?
Slip-on Sweaters,
$2.95, $3.95
White,
$1.95; Twin Sets,
$3.95
Quaker Silk Hosiery, made by the famous Quaker
curtain makers,
pair, $1.00
Carmen, three-thread chiffon,
79c
» Hand Bags, all colors and styles, excellent value,
$2.95
Scarfs, various color combinations, gay and fasci
nating,
$1.00
Handkerchiefs,
25c and 50c

ALFREDA PERRY
"The Better Shop of Rockland”
7 LIMEROCK STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hope for the Deer Isle bridge is
seen in statement of Secretary of the
Interior Ickes to Senator White of
Maine that PWA would not go into
the original question of desirability
of the bridge in passing on the appli
cation of the bridge district for an
extension of time for starting con
struction.
Ickes gave White no decisive an
swer yesterday. He said he was hav
ing the project reviewed by his engi
neers and that there would be no
decision until he received their re
port.
PWA has allocated $385,000 loan
and $315,000 grant to the bridge con
struction to start Dec. 1, 1936.
Bids opened in November were too
high, partly due to high cost of
working in winter weather. There
fore the bridge district asked for an
extension of time till March 1.
Ickes told White he was conscious
of the difficulty and expense of work
ing in Maine winter and would con
sider that. Importance of Ickes’
statement that he would not go into
the original question of the bridge
lies in general understanding that
the allocation was made for political
purposes. Allocation was made six
days before the Maine election.
Ickes has never been enthusiastic
about the bridge as a PWA project
and there was some thought that the
request for extended time might be
taken as excpse for rescinding tlie
allocation.
Delay in deciding on the request
will not necessarily jeopardize the
allocation. PWA has said, although
the deadline has gone by.
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Goods Valued At $350 Stolen From Chelsea J. M. Richardson, Discussing Community BuildHouse—Converted Into Junk and Rags
ing, Enlightens Interested Audience
A surprisingly large number of
citizens have never seen the interior
of the Rockland Community Build
ing. and the members of tne Rock
land Lions Club find themselves no
exception to the general rule.
At their noonday meeting yester
day they were furnished much en
lightenment through an 18-minute

The speaker made special mention
of the tower room which will seat
170 persons and the auditorium
whicli will seat about 2000.
The raising of the funds will be
listed under three heads—initial gifts
■(hoped for contributions from sum
mer people) group allotments, and
entertainments, such as dances,
fairs, etc. There will be no house te
house canvass; the nearest to that
being the Buy-a-Chair Club which
will sell memberships at $1 each.
There is a prospect that an organ
ATJHOSMER’S POND
THE WINTER SPORTS
will be presented.
In reply to questions Mr. Rich
Camden’s Example Has Now Work In Winter Sports Area
ardson said—
That the building will be dedicated
Become a Statewide Move
Going Along Slicker'n
after the summer people arrive.
ment
Goose Greese
That there will be an informal
The Maine Development Commis
housewarming Dec. 18 with big shot
Last. Sunday saw the largest crowd
speakers and WPA troupe.
sion announced Tuesday that plans yet at Hosmer’s Pond. More than
That there will be four bowling
were being made toy civic groups in i 125 workers were on the job from
alleys.
key cities and towns for the "big morning till night and as a result a
That a big Rockland auto show
great deal was accomplished.
gest snow sports season in the his
will be held, probably in November.
The skating house on the edge of
tory of the state" from early Janu the Pond took shape under the push
That the ball on New Year's Eve
ary to March.
will be the first activity.
of Rockport men. The toboggan
Tlie commission said the program shute got a good start towards com
That there may be a basketball
game on New Year's night. That
would include a “succession of car pletion with 15 of the 30 sections in
the heating has been installed, but
nivals, outings, meets, snow train place. It looks like "speed” already.
not all the plumbing.
One fireplace chimney went up
tours, and informal public skiing,
Yesterday there were two visiting
through the roof.
Tbe Central
snowshoeing. tobogganing ana skat Maine workers, under Hollie Bennett, John M. Richardson (elLs Lions about Lions, District Governor George W.
ing parties."
had lights strung in the lodge in mid
Community Building and invites Dyer of Camden and Leon Sanborn
of Vinalhaven; and one guest, J. E.
“Many thousands are expected to afternoon and a pretty sight it was
them to see it
Blaisdell.
visit Maine this winter." the com as darkness came on. The inside o!
Some preliminary plans were
mission said, "to inaugurate the first j the main lodge roof was' all stained j address delivered by their guest
major participation of tha state as j a soft natural pine color. All in all1 speaker. John M. Richardson, who as • made for the Christmas tree which
a whole into the select group of regi sufficient evidepce of work well chairman of the furnishing and will be held at the meeting Dec. 22.
ons catering to the ever-grow-ing j done.
equipment committee has the details
army of winter sports enthusiasts.”
On the outside area additional of the new institution at his finger C. C. C. REQUIREMENTS
COMES TO ROCKLAND
The new- "Snow Bowl" in Camden, work went forward clearing ski-trails I tips By way of preface Mr. Rich
a large natural bowl nestled amid the and open skiing area and all over the ardson extended an invitation to the Some Things Applicants For
Maine Federation of Music encircling Camden hills, will be one ! mountainside brush fires burned all
club members and their friends to be
the January Enrollment
Clubs To Hold Annual of the “best and most complete ln days as part of the general clean-up. present next Sunday afternoon at 2
the country." the commission said.
The workers are most anxious to o'clock for a personally conducted
Should Know
Meeting Here
Ski trails, toboggan chutes, snow ' get all set for activities inside and visit to Rockland’s remarkable new
From Charles S. Brown, director i
The Maine Federation of Music shoe trails, ski tows, ice-boating, out by Christmas so that boys and structure.
Clubs accepted the invitation of the skating, hockey and horse racing on girls back from college, on school
Mr. Richardson told his story in a the Civilian Conservation Cor,
Rubinstein Club of Rockland to hold the ice will be some, of the "attrac vacations and their visiting friends i straight forward, convincing manner comes the following letter relatir
the 1937 anual convention in this tions" of the new area, the commis can enjoy the area. Also the sooner beginning his story on that sub-zero to further applications for the CC
the area is relatively completed the day of Feb. 6 when ground was January enrollment :
city at the luncheon of the State sion announced.
Executive Board with Mrs. Guv_ P. p* Winter sports programs and car- Saoner the word can go out through broken under adverse conditions
Boys should represent famili
Gannett, Cape Elizabeth Tuesday. mvals also will 'be staged in Bangor. New England and outsiders will be The matter of a community building Whom you would recommend as b
The annual meeting will be held in Rumford. Fryeburg-Bridgton. Cari urged to come in.
had been discussed for many years ing in need of the financial assis
the spring after the biennial conven bou, Lewiston and Auburn, North
The slogan for the next few Sun and met its crisis last winter when ance which this monthly allowam
tion of the National Federation of Berwick. Douglass (Mountain, an days or week days for men who are a group of citizens conferred with would provide, as their total incon
Music Clubs, in Louisville, Ky„ April hour's drive from Portland, and Bar not otherwise occupied is "come one. the directors of the defunct Y. M. I is not sufficient to meet the
Harbor.
I 23-29.
come all and lend a hand" An am C. A. and found that fine group ready budget
“At least a score of other carnivals bitious task was tackled courageous
j
Mrs. S. Merritt Farnham. LewisApplicants must be between 17 ar
to apply the $13,000 in hand toward
i ton. president appointed the follow and outings are being planned in ly by the Outing Club. The project the structure which the WPA. was 28 years of age. unmarried, unen
ing a general committee for the con various parts of the state," the com has now grown to a scale that is willing to build. Especially active in ployed, physically fit, a citizen i
vention: Mrs. E. F. Berry and Mrs mission announced.
definitely of interest to all the Bay the movement and largely respon the United States, with needy di
A. J. Bird. Rockland, and Mrs. Gan
Region. The around-the-State news sible for ultimate success of the pendents of blood or obligation.
FISHERIES FACTS
nett. Mrs. George F. Gould and Mrs.
papers and Boston papers are all proposition were Thomas H. Chis
Former members must have servi
T. F. Bye, Portland.
"talking" Camden. It just remains holm, Knott C. Rankin. Mayor Le at least four consecutive months i
One Month’s Big Receipts at Ports
for the club to bring things to a fin forest A. Thurston and Charles C. previous service and have been oi
of Boston. Gloucester and Portland
Now is the time to order Rytex
ished state and the crowds will come. Wolton. Tlie prominent part played of camp for a period of at lea
Printed Stationery for Christmas giv
Can you do your share again this by Congressman Edward C. Moran twelve months to be eligible for ri
Fishery products landed at Boston
ing ... $1.00 a box. postage 10 cents.
Sunday. There's a variety of work, Jr. in securing federal assistance Ls, enrollment..
Gloucester and Portland, in Sep
See the latest samples at The Courierlight and heavy, indoors and out. of course, generally known.
Applicants' teeth and eyes nut
tember were reported by the Com
Gazette.
painting, carpentering, wood clear
pass the test as set forth in tl
The
work
has
gone
along
steadily
merce Department to have totaled
ance etc. Take the kind of tools you in spite of wars and rumors of wars. above mentioned bulletin.
38.733 000 pounds valued at $1,038,want to work with if you have them. All sorts of things have been said
Must have birth certificate.
000. an increase of 20 per cent in
Before sending in applicatioi
otherwise
a
job
can
be
assigned
you
a
t,
out
t
i
ic
building
and
it
has
repeat
value over September, 1935.
In
anyway. You'll have a good time edly been said that the funds had please Check the following:
September, 1935. 33.409.000 pounds
and derive great satisfaction at given out. A visit from W.P.A. offi
Is birth certificate attached?
were landed in those ports.
Is discharge of a former memtx
lending a hand, Your help is need- cials a few days ago resulted in a
The landings of hake, pollock, cusk.
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A. E. W.
remark by one of the number that attached?
flounders rose fish and whiting in ed.
Have you recommended the fami
Glen Cove Grange Hall
the Rockland building was the pride
creased compared to those in Sep
which
applicant represents as belt:
of the WP.A, ln Maine, and would
tember. 1935. but landing of all other
Bank Night Starts
in need of the financial assistant
be
finished
if
no
other
project
was.
principal specie decreased.
Dec. 11
"I want you to withhold your judg which this monthly allowance wi
Cold storage holdings of fishery
ment
until you have seen what an provide?
In
the
House
of
Com

products in the country Nov. 15
COME EARLY
Have you clearly stated the relii
f.mazing proposition it is." said Mr.
AND REGISTER
mons today was read the
amounted to 92.590.000 pounds com
status of applicant and allottees?
148*lt pared with 76,503.000 pounds on No
Richardson
in
extending
his
invita

message of King Edward
Is application signed, both whil
tion to the Lions to make next Sun
vember 15, 1935.
the VIII renouncing the
day's visit. “It is destined to make and blue copies, by applicant?
Are you sending both copies of tl
throne.
The message
a profound change in the city’s civic
application
memorandum?
stated that his determina life—a new social era, especially for
All applications should be receive
those
young
men
who
have
left
tion was irrevocable.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
school and have nothing to do but by Dec. 28 to be assured of their s<
hang around city streets and public lection for this January enrollment

Alleged stolen property valued at
$350. and converted into junk and
old rags, figured yesterday in the
arrest of Ray Austin of 9 Willow
street, who is alleged to have broken
into Mrs. Lotta Mears' house in Chel
sea. Kennebec County, during the
night time.
The arrest was made by State Pa
trolman Ralph A. Price, who also
detained a Rockland minor in con
nection with the burglary. The boy-

claims he went to Chelsea with
Austin on a supposed hunting trip.
The only articles found intact by
Patrolman Price were a silver teapot
and a quilt. Metal articles alleged
to have been stolen were broken into
junk, and rugs, dresses, pillow slips
and sheets had been converted into
old rags, and sold for $10 to a junk
dealer.
The men will be arraigned in Au
gusta Municipal Court today.

DANCE

KING ABDICATES

Stores of Rockland

SENIOR CLASS PLAY

FARMERS GET CHECKS

“TWEEDLES”

In Payment For Carrying Out Soil
Conserving Practices

By Booth Tarkington

WILL BE

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, DEC. 10-11
CURTAIN 8.15 P. M.

ADMISSION 25c, 40c.

146-148

Open Evenings
Monday, December 14

Until Christmas

STOP!

LOOK!!

LISTEN!!!

THE NATIONAL
RE-EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Can Furnish the Following;

TYPISTS

BOOKKEEPERS
WAITRESSES
SALESPERSONS
NEED ONE OF THESE?

CALL 105

for the Convenience of Holiday Shoppers
Recommended by the Merchants’ Committee
Rockland Chamber of Commerce

Our Representative Will Call With Full Details

THE NATIONAL RE-EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Is Located Over Woolworth's—You Are Always Welcome
Believing in the Civic Benefits resulting from the use of this service.
Space for this message was contributed by

FEYLER’S, INC.
WHO WANTS 50,000 TOM CODS
148*lt

Agricultural conservation program
officials announced this week that
1495 checks for a total of $63,439 had
been mailed to Maine fanners from
Washington up to Dec. 1. The
average amount received by these
farmers was $42.43, which represents
payment for carrying out soil build
ing or soil conserving practices as
provided by Uhe agricultural con
servation act.
Aroostook county had received al
most two-thirds of the total amount
distributed, with 471 farmers receivj ing $38,462.57. Highest among the
I other counties in these early receipts
were: Piscataquis, $4,556; Waldo,
$3,576; Penobscot, $3,516; Washing
ton. $3,462; and Kennebec, $3,220.
Some farmers in each county had
received checks, with many more
applications in county offices, or en
route to Washington. Other checks
arc on the way from Washington.

Telephone Operator: "It costs
three dollars to talk to Chicago."
Subscriber: “Can't you make a
special rate for listening? I want to
call my wife."

places.
The new building will contain a
down-town gymnasium where there
will be a chance for volley ball bowl
ing, pool, billiards, basketball and
other games. One man has already
offered to pay half the cost of a
billiard table, if others will pay for
the other half.
Women's clubs will find fine quar
ters there. Every room is well light
ed and there is a stage suitable for
entertainment purposes.
Mr. Richardson said that • the
building will be completed In spring,
but that the actual date is problema
tical.
Tho actual organization work is
being taken care of by a corporation,
which, however, will have nothing to
do witli the operation. The Board of
Governors to be appointed later by
Mayor Thurston, will decide the poli
cies of the community building man
agement. “It's everybody's building"
said the speaker impressively.
Mr. Richardson told of the big task
ahead of the furnishing and equip
ment committee. Dr. William Elling
wood is chairman of a sub-commit
tee which is making the necessary
survey and Charles C. Wotton is
looking into the needs of the athletic
equipment.

Butter Pecan is the flavor of the
Fro-Joy Pt. roll for Christmas, roled
in finely chopped English walnuts.
Your nearby Ice Cream dealer is tak
ing orders, now for delivery Christ
mas morning—adv.
148&151&153

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least *once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
FIDELE

Fear no more the heat o’ the sun.
Nor the furious winter's rages;
Thou thy worldly task hast done.
Home art gone and ta'en thy. wages:
Oolden lads and girls all must.
As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.

Fear no more the frown o the great.
Thou are past the tyrant’s stroke;
Care no more to clothe and eat;
To thee the reed ls as the oak:
The *jceptre. learning, physic, must
All follow this, and come to dust.

Fear no more the llghtnlng-flash.
Nor the all-dreaded thunder-stone;
Fear not slander, censure rash;
Thou hast finish’d Joy and moan:
All lovers young, all lovers must
Consign to thee, and come to dust.

No exorclser harm thee!
Nor no witchcraft charm thee!
Ghost unlaid forbear thee'
Nothing 111 come near thee
Quiet consummation have;
And renowned be thy grave!
—William Shakespeart

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, December I 0, 1936
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Ye shall receive power, when the
Holy Spirit is come upon you. —
Acts 1: 8.

TALK OF THE TOWN
A special Bank Night will be held
at Park Theatre tomorrow night
with awards of $250. The usual
amateur contests will be omitted.

Prizewinners at the card party at
Odd Fellows hall Tuesday afternoon
sponsored by Miriam Rebekah Lodge
were: Mrs. Agnes Donohue. Mrs. J.
C. Cunningham. Mrs. John Thomp
son. Nina Marshall and Mrs. Anna
Webster. Mrs. Nellie Achorn was
awarded the eapitol prize, this being
the final party in a series of six. Mrs.
Helen Paladino was hostess.

Wallace Little and son Hugh Little
The Elks will meet Monday night
Four votes with each admission
at 8 o'clock sharp. Supper at 6:30.
will be in order at Ocean View Ball who have bought the Frank Farrand
Room from tonight until the end of farm on the West Meadow Road are
planning to use the large bam in
W. H. lamb, the essence king is the Southern Cruise contest.
connection with thelr poultry plant,
putting in the w’inter down in ole
As the final figures of ir.e Ameri and to remodel the house into mod
Varginny. according to the post card
can Red Cross roll call are being re ern apartments to rent.
which he has kindly sent to the edi
ceived from branches throughout the
torial rooms.
From the surplus food depot Tues
county, it is realized that the Knox
County Chapter will fall behind its day there were issued several tons
The stores of Rockland will remain quota. If anyone has anticipated of grapefruit and several hundred
open evenings from Monday Dec. 14 becoming a member at this Roll pounds of prunes. This was done
until Christmas for the accommoda Call, and has neglected to Jo so. the by J. N. Southard, superintendent of
tion of holiday shoppers says a rec membership would be very much ap that
department, and Sheldon
ommendation of the Merchants' preciated at this time. Although all (Chummy) Gray whose skill with a
Committee of the Chamber of Com- towns have not made final reports, baseball served him in good stead
merce.
word has been received from Ma when it came to juggling the grapetinicus Island that 52 memberships
have been received from a population
Bulletin 175 of the University of
of 156. indicating the loyalty of the
citizens of that community. Mem Maine Extension Service gives in
berships are $1. $5. $10. and $'25 only structions in chair seating with ash
59 cents of which goes to National splints, rush, or cane. Address re
Headquarters, the remainder to be quests to the Extension Service,
‘Four large servings—adv.
Orono. Maine.
used for local work.
148&151&153

A very large attendance, including
quite a number of persons from out
of the city, marked the funeral
services for Capt. Henry R. Huntley
at the Methodist Church yesterday
afternoon. All of the patriotic bodies
sent floral designs and these with the
individual offerings furnished an
impressive display. Tne tuner al serman was preached by Fev. Charles
E Brooks, and the Grand Army ritu
al service was conducted by members
of Anderson Camp. Sons of Union
Veterans, with Rev H. R. Winchen
baugh as chaplain. Tlie bearers were
George T. Stewart and Walter E.
Weeks from the Spanish War Vet
erans. M. M. Griffin and Augustus
Huntley from the American Legion
and Oliver Hamlin and John Wil
liams from the Veterans of Foreign
Wars. The interment was in Sea
View cemetery.

Applicants from Knox and Lin
coln Counties for positions as basket
ball officials will appear at Thom
aston High School next Tuesday
night at 6.30 to take examinations
submitted by the Western Maine
District of Approved Basketball Offi
cials. The exams will be conducted
by Charles C. Wotton, who for sev
eral years officiated under the
Board's approval. The applicants
thus far are Cliff Felt of Thomaston
John Durrell of Rockland. Coach
Smith of Rockport High School and
John Winn of Wiscasset
Others
who desire to take the examinations
may obtain blanks from Mr. Wot
ton.

Excitement flushed little Hector's
countenance as he pointed hls fork
at the wriggly little worm in hls
salad. "Oh, Mother; I see a vitamin!"

SPECIAL SESSION DEC. 16

Gov. Brann said last night he deflnitelj’ had set Dec 16 as the date of
a special session of the 87th Maine
Legislature to consider a bill provid
ing for the establishment of a state
unemployment insurance fund under
the Federal Social Security Act.
"Ooodlbye, darling. Look after the
home well and if you need any money
while I am away Just go to the bank.”
"Yes, dear. What time does the
bank close today?"

WE BUY

OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELEB
ROCKLAND

370 MAIN ST,

-■

..............i «.].....

Important Notiecl Santa
Claus will be here In
Persian to greet the chil
dren every
morning
from 10.30 to 11 o'clock
—mornings only. (Sat
urday is not a good day
to come with small
children on account ol
the crowd).

The Christmas Spirit Reign:
at Senter Crane’s
ur Gift List
These Star Values

(J To U» Printing i» mor* than
' ■* juit putting worda into typ*.
It ia tha creation of a work of art,
ba it a aimpla little announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
wa taka all tha pride of an artist
in hie craft, in each job; and that
ia tha secret of tha auperlativa
quality of Tha Courier-Gazette
Printing.

BAGS! ALWAYS ACCEPTABLE

GLOVES FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST

V

SWEATERS
Sure to be welcome
* Men’s Coat Style,
$1.98 to $3.98
* Men’s Slip-on Style,
$1.00 to $2.98

V

GLOVCS

11

* Men's Shaker Slip-ons,
$4.75 to $7.50
* Boys' Sweaters,
$1.00 to $2.98

* An unusually fine selection of newest bags, soft, pliable
leathers, many bags leather lined, some with card cases and
other fittings.
$1.00 to $7.50 ... all colors

LADIES’ GLOVES
Capeskins.
Suedes,
Pigskins,
Lined,

MEN’S GLOVES
Pig-grain,
Lined,

EASY TO GIVE...EASY TO RECEIVE

CHILDREN'S GLOVES
Fabrics.
Cape kin,

SHIRTS!
GLAMOROUS TOILETRIES

* Hathaway, the shirt of
the year, $1.98 and up
And Made In Our Own State

TOILET GOODS

* Silvercraft
Trubenized Collar,
Woven Fabrics, $1.65
$1.98 value,
boxed

AU the Famous Makes Are Represented
Bulk Perfume, too, in fancy bottles

* Other Fine Shirts, $1.00
* Scarfs, handsome Wools,
59c and $1.00
* Ties, carefully selected,
50c and $1.00
* Gloves, wool lined, $1.98
Piggrain,
$1.00
* Hosiery, complete line,
15c to $1.50

For Men, Women and Children—the best the market
affords

* Catons “Christmas Night,”
dr. $2.20
* Guerlaine's “Shalimar,”
dr. $1.38
* Ciro's “Reflections.”
dr. $1.75
Arden's "Night and Day.”
dr. $1.35
* Also Coty's, Bourjois.
Houbigant, Rogers & Gallet
* Yardlt y . . . the top line of the year . . .
* ’-Piece Toilet Sets,
$2.50 to $4.50

from 5c to $1.50

TOYLAND AND SANTA

Sale of Chromium Ware

MATTRESSES AND BLANKETS
SENSIBLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Toyland Is Open

Santa is here in person

every morning

JUST IN TIME
* Cocktail Self.

.81.50 and 85.98

Cocktail Shaken . 81.98 and $2.98

** Hostess Sets,
♦ Sugar and Cream Sets,

Esmond, two-tone, 72x84, satin bound, all wool
THE FOLLOWING SEPARATE
PIECES AT 81.00
MARMALADE JARS
TRAYS
RELISH DISHES
CELERY DISH
CANDLESTICKS. ETC., ETC.
TIIE FOLLOWING SEPARATE
PIECES AT 81.50
TEAPOTS STEAK PLATTERS
COVERED VEGETABLE DISII
FRUIT BOWL
ICE PAIL
CANDELABRAS

TOY RIDER TRUCKS

Wisteria, two-tone, 70x80,
25 percent Wool, solid color, 70x80,

A complete line of Dump, Delivery, Farm Wagons, et
regular 1.29

*

Acadia Double Plaid, all wool,

Glasgow double plaid, all wool, silk bound,

Down Puffs,
Other Puffs,

TRAINS
'

$2.!

Inner Spring Mattresses,
$10.95
Made in Maine and Made Right

Newest Streamlined Wind-ups,
Railroad Station and Automatic Gate, !
Pop Eye Hand Car,

TALK OF THE TOWN

SOLVING

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 10 — Thomaston—Parent-Teacher
Ass’n meeting at "High School assembly
hall.
I
Dec 10-11—The Senior Class play
"Tweedles." at High School Auditorium.
Dec. 11—Warren—High School interclass play contest at Town hall.
(
□K. 11—Camden—Senior play, "Along
Cam: Peggy" at Opera House
Dec 11—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Aura Nelson.
Dec 13—American Legion's annual
food show at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 14—Knox County Ministerial
Ass'n meets at Warren Congregational
i Church.
Dec. 14 — Washington — Senior class
play. "Mountain Mumps" at Orange hall.
Dec 15—Plymouth ball, given by the
Camden Outing Club at Opera House
Dec. 17—Monthly meeting ot Baptist
Men's League.
Dec. 17—Rockport—Senior class play.
"Mama's Baby Boy."
Dec. 17—Four Counties Republican
Club has special meeting and supper at
Megunticook Grange hall. Camden
Dec 20—Camden—Food show spon' sored by Camden-Rockport Lions Club,
benefit Christmas welfare boxes.

FOOD PROBLEM
A Well Stocked Pantry Is Almost
As Important a Part of Christmas
As the Tree Itself.
SAVE TIME—SAVE MONEY

PHONE 1234
PARK STREET
DELIVERY SERVICE

3 cake* 17c

Camay Soap,

22c

Oxydol, lge pkg
P. G. Naphtha,

Food of Wheat Cereal,
2
Fox Creek Tomatoes,
3
Del Monte Crushed Pineapple, 2
Del Monte Sliced Pineapple, 2
Sun Maid Seedless Raisins,
3
Swift’s Pure Tomato Juice,
4
Snider’s Tomato Catsup,
2

SOUPS,

29c
NO. 2
CANS 23c
MED.
CANS 29c
MED.
■CANS 31c
PKGS. 23c
TALL
CANS 29c
LGE.
BOT. 29c
PKGS.

3 bars 11c

OLD DUTCH 9 cans 1
ASK HOW wYOU
MAY SECURE
ou may
sicuti
WM. A. ROGERS
1GERS Al
AI PLUS .
__
QUALITY SILVERWARE—
CANS /
MADE BY ONEIOA, ITO.
Ul/L

A

4 cans 19c

3 for 21c Diamond Crystal Salt,

6

LB.
PKG.

25c
08c
Rockwood’s Cocoa, full pound,
Stringless Wax or Green Beans, 2 CANS 19c
while th:y last
JAR
23c
FREE! FREE! Grandmother’s Mince Meat,
Cereal Dish
22 OZ. BOT. 21c
Early Morn Molasses,
vith 3 Standard size pkgs
ORANGE PEKOE
*LB 39c
AND PEKOE‘
CORN FLAKES Red Rose Tea,
—ECONOMICAL SPECIAL—

SNOW'S

FRESH CRISP

WELSH RAREBIT
a Can On Vour Pantry Shelf

23c can

SPINACH,

peck

FRESH OR SMOKED

pound

SHOULDERS,

NEWLY SMOKED

FINNAN HADDIE,

OCR OWN MAKE

lb

15c

Rump Steak

Sausage Meat
22c lb

i$
if
utf
2f

O

35c lb

„ ,,

SWIFT'S JEWEL

13c
19c
-

COMPOUND LARD,
L lbs 29c
SUGAR CREEK BUTTER, lb 38c

NATIVE

Pig’s Liver
14c Ib

Calves Liver

29c lb

SPRING LAMB FORES, Ib 15c IroaSTING PORK,

FRESH

M. E. WOTTON & SON

lb 25c
FOODS

Oranges, EXT ** doz 39c
Juicy Florida Oranges, doz 23c
Florida Tangerines,
doz 19c
Sunkist Lemons, lge, doz 33c
Fancy Onions,
10 lb bag 19c
Mild Cheese,
lb 25c

lb 22c

LEAN STEWING BEEF, lb
LEAN HAMBURG,
lb
STEWING LAMB,
,b

15c

ECONOMICAL FOODS
Salt Cod Tongues,
lb 10c
Salt Mackerel,
lb 11c
SELECTED
Salt Pollock, QUODDY
lb 07c
Salt Fish Bits,
3 lbs 25c
Pickled Pig’s Feet,
lb 13c
T ’
Pocket
lb 15c
1 ripe, Honey Comb
Ham Hocks, CORJiED 3 lbs 29c
Salt Halibut,
lb 09c
Minced Ham,
2 lbs 29c
Frankforts,
lb 15c
Penobscot
Scallops, Bay
Ib 29c

SUGAR
10 lbs
49c

r

5
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Gift Suggestions for the Holly Days

i?

s?

V

2

fo
fo
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I The Federal grand jury in PortI land has indicted Jchn Bushea of
Rockland on a liquor count.
5?
tf
Hie V.F.W. Auxiliary will hold a
beano party Thursday night at the
home of Mrs. Daniel Noonan Ingra
hams Hill. Members and friends in
vited.

tf

2

if

Let Us Help You to Select Your Gift from Our
Complete Stock Of Christmas Merchandise

if
if
if
if
if
if

tf

fo
fo
fo

What is nicer than a gift of

HOUSE DRESS
I

To Mother?

’.if ■

New numbers just arrived

Fales Circle meets Friday night
with Mrs George Jatkion at 7:23 if
for election of officers. There will
be a Christmas tree after the meet
5?
ing. each member attending being re
minded to take a gift.

$1.00 and $1.98
tf

if

2

if
if
if

Friends in Knox and Hancock
Counties will be greatly shocked to
day to learn of the death of John L.
Goss, the well known granite manu w
facturer. which occurred at his home
in Belmont, Mass, yesterday. Tlie
remains will be taken to Stonington
Saturday for interment.

fo
fo
fo
fo

LEATHER GOODS

HOSIERY
the finest that money can buy, at

79c and $1.00

Beautifully New Fitted Numbers
nt—

I if
{
j Si

There is nothing better or easier
to buy than Hosiery—all in in
dividual gift boxes.

$6.98 up to $20.00

I

LADY PEPPERELL

| Jf

a

MEN’S SETS
|

SHEET and PILLOW
CASE SETS

i Jf
! fcfl
! §5

at $3.50

Ou: 25 inch Baby Doll has been
the year's sensation, at

at $2.25
in all colors

BATH ROBE

I i*

A banquet and reception in
honor of Department Commander
Scott Leavitt. UStU.V. was held
Monday night at the Lafayette Hotel
in Portland. Gov. Brann was among
the guest speakers. Those attending
from this city were Mr. and Mrs.
John Ranlett, Mrs. Emma Hyland
and Mrs. Emma Dick. About 150 were
present.

if
V
if
t
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

Strongly suggestive ot the Christ
mas season is the iclhauettc window
display at The Crie Shops at The
Brook
It represents a coaching
scene in winter with a four-horse
tallyho, an old fashioned country
residence, etc., and is the artistic ef
fort of the proprietor E. H Crie. Blue
streamers and silver stars are effect
ively used on the interior of the
store.

if
if
if
if
if

if
if

$2.50 up to $5.95

Horsman” Dolls

Also Our Special Colored Border
Numbers, at
WHY NOT A GIFT OF A

fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
tf
fo

$1.98 up to $6.98

if
if

OPENING DATE SET
Albert Abrahamson, head °I
Maine's W.P.A. organization
paid a visit to Rockland's new
Community Building this morning and expressed his satisfaction with the structure. The
work has progressed so well that
the opening ceremonies will be
held Friday evening Dec. 18 in
the auditorium. Mr. Abraham
son, Congressman Moran, John
F. Fitzgerald, R. Wyman Fos
ter, Mayor Thurston and others
will speak. James Connellan
will preside and the famous
W.P.A. vaudeville troupe and
orchestra will provide entertain
ment. The public of Rockland
and all Knox County may con
sider itself invited.

From the largest and most romlete line we ever nad. and all by
Warren.
WEEKEND CASES
in all sizes, from

BUY OUR HUMMING BIRD

if
if

$1.98
Sec this wonderful outstanding
doll value of the year

fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
fo
£
fo

The most complete and largest
line of gift

For Mother or Sister
WOOL FLANNEL ROBES AT

$5.98 and $6.98

HANDKERCHIEFS

in all the new shades
OTHER FLANNEL ROBES
Made by Beacon, at

we ever had
For Both Men and Women
For Uhildrrn in boxes with little
animals, at

$2.98

10c, 15c and 25c

LINEN SETS

$3.98

MEN’S INITIAL LINEN
HANDKERCHIEFS, at

69c, 98c, $1.39, $1.98

QUAKER LACE

25c and 5Cc

TABLE COVERS

When You Are Looking For

$1.00 box

EXTRA HEAVY BEACON
ROBES at

PILLOW CASE SETS
in all colors, at

SKI SUITS

BLANKETS

ALL LINEN TOWEL SETS

from $4.50 to $7.50

Sec our All Wcol, Waterproof
Forrest Mills Single and TwoPiece Numbers, from

In Single end Two-Tone
Colcrings, at

LINEN CLOTHS with NAPKINS

OTHER LACE TABLE COVERS

$4.95 to $13.95

$3.98 and $5.98

YARDLEY'S

from $1.25 to $2.98

CHILDREN'S

Also Scr Our Sp: ial Number, at

DRESSES

$8.95

In the Various Weaves
in all sizes

CHAIR SETS for

H

84c

22»/2c

BACK REST

39c

SNOW TIRES
For Safe
Winter Driving

MAIN ST.

A complete line of sizes from
1 to 16

59c to $15.00 pair

Joseph E. Biaisdell, principal of
Rockland High School, and Kent
Stanley, a High School student pro
vided the entertainment for the
Kiwanis Club Monday night, the for
mer speaking on "The Use of New
Teaching Devices,” and the latter
presenting a sound film which gav<‘
some interesting phases of plant
grewth. The two features contribut
ed to an unusually successful meet
ing. Kiwanians continue to sponsor
the noonday meals for under-privi
leged children at the Salvation Arniy
hall, furnishing two men each day
to assist. The Kiwanis school of in
struction in Waterville was attend
ed by Arthur F Lamb. Louis B. Cook
and Earle McIntosh, who have been
elected president, vice president and
director, respectively.

- BORN
JAMESON—At Rockland. Dec 3. to Mr
nr.d-Mrs Roger Jameson, a son, Ronald
Gardner.
STONE—At East Friendship. Dec. 7. to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stone, a daughter.

MARRIED
BLACK ^PUTANSU At Rockland. /Nov.
19. iby Rev. Corwin H. Olds. Hiram B.
Black of Waldoboro, and Violet A.
Putansu of Warren

DIED
POTTLE At Lincolnville. Dec 9. Arvilla,
widow of Edgar B Pottle, aged 84 years.
9 months. 9 days. Funeral from the
residence Friday at 2 o’clock.
GOSS—At Belmout, Mass.. Dec 9. John
L. Goss. Burial In Stonington Satur
day.

w:h.^

,n GARAGE

$1.00 to $1.98

Also a beautiful line of
SINGLE AND DOUBLE
BLANKETS, from

Made by Freckles in beautiful
new styles and patterns, at

ARM REST

PARK ST.

Russell Funeral Home

tf

Nb>
s*

Yesterday was t.ie deadline for ap
Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday i
plicants who wish Christmas baskets night with Mrs. Sarah Griffin as
to be given out after Sunday's supper chairman. At the close of
American Legion Donation Day at the meeting there will be a Christ
Strand Theatre. Admission to the mas tree and each member is asked
theatre may be paid by food of any to take a gift.
kind or amount or by cash which will
be used to purchase contents for the
feature picture will have thrills, sls8:30; doors open at 1 and 6. The
feature .picture will have thrills, slsPERRY'S SUPREME
FINE
pense and a touching love interest,
GRAN'CLATEE
providing an excellent vehicle for
that winsome team of stars, ILcw
• PLAIN
AjTes and Florence Rice. News,
• CINNAMON
• CHOCOLATE
comics and short subjects will pre 4.50- 20 ..................... $5.25
• MOLASSES
cede "Panic On the Air"—a full pro 4.75-19 .....................
5.25
• SUGARED
gram of rich entertainment. Tiiose
6.85
who so wdsh, may call for baskets 5.25- 17 .....................
next Tuesday at 12.30 at the former 5.25- 18 .....................
6.85
FREE
Crie hardware store in Masonic
«__ •_
5.25- 21 ..................... 6.95
PARKING
Temple where provisions will be
5.5017 ..................... 6.85
PARK ST.
stored upon receipt. Baskets not
called
for
will
be
delivered
Dec.
15
at
MARKET
5.50- 19 ..................... 6.95
EVERYTHING TO EAT
1 p. m., after all names have teen
6.00-16
..................... 7.50
checked with the city welfare de
partment. Recipients are urged to be 6.00-17 .....................
7.50
home in order to facilitate delivery.
6.00-18 ..................... 7.50
No basket will Ibe left where the
q Maynard Holmes of Hull's Cove.
At the Tillson Avenue Stadium
6.00-21 ..................... 7.95
I Bar Harbor spent a busy forenoon h: Friday night Gabby Poulin and residents are not at home but will te
given
to
some
other
deserving
family.
Municipal Court yesterday and was Pancho Villa will meet in the main
TRUCKS
50 percent victorious. He was ac
bout. Matchmaker Hamlin says it's I Sherwood E. Frost, 158 North Main 30x5...................... :. $11.85
quitted on a charge of forgery and
fined $50 for leaving the scene of an a grudge fight, and points out that St., asks for your subscription or re- 6.C0-20 .....................
9.75
automobile accident without notify Villa hit Poulin on the Jaw two years I newal to any magazine published
32x6
..........................
14.95
ing the State police. He appealed ago, and broke Poulin's leg. Ponzi I Why not give a magazine for a
| Christmas gift I'll send a Christmas
The tread on these tires assures
but was jailed in default of bail.
Cochran, who always looks good to card. Best prices possible.
Tel. you cf safe traction through snow,
148'150
inud and water. They pull much
Tonight and Friday the Senior the local fans, is meeting a newcom 1181-J.
better than ordinary tires with
Class of Rockland High School will er. Percy McDougall. Not Algernon
Life is worth living also worth giv chains.
present the celebrated Booth Tark- but Percy. Walter Reynolds will also
MOUNTED FREE
AMBULANCE SERVICE ington three-act comedy ''Tweedles'’ punch a new face, the owner of ing. Enjoy Life the new picture
at the school auditorium with a cast which is Young Daigle of Fairfield. magazine, 1 year, 52 big issues $3.50
■
including Rose Malburg. Shirley Fireworks? Yeah, boy! Dusty Peters See. write or phone Fred E. Harden,
Stanley. Barbara Orff. Fred Haining. is meeting Biff Johnson1 of Water- the magazine man. Tel. 35-W for
TEL. RK2
Eleanor Look. Maxwell Ames. Fred villa, while Percy Porter will fight subscription service on all magazines, I
• CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
MacDonald. Jarnos Hayes and Ed Battling Hillsgxove for the cham new or renewal. Christmas gift RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
98tf ward Childs,
148’lt
cards furnished,
pionship of Rockland.

DOUGHNUTS

A

M
-

-X

STEAK

2

WHY NOT GIVE A PIECE OF

Snider's Vegetable or Tomato

Keep
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IN MEMORIAM
j In loving memory of Florence Oath
1 who died Dec. 10. 1921.
What would we give to clasp her hand.
Her happy face to Bee.
, To hear her voice and see her smile
That meant so much to me
Sunshine passes, shadows fall.
Love's remembrance outlives all;
And though the years be many or few
They are filled with memories dear of

!

you.

Mr and Mrs J. O Oath and family,
^outh Hope

$1.00 box
fo
fo

$1.39 up to $6.98

fo

PERFUMES

*

Everything in These Famous
T oiletries
Also COTY'S, I1CDM T S and
EVENING IN PARIS
Make your purchases of these
makes in this frit ndly store

fo
fo
fo
fo

JAMESON’S SPECIALS
Fancy L'.ttle Pig Pork Roasts............................ lb

.23

Thif would be a good time to have a pork raast. Look
for higher prices on ribs.

Leadership Smoked Shoulders ....................... lb

.26

People like these shoulders.

Jameson’s Home Made Pork Sausage ......... lb

Ancther Lot of Lincolnville Potatoes...... peck

.28

.40

Every one perfect.

bushel 1.50
Fargo Grapefruit Juice .............. 13’/2 °z cans J2
6 cans .58
Ramsdell’s Katz Food ................................... can

.10

Since advertising this food last week wc have had two
Lit ay cats ceme to us.

Baxter’s Shelled Beans......... can

.15; 6 cans

.75

Baxter’s Refugee Beans........ can

.15; 6 cans

.75

Kcilcgg’s Corn Flakes.............................. 3 pkgs

.25

A beautiful cereal dish free.

Baxter’s Diced Carrots.......... can

.10; 3 cans

.25

Baxter’s Pod Run Peas.........can

.20; 3 cans

.50

2 lb pkg. Soda Bread..................................................... 19
1 lb. pkg. Soda Bread ................................................... 10
2 lb. pkg. Fancy Fig Bars............................................ 32
We have a new lot of Famous Chocolates, lb .35
These are in a beautiful Christmas package.

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL 17

HUNT MINK WITH DOG

How They Do Things Over
Wiscasset Way — Do It
Successfully, Too

Every-Other-Day
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the foot of a large tree and, unable
to see any animal in it, Hank climbed.
Near the top of the tree he found
a dead limb and on it was a large
mink. It was the first and only tine
in his hunting experience that he
had known the species to take to a
tree.
Gyp will trail only mink and rac
coon tracks, bast year the brothers
had one of their best seasons. Gyp
and the trapline accounting for 25
foxes. 23 mink and 16 coon.
Hank's success as a trapper and
hunter may be attributed to a study
of wildlife habits since he was a boy.
Only through the accumulated knowledge of years of both study and ex
perience can a trapper become suc
cessful. So familiar is Hank with
these facts that he is attracted by
any unusual quirk in the trail of a
wild animal.
Trapping starts Nov. 1 for these
local nimrods and continues until the
"freeze up:' Then they start hunt
ing mink when the pelt is prime and
at its best. Just before the recent
snow, three days of hunting netted
them eight raccoon.
The fact that they hunt with the
dog late in the fall has accounted for
perhaps a smaller total kill than they
could have bagged if they started
earlier, but this program has brought
better skins and has left ample "seed”
, for future seasons,

ROCKPORT

NORTH HAVEN

T HE PRISON PAPER

HONORS MRS. BOODY

A heavy rain storm hit this locality What the Carmery Crew Did Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S
Miss Helena Upham enteted Knox
Hospital Monday for obser/a'lon and Sunday night with wind of gale
—The Century of Progress
Pay9 Tribute To Its First
force. Thc mercury registered 48
treatment.
Trailer
'Grand Ruth"
Mrs. L. True Spear was at East Monday morning.
Corinth Sunday to visit her new j Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Wooman anIncluding 18 convicts who are
A very attractive reception was
grand child, t'he month-old daugh- nounce the engagement of their
working at the farm the State Prison held by Golden Rod Chapter Tuesday
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Spear.
, daughter Alice to Lawrence I Grant.
The chemical responded to an Mr Grant is employed at the Mor-1 had a population of 280 when the j night at Masonic Temple for "Grand
alarm Wednesday morning caused by row estate during the summer He December issue of the Prison news- Ruth" Mrs. Gertrude Boody. About
a chimney fire at the home ot Joseph ' is also associated with his father in paper. Vox, was published.
250 guests were waiting, when thc
Marshall.
farming. Their many friends fellciFrom the local news department,Mne of present and past grand offlThe Trytohelp Club met Monday I tate these young people.
Interestingly edited hy Mansur T. cers and past matrons of Golden Red

The hunting team of Ernest "Hank'1
Oetchell. his brother Newman, and
fi
fi
the faithful cross-bred dog Gyp, al
ready has accounted for 12 raccoon
fi
and 10 mink this season with further
fi
success depending entirely upon the
fi night at the Baptist vestry with 19
depth of snow, says a Wiscasset let
in library hall the Sunday School
Sinag ll, these items hflve
were escorted to the reception hall
ter in the Sunday Telegram. And be
fi members present. The lime was Ii ciass of which Mrs Julia Beverage Is:i csiill* ** |by ushers, led by the associate ma2
sides this bunch of fur, which will
devoted to work on Christmas teacher, and Mrs. Arilla Sampson.
f tron of Golden Rod, Mrs France,
JEWELERS
baskets. Preceding the meeting n president, will holda Christmas sale
Maine is noted for its abundapef Morse, who wore a black net evening
net a good profit, ‘Hank has suc
fi
supper was served to the \o’unteer 0{ food dolls and other articles Fri- of wild game. This fact was forcibly dress with bright red roses for her
ceeded it* intercepting 16 foxes on his
fi
workmen who for the evening were day afternoon.
brought to mind a few mornings ago corsage and a bright red ribbon on
trapline since Nov. 1.
fi engaged in painting the ceiling of
Although the trapline holds a warm
High School presents a play by a visit from a partridge that flegf "er baton. ............
The offjcers were ^0,.^ ta a
fi the auditorium Seated at
the tables _ ,,
..
_ ,.
, , ____ I
place in Hanks makeup, because it
<52 50 and UD
were
Robert Carle Rev J W Hvs- Frlday nitfht U1 Calderwood hal1
an over the wall into the yard where it
jij Brush, Comb and Mirror Sets,
has kept him close to nature for
ana up JS were. Robert carle. Ret. J. tv H>s- occasion
,
which
,
commands
the
semi-circle
line in front of the stage
which always
--------- and* up
- song. .....
..
.........
“
'
" commands the w as temporarily detained by Lady, ouf 8nd lhe ushers in a semi-circle line
William
Whitney.
Charles
many years, his experiences in hunt
$5.00
fi Rings, most appropriate gifts,
interest and support of the com
Cavanaugih.
Owen
Cavanaugh
prison dog, until captured by Scotty in the opposite end of the hall Thc
ing mink with a dog have made him
25c and up
fi Chromium Ash Trays,
munity.
Charles Rhodes. Jr . Philip Spear,
an ardent devotee of the sport which,
and Jim of the kitchen staff.
«
men in their tuxedo and the
$3.00 and up
Dr. Arthur Woodman has been in
Chromium Cocktail Shaker Sets,
Henry Tominski. A. K Walker. Ray
incidentally, is not followed to any
ladies in their evening gowns made a
The
prison
barber
shop
has
been
$1.25 and up 15 Easton. Charles Collins and Letter Boston the past week, combining
Patty Bags,
wide extent in this State.
moved to its former location in Wig- very attractive sight.
Shibles. The supper oommitice was business with pleasure.
Hank usually hunts with his
Grand Ruth at the head of the line
East Wing. Guard Clark has had a
' composed of MiS6 Helen Small. Mrs.
The first shipment of new books
brother. Newman. They have had sev
crew paint and add fixtures such a* was most attractive ln a lovely rose
Alice Marston. Mrs. Lena Tominski for tlie library has been received and
eral dogs during the past 12 years but
shelves, cabinets and lights. Ther$‘ wood colored lace dress and beautiHAMILTON
■
and Mrs. Louise Cavanaugh.
are ready for distribution. A second are two chairs, also several individual*®*1 shoulder bouquet of flowers
the one they own today. Gyp, whose
BULOVA
The remains of the old Burgess shipment is expected soon.
fox terrier blood perhaps overbalances
mirrors for those who wish to shave J chosen to the color of her dress. 3he
kilns which was Included in the
The 4.H club met Friday night in themselves Tuesday and Friday are ^as presented with Talisman roses
y
WALTHAM
the hound line in him. has been the
5* ELGIN
outstanding mink hunter in their
landscaping project of thc water Library ball with its leaders Arthur shave days Hair cuts from the first t tror
om her home chapter by the niarfront by Mrs. Bok. are now being re- Beverage and Alton Calderwood
career.
to
the
tenth
inclusive
of
each
montli.|
shal
in a very lovely manner. GertILLINOIS
ne >
nn
moved owing to deterioration. The
...
.
,
Hunting a Imink requires the deThe cannery crew, under the su-1 rude in her sincere, sweet manner
$2.95
to
S7.UU
S'
After
six
weeks
on
the
mainland.
Mickey Mouse and New Haven,
*
*
£•' other kilns will be retained and put
velopment of a method to suit the
Mr and Mrs. Floyd Duncan have pervision of Guard Smalley, have > thanked the members of "Golden
Others at $6.50 and up
-- in good condition.
country in which they are pursued.
canned the following farm produce: Rod." and said if she had never been
fi
' returned home.
PORT CLYDE
The Nitsumsosum dub met for
Mrs Edward Armstrong of SpringIn the case of the Getchell brothers,
Swiss chard 2607 cans; string beans | past matron of her own chapter, she
fi
Colored
lights
in
me
business
bridge Monday night at the home of
they have found that covering the field. Vt., is guest of her sister Mrs.
section are lending Christmas cheer 2150 cans, carrots 7500 cans; to- never could have been Grand Ruth.
fi Mr. and Mrs Douglas Bisgee, Sr.
scorelines of the numerous lakes and Burton Clark.
rnatoes 1153 cans; beets 481 cans: Many flowers from friends were then
Mr and Mrs. Irvin Cain and son 1 and announcing that the holiday is
fi
Forest Hupper spent a few days
ponds in this section has produced
shell beans 196 cans; squash 4450 presented to her. ‘‘Grand Adah''
PICTURE FRAMES (leather and metal)
Robert
were
guests
Sunday
of
Mr
but
two
weeks
distant.
fi
in Portland this week.
results.cans. All of the above cans are No, next in line was presented by "Grand
Committees for the Christmas tree
SCISSOR SETS, BILL FOLDS, KEY TAINERS,
and Mrs. Lewis Snyder in Bangor
• • • •
i Mr. and Mrs. Everett Clough of
3 size,
y j Ruth'’ a beautiful bouquet of pink
Mrs. Nellie R Ballard has returned and exercises were appointed Sunday,
Using a rowboat, they follow the Portland recently visited Mr. and
FOUNTAIN
PEN
AND
PENCIL
SETS,
An
act
of
real
kindness
occur#
carnations. Others in the official
y
from Winterport where she was
e Christmas pageant will be held • twice daUy in
yard. .^hoHy». ljne
were Distrjct Deputy Grand
shore while the dog trots along the Mrs Floyd Conant,
fi
CARBONATED
WATER
SYPHON
SETS,
'Ofl
nnA
tl,„
called by th? illness and death of her Dec. 20 and the tree with exercises, may he seen strolling across the ball Matron. Leah Davis of Thomaston.
water line, looking for a hot scent. Mr. and Mrs Clifton Morse were y
fi father.
Christmas Eve.
BRASS LAMPS, CANDLE STICKS,
When a mink is struck. Gyp works recent guests for a week in Mont
diamond with a flock of pigeons flv- Past Grand Matron Isabelle Mont
fi
Miss
Hattie
Carle
and
Roy
Carle
it out until he finds the mink in his ville.
A reception and shower for Mr. and ing about him until he arrives at a gomery of East Boothbay. Past
FIRE LIGHTERS
returned to Stonington Wednesday Mrs. Stanley Quinn will be given given spot where they cluster around
retreat, between rocks, in a hole, or' Rehearsals are well underway for
Grand Matron Eunice Larrabee of
PERSONAL INITIAL BROOCHES, BRACELETS
after a visit at the home of their Tuesday at 7.30 in library hall.
merely snoozing in a bed of leaves the Christmas concerts to be held
and eagerly eat the crumbs ne throw* Belfast. Past District Deputy Bessie
AND TIE HOLDERS
under frozen ice and snow. The dog in the Baptist and Advent Churches, y
Notwithstanding the rain Sunday to them. This is, indeed, praise Stephenson of Union. Past District
fi brother. Robert Carle and family.
E H. Piper is a surgical patient at night there was good attendance at I worthy when contrasted with the Deputy Louise Holbrook of Rockport,
has completed his job when he loMr. and Mrs. Allen K Meservey &
fi
Knox Hospital.
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50
cates the mink and then it's up to and sons Elmer and Allen spent fi
! the church service. Tlie group gath- slaughter of our feathered friends in Past District Deputy Mrs. Belle
fi
In connection with the meeting of ered for a g00d sjng aKe; whlch
his master to get them out.
(Thanksgiving in Biddeford with Mr.
our Maine woods by those bold and Pr05t oI oolden Rod, Past District
fi
You will find literally hundreds of splendid
Harbor Light Chapter OES. next
Apparatus carried along includes and Mrs. George Gould. Dinner was
pastor conducted the meeting in an brave hunters on the outside.
Deputy Carrie Smith of Warren,
fi Tuesday night, a Christmas party
Gift Bargains, priced at extremely low fig
a crowbar, a shovel and a pistol served in the Grange hall with 26 t
informal manner He read selections
Ken Williams, foreman of the wood- Past District Deputy Angie Dodge of
fi will be held and at 6:30 the losing from the letter of the "World Alii- shoP'
which shoots .410 gauge shells. On members of the Thompson family v
ures for we must reduce our stock.
|We are building a Boo;hbay Harbor; Past Matrons of
in the recent attendance confi team,
many hunts it becomes necessary to present. Mr. and Mrs. Meservey t
test retained bv Jamieson Wheeler
f°r International Friendship Century of Progress Ideal Trailer by Qolden Rod Mrs Hester Chase. Mrs.
do an excavating project before the spent Friday and Saturday with Mr.
fi test, captained by Jamieson Wheeler through the Churches" In this con- blue Prints. Libby and Caine will HaU,e Davies Mrs oenrude Payuill sene supper to the winning jeam neclion there was mentioned Walter have completed this Job before this
Mrs Phosa Howard. Mrs. Laura
mink is finally located. Then extreme Meservey's sister Mrs T. W. Beals in
fi captained by Mrs. Elsie Hawicins
g
care is taken in shooting the animal Concord. N. H
t0 Pres-s The basic materials |^|axcy Mrs. Florence Philbrook. Mrs.
fi There will also be an interesting pro Lippmans statement that the "Good
so as not to ruin the pelt. The chase \ Allan K Meservey Jr has employ- w
neighbor policy" of the Administra- are ®,ruce- Plywood, and Tempered
Thomas. Mrs Clara Watts
C.
W.
Proctor,
Prop.
fi
gram
and
joke
Christmas
tree.
Each
F
often ends ln disappointment for the i ment in Whitinsville. Mass.
tion is but a continuation of the ^las°nlte with a camas covering on|^jrs Vivian Hewett. Mrs. Helen
g MAIN AND WINTER STS.,
ROCKLAND, ME. fi menfoer attending ls asked to take policy begun ln Mexico when former roof Inside dimensions are 20 feet chapman and Mrs. Caroline Stewart.
shorelines offer many hiding places
-----------------fi a gift for the tree and those not Fresident Coolidge sent the late by 6,
2 incbe3 bJ ®
Hoof
ushers were Lincoln MacRae
where it is impossible to locate the
NORTH WARREN
solicited for the supper are requested
is of Masonite, the walls and ceiling
Patron George Gay Russell
quarry. In these instances the hunt-1 white Oak Grange has elected as
Dwight
W
Morrow
Bto
ease
the
ten

to furnish sweets.
are of natural wood finish. It has alt -CarleUn Morsp past Patron
ers bide their time until another day officers: Clifford Allen, master; Dvsion
between
Mexico
and
the
United
“Christmas Suggestions" was the
=■
the necessary fixtures as; a studiohcping that they will eventually trail son Jameson, overseer;
Wanen
! Of Star of Hope. I.OOF : Herbert! F
subject discussed at the meeting of States. It is the policy now being couch at each end; sink with pump George St. Clair. Harold Whitehill.
VINALHAVEN
the mink into a better place.
Gardiner, lecturer; Cecile Barter
extended
and
established
by
Presi

Martin Graves. Past Patron Herman
Cassie, noble grand: Harry Yoiing the Farm Bureau Tuesday at the
and 50 gal. water tank; one gas stove
Relating some of his experiences stewar(j; pred Jameson, treasurer;
dent
Roosevelt
in
the
Buenos
Aires
Winchenbaugh. Past Patron Leo
Wallace Young went Monday to vice grand; Charles L Boman. re- home of Mrs. Minetta Paul. Dinner
and one coal stove; an ice box, a dish „
.
_ , _ ._
Hank pointed out that a few season? Alma Jameson, secretary; Emma
conference welding the nations of the
.
,
' Howard. Past Patron Benjamin
was
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Mildred
Whitinsville.
Mass.,
where
he
has
emcording
secretary;
Seth
A
Ames,
fincupboard
and
3
wardrobes.
The
light■
„„„
„
ago an unusual incident occurred Kalloch, chaplain; Lloyd Jameson,
.
7,^ Fhilbrook Al. Briggs Lawrence Perry
Western Hemisphere into a unit for
(ancial secretary; Melville E. Smith, Rhodes and Mrs. Elsie Hawkins.
ing equipment consists of 4-llOv.^—
_
_
.
Working the shore of a small pond, actant steward; Woodbury Robin- ployment.
v.
7n „ uu
, J
iPast Patron Raymond Watts Past
Word has been received here of trade and peace The story of five 1lights
and 2-6v. lights The window 7
. A
Mrs. L. H Young and son Paul, treasurer; George Gray, warden;
the dog found a fresh track, worked son gate keeper; Ruby Allen. Ceres:
, ,
; H’atron Lawton Bray. Past Patron
new Andover-Newton students on a .
the
death
of
Fred
Trowbridge
which
are of a harmonizing color
.
it easily on the ground but in the gva Robinson. Pomona; Margaret who spent the Thanksgiving holidays Charles C. Webster, conductor; A. L. occurred a week ago in Boston. Mr. farm last summer lent added interest draperies
i,u
,
™.
- j
Arthur Wisner. Hiram Crie. H. A.
with the interior. The hardware • °
,
„ .
_ ,
final stages, his barks indicated he Tolman Flora; Grace Jameson, lady at the Ames Farm as guests of Mrs, ^Oluison. R.S.N.G.; Thomas J. Baum. Trowbridge was engaged: in hotel to the meeting
. ,
...
Dodge. Boothbay Harbor. Dr. Larraused in its construction such as
_ .
, _ ,
Ella E. Ames, have returned to Au- LS.NG.; Benjamin Patrick. RBB.;
was having difficulty. After several assistant steward.
■
u.. ■.
,i,
bee of Belfast. Joseph Dodge of East
Blanche Crockett is in training at axles;
business during his lifetime and at
hitches,
sill
brackets;
peak
1
_
burndale.
Mass.
F^d
C.
Chilles
LSS.;
J.
A
Pears.
minutes, however, the dog barked.
____________
one time was proprietor of Hotel'3 Sale,a <Mass.) hospital.
irons; corner brackets, sink and -Boothbay. Ernest Rawley of Tenant s
treed and the brothers answered the
Miss Sara Bunker of Ridgewood, R. S. V G.: Hollis Burgess. L.S V G.; Rockport. 1710 past few years had i The Sisterhood served a chicken pump are all Hammer Blow equip- Harbor and Judge Payson.
THE FOXY ESKIMO
as a
H
V.
Calderwood.
outside
guardian;
call.
____
N. J., is spending a vacation with her
Milton M. Griffin was head
been spent ln the Masonic Home ln . suPPvr Friday and from it nefted a , ment. The outside will have _a j^itron
,
M.
W
Leadbetter.
inside
guardian;
• • • •
[ Eses An Effective Method To Turn parents Mr. and Mrs Nelson Bunker.
Boston. He is survived by his wife. K°°dly sum. Officers were recently color scheme the dark at the bottomTlsher
C M. F. Ames, chaplain
They found the dog well into the
Bark the Wolf Parks
Mrs. Elmer Joy was hostess recent-! Mrs Ella E Ames observed her
^elected in this organization.
blending into a lighter color at t'dp ^ Tbe «rand march was sP>endidly
woods and concluded that another1 An old Eskimo trick Saturday ly to Sisters of the Skillet.
Mrs
Lucy
Poole
Uas
moved
•
o
with an enclosing pattern of fancy led by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dodge
77th birthday anniversary Dec 2 at
Scniciys To PKosdnt Comedy
animal, probably a coon, had been i helped natives turn back wolf packs
Mrs. O V. Drew and Mrs. Victor
•of East Boothbay.
Bradenton. Fla., and would be moulding
her
home.
Among
the
gifts
which
Tlie High School Senior class will
chased. They found Gyp barking at which repeatedly stampeded 3000 Shields visited Tuesday in Rockland
pleased
to
hear
from
friends
in
this
A notable Contribution to this issue (" The (program consisted of vocal
she received was an enormous birth present its annual play Dec. 17 at
------------------------------------------------- reindeer being driven across 500 miles
town.
Union Church Circle will hold a
of
Vox is a poem by the warden's^?solos by Mrs Nettie Bird Frost and
day
cake
from
Eastholm.
made
by
Town hall. This year the students
; of Arctic wasteland to hunger- supper at the vestry tonight.
Miss
Jeannette
Crockett
R.
N.
wife,
Mrs. E P. Johnson. Il follows: S. Constantine; musical reading.
Check That Dangerous ' stricken Barter Island,
Johp Schaffner
have chosen "Mama’s Baby Boy" a
Miss EliiAbeth Guilford enter
Mrs. Beulah Rokes Ames; vocal duet,
has
been
at
home
for
several
weeks.
THE
making of friends
Miss Barbara Brown is in Florida three-act comedy by Charles George
j Chunks of frozen tallow were tained the Knit Wits Tuesday night
having
completed
her
training
In
a
„
nobody
smlled
and
nobody
cheer
ecf
M!f:nlreal
Me Not" from the cjan*U
where site will pass the winter
and the cast has been carefullyj dropped for the pursuing wolves to at her home.
New Jersey hospital.
and nobody helped us along
Ruth," Mrs. Lydia Storer and Mrs.
The annual meeting of Pieasant selected and coached by Mrs. Doris
If every man looked after himself and
, snap up. Inside each chunk the Es
James Ross is in Boston as guest
• • • •
j
the good things went to the strong. Ruth Hoch. The artists were most
River Grange was held recently and Graffam, a member of the faculty.
kimos had bent a six-inch piece of of his daughter Mrs. Harold Arey.
Film Of Historic Scenes
' “ nobody cared Ju8t B "ttle for you ,nd delightful in their renderings.
these officers elected: Master. James
Impersonating the characters are;
nobody thought about me
j whalebone, sharpened to needle
The Slack-Salters met Monday!
The decorations were very attrac
Sleep Sound All Night Long J point. When the tallow melts the
With the use of Richard Bloom's i And
oM
S
L. Calderwood; overseer Winnie C. Mrs. Shepard McLean, a young
night with Langtry C. Smith. Two I
tive,
evergreen trees banking the
would be
Ames; lecturer. Leola B. Smith; j widow. Roberta Holbrook; Shepherd. projector there will be shown at the i
All coughs look alike to BUCKLEY'S whale'oone springs open, piercing thta
officers were elected: W. H. Inger- steward, Herbert V Calderwood; [her son, Donald Welt; Luther Long. I church Snnday night the film en- Life Is sweet Just because of the friends stage and the corners of the room.
MIXTURE (triple acting!—one sip of this
we made and the things ln comwolves' stomachs—and slow death is sqh as King Hake-Sound and L. C
grand medicine usually stops an ordinary
The five star colors were used in
cough—the tough old deep seated cough
Spear Jr.; Juliet : titled Roger Williams Passes By."
mon we share
their fate. A veteran game warden Smith as sentinel Nape-Bone. Tlie assistant steward. Curtis M. Webster; a widower. True
.
. ,
. ...
. .
We want to live on. not because of our- crepe paper streamers and with the
•nd the persistent bronchial cough are
usually checked and under control after sent from Juneau to investigate and j
selves but because of the people
chaplain.
Florence E.
Lawson; Long. her daughter. Katherine An- mis rum sets forth m historic scenes
next meeting will be Jan. 2 at the
beautiful green of the trees made a
just a few doses—no more tormenting,
who eare.
try to destroy the woif packs, said he home of W. H. Ingerson. All mem treasurer. E. Jeannette Gregory; sec nis; Mrs Matilda Blackburn. Mrs. the events in the life of Roger Wil n'"
sleepless nights.
pretty setting for the happy crowd.
BUCKLEY’S MIXTURE is different—It's
McLean's mother. Barbara Noyes; liams. the great American apostle of
supreme—it "acts like a flash"—prove It believed the Eskimo method of kill bers are requested to attend. There retary. C. Meservey F Ames; gate
And the joy of the world when you've The decorating committee was Mrs.
religious
liberty.
Wilbur
Warren.
Shepard's
Young
with one small bottle —guaranteed.
keeper, Maurice A Brown; Ceres.
summed It all up. ts ln the making
ing wolves would prove effective.
♦'will be work on the Hand-Line de
Hester Chase, Mrs Hattie Davis,
of friends.
There are three parts the first
Ella E Ames; Pomona Lillian M pal, Carl Eaton; Sylvia Kline. Helen
gree Free membership will be given
Mrs. Bessie Church, Mrs. Helen
having
three
episodes
—
Tlie
trial
of
Cripps;
Carlotta
Anglin,
a
friend
of
Oregory; Flora. Olive B Gregory;
The United States Department of Chapman, Capt. John Stevens Ray
to any one answering the question,
Mrs. McLean, Elizabeth Lane; Cyn Roger Williams in the Salem Court,
lady
assistant
steward.
Avis
C
Cal

Agriculture reports that 21.821 head Stewart and Milton Griffin. Re
fi “Why is the Ocean So Near the
derwood; executive committee for thia Anglin. Dorothy Burns; Max giving his answer to the charge of of cattle in Maine were under super
Shore?1,
freshments were served under the
three years. Melville E Smith. Fol Moore, a real estate agent, Herbert teaching soul liberty; Williams and vision for Bang's disease on Novem
Rev. Harold John. John Schaffner
direction of Mrs. Bessie Church by
Gregory;
Minnie,
a
colored
maid.
the
Indian
Chief
Massasoit
at
lowing the meeting, a baked bean
and William Davies of Eastholm were
Seekonk; Roger Williams and John ber 1. 1936. This Is 11.8 percent of Miss Katherine Veazie, Miss Mar
and frankfurter supper was served. Irja Hill.
the breeding cattle in the state. garet Stevens. Mrs. Nellie MacKay.
dinner guests at the Ames' Farm re
The affair is under the business Clark at Providence Plantations
Oregon again led the nation, with Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh, Mis.
cently.
management of Byron Rider assisted where the Charter of Liberty secured
CARD OF THANKS
79 percent of her cattle under super Alice Kaler. Mrs. Winnie Keller, Mrs.
, Frank Youngquist returned SaturI wish to thank all friends and by Vera Turner and Katherine Annis from the English king is produced.
vision.
1 day from Milford Mass
neighbors and The Sunshine Club for } ac nronertv manacerv Vernon KenVivian Kimball and Mrs. Clara Cur
Part 2 deals with events between
the cards and gifts that were sent me '
ProPert'y managers, vernon Ken
I Bruce Grindle received a quilt rc- ln remembrance of my birthday
tis.
ney stage manager; Wendell Merrill, the days of Williams and our times;
Mrs A H Peaslee
i cently awarded by the ladies of the
Dancing until 12 o'clock complet
electrician; usher manager, Mary part 3 in allegory history reveals to
Vlnalhaven
MICKIE
SAYS
—
G.A.R..
ed the evening's program.
Tolman; art director, Millieent service world wide achievements. A
Mrs. Mary Cassie, who is passing
|Z The committee in charge of the
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Roberts.
When selecting Christinas gifts do not
second episode presents tlie soul of
STEAMBOAT CO
IF WE HAD A REPORTER.
the winter at the home of her daugh- Telephone 402
affair was headed by Mrs. Belle Frost
Williams
speaking
to
stricken
Chris

Rockland,
Me.
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one
FOR EASH READER, WE
Read Up
| ter Mrs E. P. Morse in North Graf Read Down
as general chairman; Florence Phil
tians
in
Germany.
Russia
and
Mexico
THAT
EXTRA
CENT
of the best, because of the great good the
COULD PRlktr ALL TH' NEWS
A. M.
p M.
ton, Mass., celebrated her 80th birth 5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND .......... Ar
brook and Mrs Katherine St. Clair.
In addition, there will be two reels
S.00
--------ABOUT EVRVPOPy^ Bun*
Lv 4.40 Means So Much To P. O. Department on “World Friendships." These films
recipient gets from it.
day anniversary, Dec. 2.
Among 6.30 Lv STONINGTON
WE fiAMT be evrnwuere
5.30 Lv NORTH HAVEN
Lv 3.30 .
_ „ .
Act omce, so you csau help
Seventy-one Maine farm families
those present were her children, 8.15 Lv vinalhaven
Lv 2.45 ** To Seal Doom of the Two-Cent are released by the Baptist Conven
It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
Ar ROCKLAND .................... Lv 1.30 Poetage
US IF YOU WILL, BY &IVIW& US
grand children and great-grandchil 9.30Subject
who kept records in co-operation
tion for the use of Churches.
to change without notice
1
8
AbN items OF GEUERAL
and fifty-six times over.
14«-tf
dren. Mrs. Cassie spent a pleasant
,with the Extension Service spent
The pastor w’ill speak Sunday
INTEREST ABOUT YOURSELF
Scanning postal revenues for the morning upon Roger Williams—the
day and was kindly remembered with
$519 for cash living expenses last
OR
FAMILY
Then, too, it is welcomed by every
fiscal year 1936. Post Office Depart story of his life, what he stood for,
gifts. Cards featured the entertain
year. More than half of this went
ment officials saw little likelihood some of his associates and contem
member of the family.
ment. Luncheon included two large
for food and clothing.
that the department would recom poraries. The soul of Roger Williams
decorated birthday cakes.
The Courier-Gazette is Knox County s
mend return to two-cent postage marches on in Democratic institu
1 The US. Forest Service is experi
Clyde O. Ames of North Haven was
Own Newspaper.”
when the three-cent law expires next tions.
Thanksgiving guest of his mother
menting with airplanes equipped
summer.
U'ith bombs or containers of water,
: Ella E. Ames at the Ames' Farm.
Send orders any time.
Roy M. North, Deputy Third As
chemicals, and gases to combat forest
The Antique Club met Monday
CLARRY
HILL
sistant Postmaster General, said that
I' with Miss Etta Ames.
fires.
Subscriptions may be started at once or
To Flush out Acids and Other
since the three-cent postage law was
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Feyler made
[I Mrs. Charles Chilles and daughter
we will hold until the day before Christ
Poisonous Waste
enacted in 1932 “the extra cent has a business trip Tuesday to Rockland.
H Mrs. Burton—I never saw anybody
[ Muriel are in Portland this week
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 Miles of
mas.
liny tubes or filters which help to purify the
Miss Dorothy Clarry is spending a
meant between $75,000,000 and $90.as shiftless as our new neighbors.
i [ District Deputy Grand
blood and keep you healthy. Most people pass
000.000 annually to our balance few weeks with friends in Jefferson.
3 pints a clay or about 3 pounds of waste.
’1! jilr. B —How do you know they are
Everett L. Torrey of Tenant's Harbor about
We send a handsome Christmas card
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Mank of
JShiftncss?
~, assisted by District Deputy Grand and burning shows there may be something sheet.
announcing the gift and the donor of it.
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
“In 1934 we were about $12,000.- Mank’s Corner visited Tuesday eve
Mi's. B —Because every time I run
j Marshal John Reid of Tenant’s HarAn excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
due to functional kidney disorders, may
000 to the good," he added. "Obvi ning with Mr and Mrs. Walter
! bor; P. G. Thomas J. Baum as D. D. when
over to borrow something they
be the beginning of nagging backache, rheu
ously, three-cent postage has kept Feyler.
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and
haven't got it.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
: G. W.; P G., A. L. Johnson as D. G. energy,
getting up nights, swelling, putliness
us out of the red.
Mrs. Emma Jackson is making her
R. S.; P. G. Charles C. Webster as under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't w-ait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
"I don't see any chance at this winter home in Brockton. Mass.
Sd. G. F. S. Everett E. Billings as D. Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40
years.
They give happy relief and will help thc
time of our asking Congress to reWillis Keene of North Waldoboro
I D. G. T.; Bro. N. F. Atwood as D. D. 15 Miles
of kidney lubes flush out poisonous
turn the nation to two-ceqt postage.” called Saturday on friends here.
' G Chaplain have installed as officers waste from your blood. Get Doan's 1'ills.

Christmas

2

Palmer & Son

A FEW SUGGESTIONS
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WRIST WATCHES

V

m

$12 to $75
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SPECIAL ITEMS
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v

G. W. Palmer & Son

Cough-Tonight

HELP
15 MILES OF
KIDNEY TUBES
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WALDOBORO’S NEW THEATRE

t'ctn'ccx'wxxicxMX'EY't'C’r''

’BURPEE & LAMB- BURPEE & LAMB
SUGGESTS

I A XMAS GIFT
FOR ANY MAN

Page Five

Beautiful Structure On Site of Historic Reed
Mansion Opens Tonight

SUGGESTS

A XMAS Gin

&

FOR .ANY MAN

* (Christmas

• By Maude Clarke Gay)

Like a gem in a rare setting, the mer home of his parents, Glenhurst,
new Waldo Theatre stands beneath where his sister, Mrs. Madeline Coon
the ancient trees on the grounds once ey Hemingway, and her family of
occupied toy the historic Reed man Syracuse. N. Y.. reside in the summer.
sion. One ls impressed at once His brother Russell S. Cooney of
, with the perfection of care and detail New York, erected his summer home,
that have combined to give this ef- The Meadows, near by and the three
i feet. The structure of brick, con- residences set in spacious grounds j
Crete and steel is of Georgian have the appearance of being on one
Colonial architecture and is one of large estate.
the few, If not the only theatre in
So it Is characteristic of Carroll
A suitable gift for any man.
the country, that ls entirely detached. Cooney to name his new theatTe for
Silks, Wools, or Lisle
for Dress or Driving, Lined
j from any other building, and set in tihe old town, the birthplace of his
Plain Colors, Argyles, Cheeks, I
or Unlined, in Cape, Pigskin
| Its own grounds. Natural shrubs add mother, which her children have
Plaids, Clocks
and Morha.
to the attractive foreground; a car been reared to call their own. That I
riage drive sweeps to the large park- his son. Carroll T. Cooney, Jr., has
) ing space and a sumrrter terrace, been made general supervisor of this
Paikcd in Attractive
reached by stone steps, is enclosed by project and makes his home here
Ask To See Our
, the ornamental Iron fence that sur-1 vlth Mr. and Mrs. Cooney during the
Christinas Gift Boxes
GENUINE PIGSKIN
j rounded the Reed estate.
| winter months, also brings the famiin oak or natural shades
Two or Three Pair for $1.00
The grounds that include 31.000 I ly in closer touch with the people of
I square feet, are Illuminated by con- Waldoboro.
''•‘C’S’C'-SC'e'CX’Ct’e'C’e'M'tX'CC’Cr WWEWWI
cealed flood lights. The wall sur The architect of the theatre was
rounding the grounds is built of Benjamin Schlanger of New York;
Maine granite and conspicuous on the master builder. Myron Neal of
one side of the entrance is the life- Friendship; the carpentry was under
SUGGESTS
SUGGESTS
like figure of an eagle. This is just the supervision of Clyde Winchen15
another instance of the perfection of bach of Waldoboro; the electrical enFOR ANY MAN
detail as these figures were used on j gineering was done by Ray Billings j
the gateways of Georgian mansions.I Of Camden, John A. Cooney and
FOR ANY MAN
one now ornamenting the entrance to James S. Cooney of Waldoboro,
the Admiral Byrd estate in the J Carroll T
.. Cooney Jr. and Robert
South.
j B. Cooney of Waldoboro are the gen! eral supervisors.
Entering the dignified doors of Co-1
opening Qf the theatre is
lonial design set between massive J scheduletj for tonight and the ad.
white pillars, one is Instantly trans-1, sa)e Qf ticket5 show a ,argf
ported into an ultra modern theatre. patronage from this and other tQwni
Yet the artistry is so subtle that the i
____________
periods blend In harmonious con
WALDOBORO
trast. The walls are of California
stucco and the woodwork, brought 1
Mrs Geneva Hemans who was
1
from Brazil, walnut panelling with
called here by the illness and death 1
We Feature the
aluminum base, while steps and floor
Silks and Wools, but actually
of her mother. Mrs. Addie Wyman. |
IMPERIAL
of black and gold marble lead from j
- the Wools Predominate «
has returned to Portland.
the lobby into the auditorium. To
We believe that we have the £
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Knowles and
the left of the entrance is The main
most extensive line in town A
lounge, carpeted as is the entire dau8hter Nancy of Portland have
Plain Colors, Checks, Plaids. A
theatre with sch shades cf green and >en «uesls °f Mrs- Bessie KuhnSILK STRIPES AND
Stripes
PURE SILK
wine-colored velvet. One side of this
Mrs. S. H. Weston, Mrs. L. H.'
room ls enclosed In glass, enabling Westcn. Mrs. H R. Smith and Mrs.
the patrons to see directly Into the 1 J. T. Gay attended the December J
auditorium, a great convenience in meeting of the Lincoln Home execuwaiting for the beginning of a pic- tive board in Newcastle.
At the last meeting of thte Parent-,
tuTe. An exquisite mural painting
covers one side of the lounge and the Teacher Association, business matters '
furniture is, as throughout the build- were dlcsussed followed by a box (
55c to $1.50
Ties, for every man,
ing. designed for both beauty and lunch. Each member invited one
Stripes, Checks, Persians, Figures
guest.
comfort.
Handkerchiefs, white and fancy borders, singly
Mrs. Fred Merrill of Malden, Ma". I
A model of the ship. “Willie Reed,"
one of the finest of the ships built in has been guest of Mrs Charles Rob
25c; in holiday boxes, 2 for 50c; 3 for $1.00
Waldoboro, enclosed ln a glass case, ertson.
is set in a deep niche and visible both
Mrs. Blanche Lovett Is employed
-Pajamas,
$1.50 to $2.00
from lounge and lobby. Concealed at the home of John W. Palmer.
Styles Middy, Coat, Russian Blouse
flood lights illumine tlie attractive
Obligation Night was observed
interior of the theatre. The cush Tuesday at the meeting of Wiwurna
Bath and Lounging Rohes,
$4.00 to $8.50
Beacon. Wool. Silks, Plain Colors and Fancies
ioned seats are upholstered In dove Chapter, OES Following the imgray velvet and sweeping curtains of j pressive
ceremony
refreshments
$1.00
Ski Caps,
soft green that conceal Che screen are were served. Election of officers will
Large Assortment of Color Combinations
' combined with wine-colored over be held Dec. 22.
J draperies of the same material. The
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. Stanley
Suede Leather Jackets,
$8.50 to $12.50
floor slopes upward to the stage Poland have returned from a visit
Lined or Unlined, Zipper or Button
giving each one in the audience an with their sister. Mrs. Edward Con
i unobstructed view, the width be nor. in Winchester, Mass’
Garters
Suspenders
Belts
tween the seats contributing also to
Mrs. Nelson Collamore and Miss
25c to $1.00
50c to $1.00
EOc to $2.00
ease and enjoyment. The wall space , luju Simmons have returned from
on the outer aisles is hung with Friendship. Long Island and will pass
“THE STORE FOR MEN”
ralsincolored monkscloth. insuring the winter here.
Where All Women Like To Shop
against possible draughts. Tie seat
Girl Scout Troop 1 held an inves
ing capacity is 447 and larger seats ture ceremony Wednesday after
and seats with modern apparatus for noon in the High School building.
deaf patrons are only a few of the Mary Miller. Edith Burgess. Inez
Mrs. Robert McKinley. Mrs. Wilbur j considerate arrangements made for Hilton and Peggy Jameson became
UNION
Abbott and Mrs Albert Goss.
the comfort of the audience.
Tenderfoot Scouts. They were in
The Central Maine Power Co. will1
Tie annual meeting of the Uniun
vested by Capt. Laura Jameson as
The seats on the mezzanine floor,
a Christmas cooking ~
school
sisted by the former leader. Nettie
locals of,,
the N E.M.P.A. to have been ! sponsor
H
under the direction of Mrs Carrie carpeted and upholstered in the same Nicholson and Lieutenants Pollard
held at Seven Tree Grange hall Dec. wl„lams R)Wler w
held in the color scheme, will lend added pleas
and Somes. The Troop Committee
12. has been indefinitely postponed, j odd peiiows hall. Friday at 2. Gen ure by placing the patrons where at an earlier meeting decided Dec. 12
they
can
best
view
the
pictures.
From
tlemen are invited. Edward Gonia
the date for the Christmas sale
Mrs. Milton Stephenson and Mrs. I will
. the Crowell store
jWlll hp
be nrpspnt
present to
to hake
bake his
nis famous
lamous I the concealed booth a delightful dis- i to be he]d in
The
William Thomas entertained at a biscuits. All food will be given away, I plaj of col<)rs ln an ultra modern
Scouts are making many useful arti
covered dish luncheon Wednesday I The SUr Circle dinner to have “«hting effect will change to various
cles for this sale.
each Pcturc its own
afternoon at the home of the former. been held Dec. 17 has been postponed hues #vin8
The annual election of the officer;
individual
setting.
There were four tables of bridge. because of the Masonij installation
of Meenanga Grange was held Mon
The second floor is entirely occu
Mrs. Carrie Ames holding highest on that date. The next public din pied by rest rooms. Here. t«x>, each day night. Ernest Boggs was elect
ner will be Dec. 31.
ed master; Harlow Genthner, over
score.
detail Is carefully carried out. The
seer; Christine Winchenbach, secre
“
powder
room''
will
particularly
ap

Mr. and Mrs. Chester McFarland
tary;
Louise Jackson, treasurer;
EAST FRIENDSHIP
peal to women, done, as it is, in deli
are being congratulated upon tht
Dorothy
Wincapaw. lecturer; Hattie
cate pastel colors and black and
birth of a daughter Saturday at Knox
Stevens, chaplain; Anson Jackson,
white
tiling.
Mr.,
and
Mrs.
Albert
Stone
are
Hospital.
The theatre Is equipped with the steward; Keith Davis, assistant stew
receiving congratulations on the birth
Mrs. William Thomas and Mrs. Al Monday of a daughter. Mrs. Stanley latest type of RCA. photophone as ard; Katherine Mack, lady asssitant
fred Hawes entertained Jointly at the Stone of Rockland Is caring for suring the perfection of mechanical steward; Hilda Boggs. Ceres; Martha
home of the latter at dinner and mother and child.
construction. It is also air condi Genthner. Pomona; Isadore Hoffses.
bridge Saturday night. Honors were
Dr. Keller of Thomaston was a tioned. making the Interior comfort Flora; Sidney Creamer gate-keeper;
won by Mrs Clarence Leonard, Mr. visitor Monday ln this place.
able at all seasons of the year. It ls Annie Davis, member of executive
and Mrs. Edward Mathews and
P. C. Roger of Bath was here Sat Interesting to learn that 95 percent committee. The installation will be
Charles Smith. Other guests were urday on business.
of labor and material has been from held in January.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Cramer. Mrs.
Miss Eileen Havener is home from Maine.
• • • •
Zena Nelson, Clarence Leonard and Rockland on account of illness.
NORTH WALDOBORO
It is characteristic of Carroll T.
William Thomas.
Lydia Morse and Maude Mank at
Mrs. Dewey Maloney of Pleasant
Cooney of Waldoboro and New York tended the recent session of the State
Mrs. Carrie Manx was hostess Point and Mrs. Emerson Perkins of
that he should choose the title of Grange in Bangor.
Warren
were
callers
Saturday
at
R.
last Thursday to Grandmother’s
Waldo Theatre for this imposing
William (Walter has been ill with a
J. Marshall's.
Club.
building. The name was given ln severe cold.
Community Club met Tuesday at
honor of Waldoboro and of General
Maple Grange h«ld an interesting
MINTURN
the home of Mrs. Albert Goss, the
Waldo, who In the early days of meeting last Thursday when dinner
program being in charge of Mrs.
Maine included this tract of land in was served at noon and the after
Evangelist Fred W. Foster of Fort his vast holdings. 'Mr. Cooney is the noon passed In rug and patchwork
Elizabeth Hawes, and was en
titled, “The Development of Culi Fairfield who is beginning a series son of the late John J. and Mrs. making. Three visitors were present.
nary Art;’ Mrs. Nina Fuller and of meetings this week at the church, Laura Sampson Cooney of New York The next session will' be Dec. 17 for
Mrs. Mary Barker served as hostesses. is a well-known interdenominational and has passed every summer since election of officers.
The exchange of programs with the speaker who has traveled extensively his childhood in Waldoboro.
Mr, and Mrs. A. W. Winchenbach,
After his marriage he built a fine Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Duncan and
Waldoboro Club was indefinitely throughout the United States and
postponed. It was voted to make Canada. He has crossed the Conti summer home on the banks of the Geneva Eugley were Rockland visi
Christmas baskets for the shut-ins nent twice and has also traveled Medomak River not far from the for- tors Saturday night.
at the next meeting to which each South. Many have entered religious
Celia Teague has been suffering
member will take contributions. work through his influence. Mr.
from a cold the past week.
This meeting will be at the home of Foster has published a book of ser
Mrs. Donald French and daughter
Mrs. John Creighton with Mrs. Lila mons entitled, “The Bible in Ser
of Waldoboro are passing a few days
Burrill in charge of the program, mon" which contains many illustraat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes wll’Hoe tions o{ the evangelist in action. Rev.
Stetson.
hosts Saturday night at the club ]and Mrs. Elbert Wentworth of VerMrs. Sadie Davis ls In Woodfords
puWjc-wd party. Hostesses will be mont w111 accompany him.
where she will pass the winter.

“MONiTO HOSE”:
35c to $1.00

tit
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GLOVES

“You can't go wrong choosing any of

$1.50 to $4.50

these ELECTRICAL Qifts”
S. Claus

5BURPEE & LAMB! BURPEE & LAMB

A XMAS GIFT

SHIRTS

i

A XMAS GIFT

MUFFLERS

COFFEE MAKER—4, 6,
end 8-cup capacity; glass
bowl with red, black or
chromium plated trim
mings—$4.95 up

SANDWICH TOASTERS

HEATING PAD—A very
acceptable gift that's a
necessity in almost every
home. Three-heat switch,
complete with washable
muslin slip cover for dry
heat—$2.95 up.

—A stylish and service
able

table

appliance;

chromium plated, attrac
tive designs from $3.95
up.
NESCO ROASTER—Will cook

complete

A

$1.50 to $2.00

•

cally;

meals.

meat,

Also bakes breed,

dessert.

A

automati

vegetables end

pies, cookies, etc.

Ideal for

the light housekeeper or for

summer cooking.

mi

65c to $2.50 |
$2.50 to $3.00
it******************** *I
Other Gift Suggestions

Comes in

two sires. 6 qt. and 11 qt..
priced respectively at $ 15.45
end $22.50 with inset dishes

COLONIAL PERCOLA
TOR—Makes perfect drip
coffee automatically—the
water drips as it heats.
7 cup capacity—$7.95;
others as low as $4.95.

WAFFLE SERVI-SET—In
cludes chromium-plated
waffle iron, batter ladle
and tray, black china
bowl and p i t c h e r—
$12.50.

included.

Broiling attachment

unit for the large sire roaster

TOASTER — Durable

$3.50.

chrome-plated — one of
our best sellers—$2.95.

W/^6^^'"give

an

ELECTRIC

CURLING IRONS—
Curls the hair with a pro
fessional touch. A fine
gift at a reasonable price
—$1.00 up.

Be a REAL Santa Claus!
HERE’S a gift she’ll be proud of.
It will say "'terry Christmas"
every day. A
it pays for itself
in food savings.
Payments on a Westinghouse
average only a NICKEL per mem
ber of the family per day. Ask
about our Budget Plan for owning
a modern ELECTRIC Refrigera
tor. Let us tell you about the
many extra values that only elec
tric refrigeration provides.

PATRICIAN COFFEE
URN SET—Ultra-modern
9-cup urn; sugar, creamer
and tray—distinction for
the table—pride for the
hostess—and good coffee
for all—$14.50.
■EAUTIFUL VANITY CASI

FREE
TO
ANNOUNCE
YOUI SIFT
WISTINSNOUSI
Including engraved an
nouncement card to go in
side Vanity.

HAIR DRYER—For moth
er or daughter it's a gift
that's ideal—$5.95 up.

IT'S 10 YEAR ECONOMY THAT COUNTS
... you got It In tho.o foaturo.
1 Hermetically-sealed unit.
2 Five Years Protection on unit.

3

4

Eject-o-Cube Tray and Sanalloy Froster.
Built-in Watchman.

5 All-steel cabinets
8 Full-powered mechanism.

As low as tl 12.50 Cash
As little as $.1.50 Monthly

FOR PARTIES THAT

CASSEROLE -Cooks
soups and stews, roasts
meats, bakes beans, cooks
any casserole d i s h—
$4.95.

A

TOASTMASTER

HOSPITALITY

FOOD MIXER - Tha new
Hamilton Beach Food Mixer
maintains constant, controlled
speed of the beaters in heavy
or light mixture at high or
low speeds. No slowing down
es the mixture becomes heav
ier whei? "folding-in" — no
speeding up as the mixture
thins when adding millc or
water. $19.90, juice extractor
$2.75 extra.

Guests help themselves and
everybody's carefree—even
the hostess! The stunning
new streamlined, fully auto
matic Toastmaster toaster
needs no watching—never
lets the toast burn. And the
handsome walnut tray pro

UNIVERSAL TOASTER—
Handsome, modern
chromium plated toaster
with black trim; fine
quality—$3.25.

SET

WAFFLE IRON-Mod
ernistic design, chrome
finish; cast
aluminum
grids will not stick. Heat
indicator tells when ready
for baking—$4.95 up.

clock;
assortme
clocks, a
—$3.95

vides tasty spreads from the
double-compartment appe
tizer dishes, while the keen
little knife trims the toasty
titbits. . . . The gift you've
longed to give yourself—at a
new low price! $n| Q7B
Without stand

CENTI

POWEI^OMPANY

STORES

TOASTMASTER "JUNIOR"—New, streamlined
toaster. Current turns on
when you press lever
down. Another press of
lever pops toast out and
turns current off—$7.50.

wtwiwrcct’c’c'c'ix ~~~’z i,wz-z<x*^w*w**w£'wz'z>z<acGe!r<,Qtw&t'wt’z<c'VC
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TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION | WlMWtmMlMWMlMWMWWPCWMWIWWWWMkWlMWMWfiCWWS
FOR SALE
I

THOMASTON

NEW MERCHANDISE

Mrs. Ruth R. Brackett was hostess
to General Knox Chapter. DA J?
Monday afternoon, at her heme on
Green street. Mrs. Elizabeth P. Dunn
and Miss Harriet M. Dunn were the
assisting hostesses. Arrangements
were made for a Christmas gift box
to be sent Opportunity Farm. It
was voted to have the regent. Mrs
Hazel M. Anzalone, inspect the
General Knox marker, which is now
on the depot with the idea of re
PURE SILK
MEN’S HIGH GRADE
placing it with a new one. Due to
the absence of Mrs. Mary W. Over
FULL FASHIONED
look the paper, •'Clipper Ships.'
which was to have been read at this
All Sizes and Styles
meeting was postponed until the
Reg. $2.50
First Quality
January meeting. During a social
Reg. $1.15
hour tea and coffee were served in
the dining-room with the regent.
Mrs. Anzalone. and Mrs. Annie D
LADIES’
Willey, pouring. The attractive table
decorations were appropriate to the
holiday season.
*5
William T. Smith. Bowdoin L.
HEAVY ALL WOOL
M Grafton and William Grafton have
returned home after a weeks hunt
MENS
ing trip.
LADIES’ ALL WOOL
Mrs. Edgar A. Ames entertained
Reg.
$6.50
1937 STYLE
her Bridge Club Monday night at her
home with prizes being awarded Mis* Eleanor F. Seeber and Mrs. William
Boxes Free
<j Vlnal. Luncheon was served by the
hostess.
ONE
LOT
HIGH
PRICE
SPECIAL
Fred Waldo, who spent two weeks
LADIES'
« with Mrs. Mary L. Waldo, returned
ri Tuesday to Port Clyde.
Fur Collars, Silk Lined
Mrs. Leah F. Davis, district deputt
Values up to S1S.75
Values up to SI9.5O
J3 grand matron, inspected Crescent
Chapter. O.ES.. at East Boothbay
Saturday night. She was accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Raiph CarWcol Flannel Shirts
SKI JACKETS
« roll. Mrs. Karl Stetson. Mrs. Bowdoin
SNOW SUITS
fl
L. Grafton and Mrs. Margaret A
Lakeman.
YARNS
All Wool Skirts
HEAVY HOSE
Edgar A. Ames, district deputy
at Greatly Reduced Prices
grand master, went to Vinalhaven
' Tuesday to inspect and install the
All Wool Mufflers
LEATHER GOODS
GLASSWARE
1 officers of Moses Webster Lodge
F. & A. M.. returning Wednesday
He was accompanied by Aaron A
Clark, past master of Orient Lodge.
Mrs. Elmer R. Biggers is visiting
KkMMiMAMd»Mtl)a>3)3.3)kk9i9i»XXMt
M)3)$.3.kk»3;XS>3.3<X2.;.S.7.3.X2satMt».3;>;2;9i5.3.X3.%Xa»MiM'X>X.XSil
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hussey in
Gardiner, this week, having motored
THE ORIGINAL "TOM SAWYER' whom Mark Twain, or Samuel Into .business tor himself. He also as far as Augusta with Robert Big
_____
Clemens, his real name. met on I became an author, writing eighteen gers. who spent Sunday with Dr. and
books which he has publish;d. ar.d is Mrs Biggers.
The original of “Tom Sawyer." numerous occasions as
now at work on his nineteenth.
The annual inspection of Henry
Mark Twain's immortal character, river boats on the Ohio. After leavTeacher—What lesson do we loam Kr.ox Chapter. R AM. will be held
recently returned to his old farm , ing Shawneetown as a young man.
Friday night in Masonic hall, with
home near Shawneetown. Ill., to re- Spivey found work in New York City, from the busy bee?
Albert E. Anderson, grand scribe of
tire. He is Thomas Sawyer Spivey, became an educated man. and went! Ssnart Boy—Not to get stung.

'TWAS THE NIGHT
before

LADIES’, MEN’S AND CHILDREN’S GOODS

CHRiSTMA.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT FIRE SALE PRICES
FULLER-COBB STORE, Rockland, Me.
1-2 price and less

HOSE

now 85c

1-2 price

Silk Rayon Panties
20c

TOWELS
Set 19c

BLANKETS

he went&& wtc/uj, with

S

2

{
A

SILK TIES
19c

now $3.95

SWEATERS
$1.59

I
S

SILK DRESSES

Ladies’ Winter Coats

UMBRELLAS
1-2 price

now S5 to $12.95

now $3.50

A

FULLER-COBB STORE, Rockland, Me.

CARD OF THANKS

•

We wish to express our sincere thanks I
and deep appreciation for the many i
kindnesses shown us by friends and I
neighbors, Rodney Stinson. Post No. 102
American Legion and Auxiliary and
Rockland Rebekah Lodge. In our recent
bereavement: for the many floral
tributes and cheering words of sympa
thy; to thoce who furnished cars; to
Jones Bro3.. for services rendered; or
to any who aided or lent assistance in
any way.
Mr and Mrs. Howard Smith. Mrs
Ethel Hrmmond. Mr and Mrs Harold
Hutchinson. Mr. and Mrs. Merle Smith.

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST., ROC KLAND, ME.

, Hl

\\\l M

Ml I 1 l\(.

ill

are Gifts of Lasting Remembrance
When you select furniture as a gift you are selecting
an rnduring present . . . one that keeps on giving
comfort, pleasure and enjoyment 363 days of the year.
Our Budget Plan makes it easy for you to give these
small down paygifts of lasting remembrance
ment . . • balance next year.

■K
fir

Portland, as the Inspecting officer
Supper will 'be served at 6:30 ar.d
Mrs. Madelyn Spear. Mrs. Florence
H. Gardiner. Mrs. Hazel M. Young.
Mrs. Faye M. Stetson and Miss Helen
Studley. are on the committee.
Parent-Teacher Association meets I serious illness of their nephew Louis
tonight in the High School audi- I Robinson Jr.
torium at 7:30. Harrison C. Lyseth. I Joseph Connell who has been 111
of Augusta. State agent of secondary I three weeks resumed work at the
education will be the speaker. The ! mlp Monday.
program will also include musical
Mrs. Nettie Jameson returned Tuesselections by the first, second and ciay from a visit with her daughters
third grades, such as: Chorus. Away ^IrP genry McCraw in West Newton
In A Manger; Grade I. “Christ Was i Mass, and Mrs. Chester Robinson in
Born On Christmas Day;'' Grade III. Manchester. Conn.
“I Saw Three Ships Come Sailing
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Black and
£ In;" Grad? n. “It Came Upon The family were guests Sunday of Mr.
Midnight Clear;'' Chorus. "Silent and Mrs Frank Smith in Camden.
Night'' and “O Little Town cf j
£ Bethlehem. ' Parts of the minstrel
CHRISTMAS CARDS
show, recently presented oy High I
iFor The Courier-Gazette)
Now the showers of Christmas cards
School students will be repeated.
Are In the air;
Mrs. A. M. Johnson, of Rockland Carrying
thoughts of love and friendship
£ was guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs Everywhere.
Silent speeches from the hearts so far
Pearlie Hall.
away

y
y
y
y
v
y
y
y
y

£

££

£

ft
ft

&

The new cable for the Warren

again the Bethlehem star so
bright
Will shine again for us on
Christmas night.
Again the Christmas tree so beautiful
Will be
Loaded with gifts of love, for you and

ft I delay in the cutting over of the
mc
„
...
£ wires Five or six old poles will be I „
Mav we worship Hun as we never did
removed before the Job is completed. Before:
The prayer meeting Wednesday
night at the Congregational Church \
Deiora E. Morrill
was omitted on account of the illnevs ; RucltP°rt___________________ _____
of the pastor. Rev. H. I. Holt, who
was suffering from a heavy cold.
The Central Maine Power Co. Is
replacing poles near the monument I
£ Curtain will rise at 7.45 Friday a: ,
Town hall, at the inter-class play;
contest sponsored by the Higii
school.
Rev. H. I. Holt will speak on, “Why
the Town of Bethlehem" Sunday
morning at the Congregational
Church. In the evening the monthly
union service will be held at the
A, Congregational Church, with Rev
£' Howard A. Welch delivering the serf- mon. Special music will be arranged
5 Services Sunday morning at the
Eaptist Church will be at 10.30, with
Church school at 12.
Sarta Claus ha* visited the Babv
Guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs
£ Oliver B Libby were Mrs. Milton Shop again, and this time he left
!;id- of Clothe i for the New Baby
Robinson and daughter Anita, Mrs. Varta Shirts and Bands made ot
Elmer Overlook ahd son Nell. They reft • ilk and wool; dainty Sweat
4 were joined at supper by Mr. Rob ers. Drcjses, Softex Rubber Pants,
waterproof; Baby Buntings with
inson and Mr. Overlock.
detachable liooels, tiny Angora
Mrs. Adelaide Sawyer and daugh Bonnets, Blankets raft and thin
ter Olive returned Monday to Cam for wrapping, heavy cues for the
den, after spending the weekend at erib, One-Piccc Bru h Wool Set
with hoad, mittens and feet all in
I the Congregational parsonage.
one.
£
Mrs. H. I. Holt is making rapid
Creepers, Bobjv Suits, Knit
gain toward recovery from a recent Suits, and Knit R ipers for the
boy baby that father wants to look
surgical operation.
£ Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leavitt cf like a real boy.
We also have M; . Day’s Shoes.
£ South Warren were supper guests Mercea'ins
and Sell. Voles ior the
£ Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. O. B. little baby.
Libby.
First Step Shoes with semi-hard
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Black an- soles and flexible hard soles for
nounce the engagement of their only walking, sizes fiom 0 to 8; Freckle
daughter, Grace Louise to Charles D. Dresses fiom 2 to 10 years; Knit
£ Crcwell of Waldoboro, youngest son Dresses, skirt and sweater, I to 7
£ of Mr. and Mrs. William Crowell. I years.
Among the toys “Sleepy Sam’’
The wedding will take place at 7
has arrived and many other soil
£ o'clock Saturday evening in the Wal- j toys and novelties.
£ doboro Baptist Church, Rev. Horace
I Taylor the pastor to officiate. Friends
“from Camden, Rockland. Warren.
Randolph and Waldoboro will attend, i
Mr. and Mrs W F Robinson re
ft turned Sunday from Searsmont 9 LIMEBOCK ST., ROCKLAND

£
£

£

THE BABY SHOP

£

For “Dad”

GIVE HER A CEDAR CHEST
A gift that carries with it a sentiment and adniiratie.n that will live for a lifetime . . . that's
all the mere reason why you should come to
Burpee's and select a nationally famous eedar
< h: st. You may use our easy budget plan
which brings even Ihc most expensive models
within your reach. We have all styles ... all
finishes.

ENGLISH LOUNGE CHAIR

$16.50
AND VP

Every man enjoys comfort after a
long day's work . . . that's why we
suggest you give “Dad” a lounge chair.
Here's just one example of the many
values you'll find when you shop at
Burpees . . . built in a "Quality Test
ed" manner . . . and it's a BIG chair
. . . sate priced.

$17.50
AND VP

Budget
Terms

$1.25 up
BUDGET TERMS
Every man ran use a smoker . . .
and all boasting aside, we be
lieve we have Rockland's finest
display of emokrrs ... A stylo
to meet every man’s fancy ... a
price to fit every gift-giver’s
purse. Come to Burpies.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR
THE WHOLE FAMILY
RADIOS

TABLES
MAGAZINE RACKS

£
£
£
£

£
£

TRIPLE STUDIO DIVAN
Genuine Inner Spring construction . . . opens to a
full size or two twin size beds ... no need to worry
about the comfort of the holiday guests . . . come to
morrow . . . select this divan ... it will solve all your
problems.

*19.95
AND UP

SEWING CABINETS

LAMPS

£
£
£

£

A SMOKER

BURPEE FURNITURE Co.

It’s the one gift that lets a modest amount of

money pi^t on airs. It’s the first gift he'll reach
for on Christmas morning and the last he’ll let

go of.

And in this stock of fine luggage you have every
smart new kind at your command.
Gladstones, Zipper Bags, Suit Cases that keep

the same old name but that match the new 1937
cars.

plete stock we have ever shown . . . which is

another way of saying that it’s the finest assort
ment of luggage Knox County has ever seen.

ATTRACTIVE SHIRTS
SMART NECKWEAR

WOOL ROBES
SILK AND WOOL HOSIERY
MUFFLERS AND GLOVE SETS

CLIPSHAVE ELECTRIC RAZOR, $10.00
PACKARD LEKTRO SHAVER, $15.00

GREGORY’S
g
y
y
y
y

g
g
g

£
£
£
£
ft
£
VISIT THIS STORE 1
of a Thousand

Once

£
£
£

This Christmas

...GIVE LUGGAGE!

Come again to greet us on this
Christmas Day

WARREN

£ Telephone Co. is up. but there is a

Budget
Terms

A MAN’S HEART THIS CHRISTMAS

I HL

GJFTS FQR TH£ H0M£ £

y

IF YOU WANT TO CARRY AWAY

Our luggage starts at $3.30. It’s the most com

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Notice Is hereby given that the annual
meeting of the stockholders of the
Thomaston National Bank will be held
at their banking rooms on Tuesday.
January 12th. 1937. at 10:00 o'clock a. m..
for the purpose of fixing the number
and electing a board of directors for the
ensuing year and of transacting any
other business that may legally come
before them.
Per 4>rder. *
H F DANA. Cashier.
Thomaston. Maine
148-Th-3&4

£
£
£

BURPEE S
y
y
y
g

VICTROLA with records for sale,
console style, in excellent condition; 1
very reasonable. Call 793-W after 4 p. m. •
__________________________________ 148*tf '
’RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. Up to •
16 questions answered. 25c and stamp. I
G. A. A JONES. Bluehill Falls. Me.
_________________________________ 148*150
ELECTRIC motors for sale; 2 h. p. Allis
Chalmers. 5 h. p. General Electric, 10
h p. Westinghouse. all 220 volt. 3 phase, i
60 cycle MASON’S FILLING ST A .
Thomaston.
148*150 ,
; ATTRACTIVE and convenient steam
heated office to let. Location opposite
| foot of Llmerock Street affords unusual
I light and valuable publicity facilities.
Roll ir\$ hosiery E C. MORAN CO
148-tf
SIX-room apartment to let. 1 minute
from bus. Modern conveniences. Rent
reasonable L. W THORNDIKE. Thom
aston
148*150
Hosiery is a gift she never gets too
FURNISHED apartment to let. nice ' 5
many of. Don’t forego the thrill and warm, all modern, hot water heat, 1 &
of shopping miles of store aisles rent reasonable FLOYD SHAW 47 No &Main St.. Tel 422-R
148-tf y
but—keep Rol
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FIRST~ £
NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
g
lins chiffons at
Notice Is hereby given that the annual &
the top of your
meeting of the stockholders of The *
First National Bank of Rockland will be
list if you want
held at Its banking rooms on Tuesday. IJ
to be sure your
January 12. 1937. at 10 o'clock a m . to 1
fix the number of and elect a board of
gift will be
directors for the ensuing year, and to !
"tops” with her.
, transact such other business as may I
properly come before the meeting.
Per order.
JOSEPH EMERY Cashier.
_
Rockland. Me . Dec. 10. 1936
148-Th-3—4

£anta Clauikncwi

COSMETIC SETS

79c

No. 1
NINE-room house with bath, lights,
city water, hot air heat and garage.
Priced at $220 which is much less than '
It is worth.
No. 2
TWO-tenement hou.se. earns $32 per
month, priced at $2500 and always i
rented, a good investment.
No 3
AN 85 acre farm about 10 minutes
from Rockland business section, only
$3,000
This is a good time to buy if you are 1
considering buying a home.
Thanks for reading this advertisement.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
163 Main St.
Tel 6O5-M
___ _______________________________________ 143-It

ALL TOYS

SHIRTS

y
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£
£
£

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

where they had been called by the

y

g

g

*£

Practical Gifts
SENSIBLE JOY-BRINGING REMEMBRANCES

S’
S’

S’

S’
S’

g
S’
y
y
y
y
y
y

Electric Percolators
Shears and Scissors
Pyrtx Oven Ware
Sleds and Snow Shdes
Aluminum Dripolators
Home Tools, All Kinds
Shaving Mirrors

Kitchen Knives
Electric Toasters
Shoe Skates
Skis and Scooters
Carving Sets
Electric Light Bulbs
Toys and Gamss

Full Line of Flash Lights, All Types, All Styles
The Famous “Driver” Power Tools

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

y
y 4C8 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

y
STOCK UP AT CLOVER FARM’S GREAT

CANNED FOOD SALE
GLENDALE GOLDEN BANTAM

CORN

lie;

NO. S
CANS

59c

No. 2
CANS

59c

GLENDALE GOOD QUALITY

No. 3
CAN

PEAS,

11c;

FOODLAND YELLOW CLING
NO. 2
CAN

PEACHES,

89c

i2 16c; 6

GLENDALE PEA

BEANS with pork

2’,
CAN

NO.

10c 6

NO. 2!vC(L.
CANS

CLOVER FARM PURE

PINEAPPLE JUICE

NO.
CAN

1 9c; 6

NO. 1
CANS

53c

SEE OCR WEEKLY HANDBILL FOR OTHER SPECIALS
Sunkist Navel

Oranges, lge.

Pork Roast—

doz 33c

RIB END.
CHINE END.

sCioverFarm

Stores

PINE TREE DIVISION

lb 20e
lb 25e

it

£
£
£
£
£
£

£
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Mrs. Harry Chase who underwent
an emergency operation for appen
dicitis at Knox Hospital, has as far
improved that she expects to return
Friday to her home on Brewster
street.
Mirs. Donald Hanley entertained
i Tuesday at a luncheon bridge at her
home on Summer street. The guests
were Mrs. Alan L. Bird. Mrs. William
1 White. Mrs Charles Kalloch, Mrs.
I Kennedy Crane and Mrs. Arthur McI Eonald of Thomaston.

■

Miss Grace Goff has returned from
Waldoboro where she has been the
guest of Miss Millicent Burns.

<z /

B

THIS IS FUR COAT WEATHER!

Lapins, Hudson Seals, Beaverettes, Muskrats,
Raccoons, Caraculs, Marmink, Leopard Cats,
and All Other Wanted Furs.

FURS REPAIRED AND MADE OVER
SELECT YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT NOW!

LUCIEN K. GREEN
-FurrierTEL. 541
147-143

8 O'CLOCK
MILD AND MELLOW

RED CIRCLE
BOKAR COFFEE
TUNE IN---A&P BAND WAGON
Starring KATE SMITH 8 P. M THURS.

TOILET

SOAP

CHRISTMAS
WRAPPED

AiP SALMON

CAKES

2

N° Ji«>
CANS
JC

NECTAR TEA

LARGE
PKG

ORANCE PEKOE

14 LB
PKG

nnCCCDVEC

Mrs. Beth Green Hamilton an
The T and E Club met Wednesday
active
member of the music-drama
afternoon with Mrs. Louis? Brown.
Sewing and lunch occupied the time. department of the Cosmopolitan
Club in Bath will serve at the an
Mrs. Fred Fernald of Thomaston, nual silver tea to be given Sunday
who dislocated her shoulder in a fall afternoon at the Club house.
is being cared for by Mrs. Hazel Gray.
Mrs. Dorothy Baxter and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorn-dike who Audrey Teel entertained at Mrs.
have gone to Florida to spend the Baxter's home, with honors going to
winter, are very pleasantly located at Mrs. Frances Farrand. Mrs. Elizabeth
Melbourne, where they have taken Gilbert. Mrs. Doris Jordan and Miss
Katherine Snow.
an apartment.

Mrs. Fred Jordan was hostess to
the FOB. Club Wednesdav at her
home on Broad street. A delicious
dinner was followed by a busy after
noon of quilt tacking. The club's last
meeting was held at South Warren,
when the members were entertained
Edgar A. Guest, the popular writei by Mrs. Kenneth Fales.
and radio entertainer has provided
Miss Mabel Pillsbury is ready to
the sentiments for the beautiful
Christmas cards on display at the fill Christmas candy orders. Tel.
709-R —adv.
148-149
Gift Shop of Edwin H. Crie.—adv.

7c

21c

&1nd
sure o

25c

2 LB
JAR

ANN PACE strawberry
rKCOCK Y CO
AND RASPBERRY
ALL OTHER FLAVORS

Mr. and Mrs. Myron Grindle of
Arthur Flanagan and James
Sargen-tviUe. who have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Irl Hooper, have re Flanagan leave Saturday for Palm
Beach. Fla.
turned home.

13c

H LB
CAN

BAKER'S COCOA

31c

Z9c
What a pleasant way to

MELLO-WHEAT CEREAL ^GE 15c

please people

MARSHMALLOW PUFFS N,c 19«

.choosing

from our attractive, giftright, price-right slippers.

BABY FOODS

CORN FLAKES
PEARS
Currant Jelly
except coffee flavor

NO. 2
CAN

10c

NSn

10c

I

a host ofother styles, soon.

HERE ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS
SIIIRTCRAFT AIRMAN SHIRTS
ARROW AND CAPE COD SHIRTS
SILK OR WOOL IIOSE
CHENEY TIES

These are the cream of the tie markets of France, Italy,
England and Switzerland, brought to you for Xmas! Handtailored, jacquard lined. No end of patterns and shades, in
handsome silks and satins.
SPUR TANDEM TIES ....................................
50c and 65c
CHENEY AND CISCO WOOL SCARFS
$1.00 to 53 5'J
MADRAS PAJAMAS
$1.50 to $3.00
SLIPPERS ................................................................ 69c to $3.00
SWANK TIE HOLDERS AND JEWELRY
25c and 50c
PIGSKIN GLOVES .........................................................
IZM
SUSPENDERS, by Jacoby
50c and $1.00
REAL CORDOVAN KELIS ................................................ $100
MEN'S TRAVELING CASES
$2.50 to $6.01

For a desert supreme, slice the
Fro-Joy Butter Pecan roll in 4 or 9
slices, pour over Hot Chocolate Sauce
and you'll have a most delicious
Chocolate Pecan Nut Sundae. Your
nearby Ice Cream dealer will take
your order for delivery Christmas
morning.—adv.
148&151&153

These Gifts, and many others,
prices. Do all your shopping here

FRIDAY NIGHT

Styles for Girls
and Women
Rockland

25c

p’kcBs

LESS

First Award,
Second Award,

35c

L0

SUNNYFIELD

Pancake Flour

pkg

23c

cans

25c Macaroni

25c

5bab

2

pkgs

13c

H lb
PKG

15c

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

GROUND

MINT JUMP.

pkg

15c Black Pepper

FRESH FRUITS £r VEGETABLES
FLORIDA TANGERINES
176's

on your list. See these and

ENCORE. ANN PAGE SPAGHETTI OR

Cigarettes

~| t the men to whom you intend to give presents were
to tell you what they wanted you'd learn that practical gifts
would be most in demand! And semethin* la wear is prac
tical! Blackington's, his favorite ttorc, invites you to shop
for his present today!

MEAT AND GROCERY STORES

19c Sliced Bacon

PKG

ANN PAGE

Apple Sauce 3

Mrs. Dora Bird attended the State
board meeting of the Maine Federa
tion of Music Clubs Tuesday at the
home of Mrs. Guy P. Gannet in Cape
Elizabeth. Plans for future work
were formulated, the keynote being
■^American Mi'Ric and Extension."
W festival given at Sanford under
kt direction of Mrs Grace Pierce
Richmond was a great success, both
musically and financially. A sub
stantial check was shared with the
State treasurer of the Federation.
The invitation extended by the
Rubinstein- Club to hold a state con
vention in Rockland was read and
accepted. Luncheon was served and
the session continued during the
afternoon. Songs were presented by
Miss Carol, contralto of Portland.

terials to delight everyone

29c

QUART

Miss Anna Richardson arrived last
night from Washington. D. C., to
spend a month’s vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Richard
son. Maple street.

SUNSWEET

15c Prunes

pkgs

BUTTER CRACKERS

NBC Ritz
OXO
Beef Cubes

In styles, colors, and ma

Jc

PKG

17c Rajah Syrup

jar

4

25c
SMALL C

CANS

SUNNYFIELD

PACKER'S LABEL
PACKER'S LABEL
COLDEN BANTAM

CORN
Sparkle

3

CLAPPS

R ACTICAL

Mrs. -Anth’ony lAnastasio and .
daughter Victoria are spending the
Christmas
holidays with
Mrs.
Anastasio's parents in Boston.

Je

• H LB
CAKE

FOR ALL FINE LAUNDERING

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A R. met
Monday afternoon, when Mrs. Clara
Thurston delightfully entertained the
members, the following serving as
assisting hostesses: Mrs. Alice Karl
Mrs. Mary Ladd. Miss Ellen Cochran.
Mrs. Katherine St. Clair, Mrs. Ella
Buffum Mrs. Hester Chase, Mrs. Eva
Wisner and Mrs. Lucy Carter. There
were 22 members present, all very
generous with their gifts for Oppor
tunity Farm, as the well laden table
testified. The regent reported the
sale of 25 D.A.R. Cook Books by
Lady Knox Chapter. The members
honored the memory of the late Capt.
Henry R. Huntley, G.A.R. veteran,
by standing in silent prayer. Two
excellent papers were given, one by
Mrs. Lucy Carter entitled "Matinicus
Isle, Its Story and Its People" and
the second by Mrs. Helen Carlson,
who had for her subject "Fort Hali
fax."
County Agent Wentworth
gave a very interesting talk and re
freshments were served by the
hostess.

25 C

4

BAKER'S CHOCOLATE
LUX

«
*

Mrs. Fred E. Richardson and
daughter Mrs. Charles Walker of
Medford. Mass., are in the city to
attend the funeral of Prank A.
Richardson.

CONTINUING THE GREAT COFFBE SALE!

LUX

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow and
daughter Carleen of Bath, were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Laurence Leach. They attended the
meeting of the B. B. Club held Satur
day night.

Rev. J. Charles
has been In Bosto
has returned home

T.H.E Club met Monday
with Mrs. Albert R. Havener,
ing featured the session.

CLOTH COATS AT REDUCED PRICES
TO CLOSE

Miss Gertrude Blackington and
Miss Patricia Thompson are in Bos
ton this week. While there they will
be guests of relatives in Newton Up
per Palls and Needham. Mass.

THAT MEN LIKE...

Mrs. C. Earle Ludiwick is convales;
lng from an attack of sickness.

Full Stock To Show At Reasonable Prices

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mrs. Alice Glidden of Waldoboro
is a guest of Mrs. Fred Jordan.

Mrs. Clara iLermond spent Wed
nesday in Warren where the attend
Ernest Mattson, who was in the ed a meeting of the S. U. V. Auxiliary
city to attend funeral sendees for the
Mrs. Clara M. Maker has leased
late Minnie C. Smith, has returned
her house at 162 North Main street,
to Portland.
and moved to Worcester, Mass,
where she will make her home with
her son Josiah L. Tolman 182 Russell
street.

Fur and Cloth COATS

16 SCHOOL STREET

SMART WOMEN KNOW

D0z19e

200's

1

FANCY WINESAP APPLES
RED EMPEROR CRAPES
CALIFORNIA CARROTS
HARD NATIVE CABBAGE
BLUE HUBBARD SQUASH NATIVE

DOZ

31c

4 lbs 25c
2 lbs 17c
2 bchs He
5 lbs 13c
10 lbs 21c

The Kind Men >
and Boys Like

with yeur ringing

thoetmg toddle itor.»
thrill to stirring rotnoncr

rrndpr a Ie<a* moon:

All Leather

Men’s $2.50
Boys’, $1., $1.25

Cozy, Warm
Ones for Tots

SEE • hundred wild
Ihonet rtampedc! ...
iSlE the race again*!

79c to $1.25

odd* lor « Fortune'

SEE the deadly wolves
■ Hacking human pray!

LAMB LECS
PORK LOINS
PORK CHOPS

LB

GENUINE SPRING

SLICED HAM
KIDNEY LAMB CHOPS

LB
LB
ib

23
21
ANN RUTHERFORD

25

39c

LB 39c

TODAY
WARREN HULL

S&a J'oodii

in
‘FUGITIVE IN THE SKY

SMOKED POLLOCK FILLETS 2 lbs 29c
SMELTS
1 LBS 25c
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD FOOTWEAR

432 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME
9

CAMDEN

convalescing from a major opera
spent in tihis town. She was for
tion.
many years employed by the Knox
Woolen Co. For the past 27 years
she had lived at the home of Mrs.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Nellie Gray on tSea street, where her
death occurred.
The W.C.T.U., will meet with the
president, Mrs. .Etta Fernald. Friday
X « « 4i The big East*
afternoon, at the home of Mrs. E. T.
/
West football classic
climaxes this thrill*
Stahl, 55 Mountain street.
paced gridiron romance.
T. Jenness French, Ora R. Brown
and T. W. McKay are on a hunting
Adolph Zukot proton**
trip at Marion.
Fred Trask is guest of relatives in
Uxbridge, Mass.

The installations of Canton Molineaux, Patriarchs Militant. I.O.OF,
and the Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux, will be held Jan. 4 with Edina
M. Robbins of Rockport and Major
L. L. Anderson of Camden as install
ing officers.
The colored street lights are now
on and with the stores dressed in
holiday garb, the town presents a fine
Christmas picture.
The tree is
placed on the Village Green and Is a
marvel of beauty.
Eugene Rich is in New York city
Robert W. Jamieson is confined to
on a business trip,
his home on Elm street by illness.
Mrs. Georgia Hobbs will be hostess
A joint meeting of the Camden
Rotary Club and the Camtien-Rock- to the Monday Club next week at
port Lions Club was held Tuesday her home on Free street.
at the Congregational chapel with
Mrs. Edward Blackington is In
dinner served at 6:30. The ladles South Portland, caring for her
were in attendance. The guest mother, Mrs. Fred Morong. who is
speaker was CoL E. A. Robbins editor
of the Camden Herald who talked of
.his recent trip around the world.
Arvilla. widow of Edgar B Pottle. I
Ambulance Service
died yesterday at her home In i
.Lincolnville. The (funeral will be |
held Friday at 2 o'clock, with burial
in Lincolnville.
The funeral of Sarah Agnes
Abbott, 81, who died Tuesday will be
Morticians
held today at 2 o'clock from the
Good Funeral Home. Rev. W. F.
Brown officiating. Interment will be
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
In Mountain cemetery. Deceased was
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
born In New York State but the
119-tf
greater part of her life had been

ELEANORE WHITNEY
WILLIAM FRAWLEY2

LARRY CRABBE
TOM BROWN

/

Directed by Charlo* Barton

PHONE 89:

.1; • •
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ALL SET FOR COMMUNITY FAIR

Do Your Christmas Shopping Now while Roads AreGood
tt

General Manager Parker E. Worrey Has Lined
Up Splendid Organization
The machinery that is to put,
Men's Division
Gifts: Elmer B Crockett. A. C.
across Community Pair in the audi
McLoon, Henry C. Chatto
torium of Community Building Feb
Entertainment: John M. Pomeroy.
22 to 27 is thoroughly organized and Joseph E BlaisdeU George j Cum.
is already functioning in the pre- mjng
liminary work so essential to a sueExhibits: Willis I. Ayer, H B Bird
G. L. St. Clair. Earl C Perry. Harold
cessful food and industrial fair.
Jackson. Harold B. Leeman. Richard
Bird, R. E Eaton. Edwin Edwards.
Stafford Congdon and P. C. Black
Publicity: George Dyer. J. M
Richardson. R S Sherman. E. C.
Dow.

For Christmas
choose a gift that will
long cherished . ..

be]

CHOOSE A GIFT FROM

Women's Division

Chairman. Mrs. Eugene Lamb.
Tickets: Mrs. Donald Kelsey. Mrs.

CUTLER’S

H P. Blodgett. Mrs Basil SUnson.

Very Acceptable Gifts for Women or Misses
nA fC

SATIN AND SILK

TUCKTITE

COSTUME BAGS
59c to $2.00

$1.00 to $2.98
SLEEPING

PAJAMAS
$1.00 to $1.98

LOUNGING

BATH ROBES

PAJAMAS
$3.98 to-$7.98

VAN RAALTE Silk and AVool

SNUGGIES
49c

SUPS
$1.19 to $2.98
Rayon and Flannel

$2.98 to $6.98

THE BEST SILK

SWEATERS

HOSE

Coats. Slip-ons. Twin Sets

VAN RAALTE

Rayon Bloomers
Panties, Step-ins
59c

NORTHMONT
Short. Medium, Long
Three Lengths

SKI SUITS
$8.50 to $16.50

Others at $1.00

$1.98 to $5.00

Chiffon and Service

SKIRTS

79c

Pacific Flannel

ALL WOOL

$1.98
ALL WOOL

ANKLE SOX
50c

SCARF SETS
$1.00 to $1.98

JACKETS

Percale and Gingham Check

COTTON AND RAYON HOUSE

Suede. Leather. Wool. Fabric
and Flannel

Cocktail Frocks
. $1.00

SKI PANTS
$2.98

$2.98 to $10.50

Decoratirj: Mrs. Rhama Philbrook.
Mrs Charles Hewett, Mrs Joseph
Emery.
Candy and Refreshments: Mrs
David Beach. Mrs. John O. Snow.
Mrs. Donald Cummings.
Entertainment: Mrs. Charles W
Morton. Mrs. Harry Levenseler. Mrs.
A. R. Havener. Mrs. Arthur Lamb.
Mrs. Joseph Dondis. Mrs. Minnie
Rogers.
Pood Sales: Mrs. LeRoy Chatto.
Mrs. I. B. Simmons. Mrs. Clinton
s
Bowley. Mrs. R. A. Smith.
Parker E. Worrey is general
Other committees will be appointed
manager and driving force behind 1
conditions demand and additional
i*
the great fair Alvra AV. Oregon workers will be added to the organiveteran of many previous fairs, is nation listed above. A general eve.honorary chairman
. .___ pa
. d4h?
meeting
and
advisor.
Ed, of the
° full Community
8
. .
Fair committees will be hclu in the
ward R Veazie ls secretary of the chamber of Commerce roonis the
fair committee The ground is now evening of Dec. 28 or 29 General
being covered for exhibitors, gifts Manager Worrey has purposely set
ar.d samples of all kinds. The mas> the meeting after Christmas out of
of detailed information and plans consideration of workers and shopare being worked out in committees pers of the holiday season. Individual
These special committees are co- committees are meeting at pleasure
operating with General Manager and working on their individual proAVorrey.
blems.

FROCKS
$1.00 to $3.98

BLOUSES, Satin, Silk, Metalic, Cotton,________________________ $1.00 to $3.98

NEW HOLIDAY LINE SILK DRESSES FOR STREET and EVENING WEAR
REDUCED PRICES NOW ON ALL
KNIT AND WOOL DRESSES
WINTER COATS

CUTLER’S, THE STORE FOR LASTING GIFTS

The wife of a clergyman warned
him as he went off to officiate at a
funeral ene rainy day:
“Now. John, don't stand with your
bare head on the damp ground, you'll
catch cold;'

The cause, detection, and controlr .
z'rxrxn. z-i
of mastitis in dairy cattle Is exMADE GOOD CHOICE
plained in Extension Service Bulletin 225. available on request to the Senator Biaisdell or Hancock
University of Maine Extension Serv
County Selected For Gov
ice. Orono. Maine

ernor's Council

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
Telephone

993

Deliver

WEEK-END SPECIALS

SMALL LEAN

ROASTING PORK.................... Ib .21
TENDER AND LEAN

SMOKED SHOULDERS............. lb .19
SPRING

LAMB LEGS............................. lb .20
Boneless Tender

SPRING

CENTER CUT

SIRLOIN
STEAK
lb 27c

LAMB
FORES
lb 14c

PORK
CHOPS
lb 25c

HOME SALTED GREENS....... 2 lbs .29
SALT

BONELESS

Pot Roast,

lb 19c Fish Bits,
HOME MADE

CHOICE

Chuck Roast, lb 15c Sausage,
FRESII GROUND

Hamburg,
TOP ROUND

Steak,

2 lbs 23c
Ib 25c

RIB

lb 17c Lamb Chops, lb 23c
SWIFT’S

Ib 23c Lard,

4 lb pkg 59c

KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES, 3 pkgs .20
WITH LARGE CEREAL BOWL FREE

The eight members of the Hancock
county legislative delegation elected
Carroll Biaisdell of Franklin, present State Senator, as a member of
the Governor's Council for 1937.
Hancock county, without a councilor
I.
«
... .
,
for several years, will be represented
on this board in 1937. 1938. 1939. and
1940
Senator Biaisdell has a continuous
record of legislative experience since
1927. He has served on numerous
i committees, both during his three
terms in the House, and during his
’ experience in the Senate. He was
! chairman of the important Legal
Affairs group, which handled many
! of the most vital bills introduced
He is a lawyer, and granite manu1 facturer, and thoroughly conversant
1 with conditions In the eastern part
! of Maine.

Let a Christmas gift of a year's
subscription to The Courier-Gazette
with the news from home, speak of
youi regard for that loved one away;
$3 a year.—adv.
146'154 J

ATTRACTS ATTENTION

IS TEN YEARS OLD

Itooevik Club Has Extended Lewiston Paper Comments
Helping Hand On Many
Interestingly Upon Hosmer’sPond Project
Occasions
Says the Lewiston Journal:
Founded on the purpose of friend
ly assistance to the deserving, a
“Rockland has been demonstrating
helping-hand mission has woven remarkable community spirit in its
endurance into the substance of
Hosmer Pend Winter sports develop
Itooevik Club, an organization of 12
Rockland wemen headed by Mrs. ment. Everybody's helping; masons
Nellie Peterson as president, which are giving their services; electricians
Tuesday reached its tenth annlver- are helping with the wiring; CCC
sary of act ite service—a ripe old age
bave made tf,e
trails; the'
as clubs go. In fitting observance woman.s auxiliary have served din.
of the milestone members assembled ners w „ helpers gratis; materials
at Hotel Rockland where a shore and food hgve streamed in; plans are
dinner left nothing to be desired.
being made for a 3Q section toboggfln
The table was graced with minia- . chute for a hockev
wel, hg, .,
ture Christmas trees and as effective
for night playing, and for thoroughly
centerpiece a large birthday cake
furnishing the lodge. About 100 dif
proclaimed the clubs span of years
ferent people are weekend workers
with 10 flickering candles. Amid
to push through this winter recrea
much merriment place cards were
tional project. What Rockland hss
read, each marker inscrib'd with an
done might be accomplished in
aptly clever verse and sketch of a
hundreds of Maine cities and towns
member, this being the creative
—
with a little old-fashioned gump
handiwork of Mrs Leola Noyes.
tion Maine has hardly touched the
Attendance at the theatre was the
final pleasure of the celebrants, fringe of possibilities in winter sports
whore tcast to Lhe occasion as ex- development.''
pressed by the dubs •joct. Mrs.
The above item shows the atten| tion which the Hosmer's Pond proNoyes, is here quoted:
attracting all over the State.
To Itooevik Club, formed ten hort1 lect
years—
The Journal inadvertently give the
We've known much happiness.
credit of the Hosmer's Pond job to
And we've known some tears
We give generous help
Rockland, but everybody knows it
Through careful observing
To the woman or child
belongs to Camden, although there
Who is most deserving
is no mistaking Rockland's keen and
We've bought small shoes
And baskets of fruit
neighborly interest.
And in many cases
Our tongues remain mute.
We respond to all calls
That are sent our way.
And try to help carry
Some burden each day.
If we try to help others
Through sorrow and strife
Well find the gold lining
In everyday life ''

If You Can’t Buy
What You Want
-IN ROCKLAND—
Come to

FREESE’S

in Bangor

Maine’s Biggest Department Store
Home of Half-a-Million Gifts
BUY' ALL YOU CAN FROM YOUR LOCAL MERCHANTS
COME TO FREESE'S FOR THE REST!

Your local merchants have good stocks and good values, and we believe you
should patronize them for everything they can supply you satisfactorily with.
But we are making a frank bid for the business vou usually give to Portland
or other distant places. Read all this ad and see the many advantages of
shopping at FREESE'S instead.

Bangor Is 22 Miles Nearer Than Portland
—and No Toll Bridge Fees To Pay!
* * * *

THE FINEST STORE
THIS SIDE OF BOSTON

WHAT YOU

This is not an idle boast; one visit to Freese's will convince
you. Biggest in size, greatest breadth of assortments, more
different departments, most attractive in appearance, more
spacious to avoid crowding, prices and values that cannot be
excelled in Portland. Boston, or New York. Come and see
for yourself.

By Shopping At

3% Acres of Floor Space!
6 Floors Facing 2 Streets!
A Whole Mile of Shopping Aisles!
55 Departments Sell ’most Everything!
Hundreds of Sales Clerks!
Dependable Nationally Advertised
Goods of Known Quality!
You Can Buy Everything You Want
Under One Roof Here!

SHOPPING IS MADE EASY
AT FREESE’S
You can shop in real comfort here. We have done
everything to make shopping as easy, enjoyable, and
satisfying as possible. Shop all day in one store; no
need to rush in and out of doors with arms full of parcels.
Inquire about a Transfer Card.

Wide Aisles—No Crowding!
Plenty of Help—No Waiting!
Tremendous Assortments—
Easy Selection!
Free Check Room For Wraps
and Parcels!
Free Mailing Service!
“Transfer Cards” Enable You To Pay
For All Purchases At One Time!
Fancy Gift Wrapping At Cost of
Materials Used!
Waiting Rooms and Rest Rooms!
Excellent Meals At Luncheonette!
Elevators To All Floors!

SAVE

FREESE’S
Instead Of In Portland

Save 44 Miles Travel!
A huge saving in distance, gasoline,
and !car operation. 22 miles saved
each way totals 44 miles—with sav
ings even greater if you live in Cam
den. Why drive 44 miles out of
your way? Come to Bangor instead!

Save 2 Hours Time!
22 miles each way and no congest
ed traffic to contend with saves you
a total of close to two hours' travel
ing time. Two hours more to shop,
or two hours more at home—hours
ycu need are saved by coming to
Freese's I

Save Toll Bridge Fees!
No Toll Bridge on the Bangor Road
—you save at least a dollar on the
round trip, and more according to
the size of your party. Another dol
lar to shop at'Freese's with!

Save on Prices!
You get the utmost possible ln
''Value-per-Dollar" at Freese's. No
matter where you go, you will And
Freese's prices as low as the lowest
anywhere for identical qualities.

Save Gold Bond Stamps!
Gold Bond Stamps given on pur
chases represent important savings
to regular patrons. Inquire about
them.

Save Parking Fees!
Large FREE parking areas are very
close to Freese's store, and you can
save the parking fee you usually
have to pay in other cities.

THESE ARE ONLY 12 SHOPS FROM OUR 55 DEPTS.; SEE THEM ALL!

THE NATION'S FARMERS
Records Show Them To Be Making
Wider Use of Co-operative Buying

GOLD STAR MOTHERS

Congressman Rankin of Mississippi
chairman of the House Veterans
committee said he thought if any
major legislation affecting veterans
came before the next Congress, it
probably would be designed to take
care of gold star mothers whose lnsurance payments expire in the
spring.

Farmers of the nation made rec
ord use of co-operative purchasing
organization in the 1935- 36 marketin8 season, buying $399,030,009 of
supplies through co-operathes, an
increase of 25 percent over the previ
ous year, the Farm Credit Adminis
tration reported today.
“The number of fanners’ purchas
ing co-operatives reporting, which
was 2.112. was also a new nigh." the
report said. "The number in 1934-'35
was 1,906. Farmers are note co
operatively purchasing farm supplies
I and general merchandise in fortyfive of the forty-eight states, and a
larger percentage of associations sell
oil and gasoline than any other type
of supply. Some 45 percent of the
2.112 associations furnish oil and
gasoline. 42 percent feed 30 percent
seed. 25 percenlt fertilizer and 12 per
cent coal.
“In dollar volume of business, New
York State ranked first with 150
farmers' purchasing associations fur
nishing $42,000,000 worth of supplies
to their members, compared to $33., 400,000 last year."

&1

Sweethearts
Will Believe in YOU and SANTA CLAUS
if you select any of these gifts for them
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
SMOKING SETS
CEDAR CHESTS
OVERSTUFFED CHAIRS
STUDIO COUCHES
PARLOR SUITES
AXMINSTER RUGS
GOVERNOR WINTHROP DESKS

GOSH ALL HEMLOCK!

A total of $311,826,771 will have
been spent in New York City by Jan.
1 for the year 1936 for emergency
unemployment relief. Mayor F. H.
A Deposit Will Hold Any Purchase Until Christmas A LaGuardia announced Tuesday. The
city will have contributed $61,103,954
this year, exclusive of an additional
outlay of $13,176,539.14 on the Works
488 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 811
Progress Administration program, he
said.

We have exceptionally low prices on quality
Merchandise

JOHN B. ROBINSON

“

FR EE SE ’ S

Every-Other-Day
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DOUBLE VOTES IN ORDER
Cruise Contest Stores Make Liberal Offer—
Vivian Mullen In the Lead

YOU’LL be fascinated when you
see the G-E Colorama Dial of thia
new Korused Tone radio flash from
red lo brilliant green as you dial
><>ur station—tiaibly assuring you
that your radio is in Perfect
Korused Tone. But you’ll get aa
even greater thrill when you lislea
lo the whole new range of tones
brought to you for the firal time by
G E FOCUSED TONE RADIOI >

pom
Mart you buy any mdiu be sure
lo see and hear the new G*E*s. Tha
truly remarkable featurea and ral
lies they offer will prove la your
ryes, ears and pocketbook that G-E
is the only radio for youl

COME IN TODAY AND
CONVINCE YOCKSELEI

G-E MODEL E-VS Ferssed

Tout Radio

Dial. Sn»lr» Bos. Sltdiof-rule Tuning
ScaU. lJ-lneh Nabiliied Ib namic Speaker.
Muaie-Speevh conirol. Bass and Treble Compen.
aalion. 9-Me<al Tubea. 3 Band. Tuning Range;
Standard Broadraata, Police Calls, Avialion, Ama>
Inicmauonal Skort oa«e. Auloqq qr
malic Volume CootruL
J Q {J . JJ J)

Purchase Your Radio

With just two weeks to go to
Christmas and the end of the South
ern Winter Cruise Contest we find
Vivian Muflen in the lead with Edna
Gregory second followed by Arlene
Havener and Francis Havener Jr. in
third and fourth places. The situa
tion is tense, no one can guess who
the winners will be. The prizes will
be anybody's meat right up to the
last minute with the two youngsters
who work the hardest and collect the
most votes winning the nine day
cruise on Britain's luxury liner, Brit
annic, to Nassau and Havana.
The contest stores are busy lining
up double vote specials for the rest
of the contest. Watch the paper and
store windows for them. Things are
going to hum for the next few days,
with double votes and triple votes in
most contest stores.
There will be special prizes for the
winners in addition to the all-ex
pense cruise. Watch Tuesday's paper
for the list of extra prizes and note
what stores are giving them.
The judges have nearly completed
the reciieck on yotes already de
posited and will announce the re
sults of their counting at an early
date.

On Our

lt Bolts

Deferred Payment Plan

OINIRAL^niCTRIC

The contest will end and the final
counting made in Perry’s Main Street
Market on Dec. 24 at 10.30 p m. No
votes will be accepted for counting
after that time. The official clocks
will be the clocks in Perry's Main
Street Market which will be checked
with Western Union time every hour
from 6 p. m. on until the closing
hour. The store will be open to the
public all the evening, until the
counting is completed and the final
results announced.
It is not too late to give yoi^r sup
port to some one of the youngsters.
Select one and get your votes by
trading at contest stores.
.
The standing to noon of December
9th is listed below:
Vivian Mullen ...............
16.876
16 402
Edna Gregory..................
Arlene Havener ............... ........ 15.561
14574
Francis Havener, Jr.........
9568
Charles Mitchell .............
Leon White Jr.................. ........ 7544
Daisy Gray .................... ......... 5.098
4 648
Vera Ames .......................
4 396
Carrie Breen
..............
Ellen Anderson ............... ......... 3.501
William Cross ................. ......... 3.129
Clayton McMahon ........ ......... 1.773
Vivian Foster ................. ......... 1.746

Southern Winter Cruise Contest
DOUBLE VOTE SPECIALS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

MAIN
STREET

TEL. 721

PERRY’S MARKETS

ON MEAT COUNTER

TRIPLE VOTES
SNIDER’S SOUPS

ALL THIS WEEK

4 cans 19c

DOUBLE VOTES

RESEARCH KEEPS G-E YEARS AHEAD

-M

STREET

Vegetable and Tomato

H. H. CRIE & CO.

Kitchenware Makes Useful Gifts
SHOE SKATES
Sizes 2 to 12

$2.95
WHITE SHOE SKATES

WHEELBARROWS
Red Metal Tray

Popular for Misses and Ladies
Professional Type

21 in. Shafts ...................................25
26 in. Shafts...................................50
30 in. Shafts............................. 1.00

$4.95
ATTENTION-BOYS!

28 in. Shafts ............................ 3.50

Canadian Type League Skates, two colored
leather, padded felt tongue, non-breakable
box toe; built for a hard game.

Agents DELTA TOOLS

Double Runners, 49c pair

AU Wood Wheelbarrow—Just Like Dad's

ORE HEAT

FROM LESS FUEL

GREGORY’S

Cone-Cleaning removes all unbumaL 1
impurities from D&H ANTHRACITE, giv
ing you more heat units in a given weight.
Even burning makes wasteful forcing
unnecessary. A most economical fuel.

Double Votes On Men’s Overcoats and Suits

TOYS

H. H. CRIE CO.

Tree Lights

Heavy Wool

HARDWARE

Electric

Hard Pine
.95
4 ft.
$1.40
5 ft.
1.90
5»/2 ft.
2.25
6 ft.
6% ft.
2.85

Candles

THE HAPPY TIDINGS

Colored Bulbs

- SSffi ’

Which W. A. Holman Gave
To Parishioners of Port
land Baptist Church

“Maine’s Most Perfect Little Theatre”
WILL OPEN

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10
Reserved Seats Available At Regular Prices
Chisholm’s in Rockland, or Waldoboro
PHONE 100
MODERN IN EVERY RESPECT

This beautiful little theatre, seating somewhat less
than 500, is the finest product of science and the building
arts. Constructed entirely of concrete and steel, it is sci
entifically lighted, heated and ventilated. Its construction
affords patrons perfect visual comfort from deep, wide
seats. Special seats are provided for the hard of hearing
and eight seats afford ease to the super-man.
Its lounges are modernistic, its rest rooms models of
sanitation and convenience. Every detail is worked out
for your comfort and enjoyment.

Your Patronage Is Cordially Welcome

OPENING FEATURE, "THURSDAY. DECEMBER 10
Shows at 7.00 and 9.15 Thursday Night

BING CROSBY
“PENNIES FROM HEAVEN”
With Carefully Selected Shorter Subjects
AMPLE FREE PARKING SPACE

Maple
$3.97
6 feet
4.45
6‘/2 feet
'4.95
7 feet

Stockings
Ash Wood
$2.98
5 ft.
3.45
5% ft.
4.75
6 ft.
5.20
6*/2 ft.
5.70
7 ft.

Ski Boots, pair,

5.25

Prof. Model, pair

9.95

In Bright Colors

Pair 39c up
tf
‘j

tf
tf

Ski Harness at Popular Prices

TRICYCLES

Don’t Slip This Winter

•

Health Bringing. Body Building
Gay Colors, Durable, Solid Construction

WALDOBORO, ME.

Is Complete

Christmas

Triple Votes In Toy and Sporting Goods Department
Until Christmas

WALDO THEATRE

SKIS

$2.89

95c pair and up

Double Votes On All Gifts and Wallpaper
Until Christmas

.TEL. 487 ROCKLAND
Tune in the New D. A H. Anthra
cite Radio Program Sundays 2:00
to 2:30—NBC RED Network

Our Stock of

CRIE’S Gin SHOP

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Green, ivory, White

$4.95

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
The Store Where All Prices Are Lower
Double Vote* On All Gift Purchases Until
Christma*

PERSONAL SCALES

For the Young Carpenter

WEAR CREEPERS

tf
tf

Editor of The Courier-Gazette
I feel certain that it will be of in
tf
10 in. Front ........................... $2.79
terest to your readers, who have
8 in. Front................................ 1.29
seen the beautiful Gothic Church
11 in. Front............................. 2.75
opposite the Eastland, to learn of the
13 in. Front Wheel............... $5.95
happy news which as trustee and
15 in. Front Wheel ............... 7.95
acting for the board I was privileged
20 in. Front Wheel............... 8.95
to present to the Immanuel Baptist
Equipped With Electric Lights and
Hooded Wheel
congregation last Sunday morning
This church together with its lot,
Hi or Lo Heel, pair.....................30c
cost approximately $325,000.
We carried a mortgage with one of
In Metal Boxes
the large Trust companies which was
closed and compelled to liquidate,
KITCHEN CANISTER SETS
when so many banks were closed.
ALUMINUM DISHES, All Styles
This was always embarrassing to
WOODEN SALAD BOWLS
FOR THE YOUNG CHEMIST
the trustees and constituted a real
peril.
ELECTRIC IRONS
A Burrows Product
During all these difficult years Im
IRONING BOARDS
manuel kept her interest and taxes
fully paid and reduced our debt.
Last spring our loan stood at
$90,900. Late in the winter Mrs.
J Freeman Gowen left the Immanuel
Red and Blaek Chromium Trimmed
I Baptist Church a bequest and made
the church residuary legatee of her
43 inch ...................................... $4.50
36 in. Long.............................. $2.79
estate which will approximate finally
48 inch ...................................... 5.50
48 in. Long .............................. 3.19
about $25,000.
53 inch ....................................... 6.00
We made a complete settlement
with the bank disposing of our State
street property and being allowed as
ALL TOYS ON SECOND FLOOR
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
offset $5000 in impounded trust funds,
EXPERIENCED
SALESMEN
TELEPHONE 205—206
ELEVATOR SERVICE
so that our debt now stands, not in
banks, approximately $27,000 plus the
CITY DELIVERY
moral obligation to restore the Trust
Funds when the $27,000 is fully paid
The interest upon the new loan is
about equal to Che taxes on State
street which no longer fall upon the
church and the saving annually will
amount in interest formerly required
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
of about $5000.
The present debt Immanuel can
328 MAIN STREET,
-------------ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE
205
safely carry and will extinguish as
rapidly as possible.
This great
church then can release the power
inherent in it for carrying on God's
JOINING TIIE NAVY
kingdom more fully than ever was GEORGES RIVER ROAD Arne Avikainen and Rev Mr Holmes, happily in singing songs, partaking
possible.
William A. Holman,
both of West Parts, being the guest of coffee and cakes and listening to
brief speeches by Rev. and Mrs
When Charles Hanson, sought to
A surprise party was held recently speakers.
Trustee.
Heino.
enlist in the Marines, a shapely but
for Mr. and Mrs. Victor Erickson of
Portland, Dec. 7.
A group of friends tendered a
Friendship in observance of their
A Christmas fair will be held to- altogether undraped female figure
shower recently to Mr and Mrs.
Butter Pecan is the flavor of the 35th wedding anniversary. A large
place at the home of Mrs. Ida Har- was discovered tatooed on his right
Pakala on the occasion of their 50th
Fro-Joy Pt. roll for Christmas, roled
i Church at 7 o'clock Services Sunday arm. The recruiting officer objected
gathering joined merrily in making
wedding anniversary, the party tak at the Church will be at 1.30 p. m.
in finely chopped English walnuts.
vigorously to tlie decoration. Hanson
Your nearby Ice Cream dealer is tak this a delightful event. Refresh ing place at the home of their ' Next Thursday a meeting will take promptly hunted up a tatoo artist
ing orders, now for delivery Christ ments were served.
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and place aot the home of Mrs. Ida Har- who added a modish, angle-length
mas morning—adv.
Services were held Sunday at the Mrs. Mathew Toorpaaka with whom j jula, 31 Georges River road, at 7. gown to the picture. Then Hanson
148&151&153
Finnish Congregational Church, Rev. they reside. The evening was passed I Everyone is welcome.
Joined the Marine;.

SNOW SHOVELS
23c and up

PYREX ALL STYLES

$1.00, $3.50, $5.00
CARD TABLES

$3.25, $2.25, $1.49
KIDDIE BOGGAN

FLYING YANKEE SLEDS

CHEMISTRY SETS
$1.50, $3.00, $5.00, $7.95

H. H. CRIE & CO.

Every-Other-Day
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PORT CLYDE

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

In Everybody’s Column

I Advertisements ln this column not to
A. W. Maloney of Cushing is
txceed three lines Inserted once for 29
BY ROPNCY E FiVLEP
cents, three times for SO cents. Addlspending the winter with his son,
COMMISSIONER «~ SEA
SWORE RSHfRlE
| tlonal lines five cents each for one time
I Ernest Maloney.
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.
Mrs. Harrv Smith of Rockland is
making a few days' visit with her
parents, Mr and Mrs. Frank Sim
♦
Hand trawling, that dangerous oc- I roller on the bow. It is most inter- mons and sister. Phyllis Southlands.
i <
Congratulations
are
extended
Mr.
J
cupation. around which so many j esting to watch the hooks come to
*
SUM of money found on premises of i
stirring sagas of the sea have been the ®facc about 18 inchcs flPart' and Mrs. Francis Ellis of Thomatcn,
52 Summer St Loser, by describing same,
1 Practically every specie of fish in formerly of this place, on the birth
will
be recognized TV1 11S-J
147-148 ,
written, is fast disappearing. Until the North Atlantic goes for a trawl of a son, Francis.
LINED brown kid gloves trlnuned with 1
a few years ago the principal method hook and one never knows what is
fur. lost ln center of city Tuesday Please I
Willing Workers met Tuesday night j
return to Courter-Oaaette
148'lt I
of harvesting ground!ish it is now coming next. As the end of the haul at the home of Mrs. Clifton Morse.
****** K
giving way to the modem and more is reached the dory goes back to the t Tlie Christmas sale of this club will
*
_ ___________
I
efficient otter trawl or fish drag. A mother ship and the fish are pitched be Tuesday at Mrs. Brennens.
t♦
i
aboard
where
they
are
cleaned
and
I
Norris
Seavey
is
a
patient
in
a
few boats continue to use the hand
♦
i
iced.
Bangor hospital.
w •
trawl as it is believed that it is I
MIDDLE aged man wanted. Light farm J
better suited to take several species I The day's haul completed and the ■ Albert Hussey of Friendship is
work Must be good dry milker, for
of fish, yet the number is getting so fish cleaned and iced the men must ' making his winter home with his'
winter, or year if OK Pay small, Refer
ences. Write E. C. Courier-Gazette
small that it new occupies but a small then bait up far the next day. This daughter, Mrs. Walter Teel.
145-150
goes on for from eight to ten days, in
Rev. John Holman supplied this
place in' the fishing industry.
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven.
all
kinds
of
weather,
until
“
a
trip"
week on Monhegan.
105 Limerock St.. Tel. 1283 EVA AMES
Most people who live on the coast
_________________________________ 147*149
Mrs. Mabel Beals and sister. Mrs 1
are familiar with the hand trawl. It ! is taken.
USED kitchen range wanted at once
This
is
especially
mean
work
in
the
Grace Freeman cf Tenant's Harbor
has been used by large and small
| Must be In good condition, with hot
winter.
Sometimes
a
dor)is
more
I water coll II possible R E NUTT 436
are in Bath for a few days.
boats since fishing was first started
I M»ln 8t • Ttl 259~R or 964-M
147-149
Thousands of lives have been lost 1 than a mile from the mother ship. It
Mr. and Mrs. Rexford Anderson I
TWELVE tons of hav wanted meadow
hay preferred. MEDOMAK CANNING
through this hazardous work and j may be rough and it is always cold. have returned to Criehaven following
CO . 415 Main St.. Tel 924
146-148
many volumes could be filled with For several hours the men must work. a visit with Mr. Anderson's parents,
25 cords of dry hard cordwood wanted.
the tales of bravery and suffering “^otected in these open boats. The Mr. and Mrs John Anderson. They I
J. B. PAULSEN Thomaston, Tel 62.
passed down frem generation to gen- cold waUr' the wlntry blasts' nunlbed were accompanied here by Mr. An
146*148
Motion
hands and feet, giant seas and many
derson's sister. Miss Elizabeth Ander
Who hasn't watched a fisherman ' other ^^ble features yet the son who will be their guest for a
Eleanor? Whitney cheers Larry Crabbe on to victory In the big East-West
I
rigging up a trawl? A strong tarred fishing must go on.
time.
I
One of the most dangerous parts
game: It's a scene from “Rose Bowl.”—adv.
line about 803 feet long is used and
Oeorgia Ellis and Milford Ellis are
ROCKLAND Radiator Works, 70 Park
the hooks hanging from a string 12 to of the whole procedure is a sudden at the Borne of their grandparents.
squall,
fog
or
snow
storm.
The
St We specialize on Auto Radiator* only
18 inches long are attached. The
Radiator* repaired, recored, cleaned. All
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Cushman,
for
•
"Rose
Bowl"
has
many
fast
football
sides
in
the,
Rose
Bowl
game
Benny
work guaranteed Drh'e ln for estimate
whole thing is neatly coiled into a mother ship is quickly out of sight two irt’eks.
sequences actually set in the famous Baker, as one of Brown's colleagues. _________________________________ 146*151
tub or half barrel so that it can be and the men are left in the dory at
Mrs. Harry Smith of Rockland was Pasadena stadium, with competing is meanwhile vieing with Crabbe for
FANCY
embroidered
articles
for
taken out quickly without snarling. the mercy of the elements, trusting
gifts, for sale MRS ARTHUR
supper guest Friday of Mrs William teams enlisted from the pigskin stars the affections of Miss Lawson—a Christmas
to
luck
that
they
will
be
found.
BREWSTER. 32 Grace St.
147*149
'After the “tulb of trawl" is rigged,
of the University of Southern Cali- movie starlet.
All winter fishing is mean work Pease. Jr.
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
it must be baited. Each of the hooks
Mrs. John Coffin who has been fornia squad. Crabbe and Brown apThe games which bring the rivals CRIE HARDWARE CO. 408 Main St
142-tf
are baited with herring or other fish, and trawling is the worst.
visiting her daughter Mrs. Gladys pear as rival football players, both face to face in the Rose Bowl provide
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Ro-kthe same as one would bait a hook
M
orders
Needham in Portland, has returned from the same small Ohio town and plenty of excitement for football land Hair 8tore, 24 Elm St Mall
for fishing from a wharf. As this
CLARRY HILL
both in love with Miss Whitney, fans, but the biggest series of foot- solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
home.
132-tf
process goes on the lines and baited
They attended different colleges— ball thrills, of course, come in the
Mrs.
Ruth
Wilson.
Miss
Arlene
Mr.
and
Mrs
Ralph
Miller
of
East
hooks are again carefully coiled in a
W ■
Warren spent Saturday here as Benner. Edward Davis and Clayton and ultimately meet on opposing final game climax, —adv.
t
tub and salted to await the set
I
The small harbor and bay boats ’ «ueste of his mother Mrs. Annie Fease were visitors Sunday in
♦
Friendship.
carry from two to four tubs while thc Miller.
R
Capt.
N.
N.
Cameron
of
Burnt
USED stoves bought and sold. Some
Mrs. Lucy Clarry has employment
offshore trawlers have from 60 to
good bargains ln kitchen ranges C E i
at the home of Wilbur Thurston. Island Station have been on ten
70.
GROTTON. 138 Camden St.. Tel 1214-M
days' leave of absence.
j____________________________ 141-tf
One of the big boats. usuaEy a two South Union.
"Cornin' Round the Mountain,"
| ONE pipe furnace for sale Used 3 ,
Rev. Augustus Thompson of Bidmasted schooner with auxiliary
Relatives and friends recently gave
seasons. Price right. FRED FERNALD).
steams to the banks. On each side are ' Mrs. Florence Feyler a surprise party 1 de^ord to visiting his son. Alvie Republic's new Gene Autry musical
' TeL 373_______________________________ 147-149
1936 Ford car radio for sale, practically j
piled six dorys equipped with oars on her birthday anniversary. Mrs ’r:iomPson and daughters. Mrs. Fan- actjOn picture, offers something renew at reasonable price. BENJAMIN L. j
buoys and usually a water cask. On Feyler received two birthday cakes nie Wallace and Mrs Florence Day. frejhinglj. different.
DAVIS. Tel Warren 11-23
147-149
Although having recently arrived at
ALIVE bait for sale BRIG YOUNG. I
the aft deck the crew is busily baiting and several other gifts.
The anticipated thrills, the breath96
South
Main
St
,
Tel.
1132-W
147-149
for the first set.
Mr. and Mrs Homer barters and his 80th milestone. Rev Mr Thomp
beautiful
scenic
back$16 buys 1937 5-tube Superheterodyne
son
is
still
active
and
preached
a
fine
i
takingly
When the fishing ground is
returned t0
Sunday
Radio. Foreign reception guaranteed.
Metal tubes. Brand new. Tel 672-M
reached the dories are set off from af.er spending two wecks here w);h sermon Sunday night at the Advent , grounds, the pounding hoofs of gal________________________________ 146-148
j loping cow ponies, the crack of
the mother rtiip with twojnen and hej. parpnU Mr gnd
A E Christian Church.
| CHRISTMAS wreaths and baskets for
about five tubs in each. The set is
Mrs. Harry Lowell, daughters Elsie pistol fire in startling gunfights, are
sale, handsomely decorated
Fine for
i Burns.
! cemetery. Also made to order. See fine j
made. One end of the trawl is
and Eva. son Howard and Mrs. Sher all here in generous and pleasing
display at L L. CURRYS. 99 Cedar St.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Preston
Parhn
Mrs.
anchored and marked by a buoy. As
| or Kennedy’s. Main St
147-152
man Benner motored recently to
Comedy and music
DRY hard fitted wood $8 50 cord.
one man rows the other sees that the Leola Parlin and Linley Wiley of Fortland accompanied by Miss Eva proportions.
FRANK ERICK#ON. R F D Box 70.
lines are running from the tub with Jeilerson visited relatives here Sun Lowell. Mrs. Benner called on Mrs. sequences which fit naturally into
; Thomaston.______________________ 147*149
day.
out fouling. After the set the men
William Thompson while in that city. the intriguing story' add a pleasing
CATTLE trailer in A-i condition for
sale: also a baby carriage. W W BUTFrank Jameson has closed his
wait for several hours and then make
new touch. Autry's always charm
LER Tel 603-M
146*148
home and is in Rockland for the
the haul.
FARM for sale or exchange ln South
ing voice and heartstirring songs are
EAST WALDOBORO
Waldoboro, on shore. HARRY C ROG
The line is pulled in through a winter.
greatly augmented by the romantic
ERS RE D. 3, Waldoboro_______ 146*148
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Smith and son background of an early Spanish Cali
MANS diamond ring for sale value
$100 lor $60 cash, or terms to reliable
Irving, and Ralph Flanders of Port fornia rancho, in the patio of which
party. Inquire at 97 Union St
147*149
land. accompanied by Mr. and Mrs gaily dad senoritas and caballeros
j SAUR Kraut. $1 gal . or ln smaller
J. L. Flanders and Miss Marian make merry with dance, music and
quantities
Bring
containers
CHARLES
GENE AUTRY
E WADE 70 Waldo ave . Tel. 1214-W
Flanders were dinner guests Sunday lilting Spanish love songs. Critics
147-149
f
(jaychof Mr and Mrs. Leland Orff.
favorably compared Autry's ro tMarcheta." which once was sung in
Essex coach. 1929 for sale. Oood
MIAMI ‘’
xjMvteJiA.
.
....
rnn.iiio-1
,
.
.
I condition, good rubber. $30. OSCAR
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Little and mantic "Chiquita with
the familiar j ever) corner of the land. —adv.
sutela. south Thomaston.
146*148
grandson of Bristol visited Saturday
SIX Bulldog puppies, ready last of
month; also black male, year old MRS
at Mrs Sarah Sidensparker's.
The mere knowledge lhat al Ihe Columbus, you are indeed al the
NORTH WASHINGTON 1 fortunate enough to bring down a ROSE HUPPER. Tel 4-3. Tenants Harbor.
Mr and Mrs. Elbert Starrett of
146*148
sneial and geographical center ol things lends a sense ol well-being
I deer this season, although 30 were
NATIONAL cash register for ;sale:
Warren were callers Sunday at C.
that enhances your entire slay. But Columbus charm is rooted deep in
Mrs. M. W Lenfest who has been shot in distant parts of the town.
practically new Also two plate glass
Bowers'.
in failing health over an extended
practical foundations in quiet luxury ol appointments, in proficiency
| showcases, marble bases, reasonably
priced for quick sale ELLA M EATON,
Mrs. Otto Bowden made a call last period, suffered an ill turn Sunday.
An ideal Christmas gift—“Shore T B LaFoUey agent. Rockport Tel.
in providing the creature cnmlorts. in superior service. Two entire
!
Camden 515.
146*148
Thursday
on
Miss
Jessie
Miller
at
Dr.
Tuttle
of
Appleton,
her
attending
!
Neighbors."
verses
by
Anna
E.
Doors ol public rooms, individual decorations, baths with both tub and
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for saie.
the village.
physician, pronounces her condition Coughlin, illustrated by Edgar Crockshower, complete soil water plant, steam heat unique seventeenth
Olive casks 150 gallons Salmon casks ICO
Waiter Feyler of Thomaston was a due to heart ailment. Miss Gertrude ett. From a recent letter—''The gallons Mackerel and herring barrels
floor dining room-added lo centralized convenience In every
and kegs Heads dropped Inside if
business caller Monday in this place. j Prescott is caring for Mrs. Lenfest. poems in your most attractive book desired.
Already to forward. Also tn the
business and recreational activity-these are foremast among the
Mrs. Mae Willey was a Rockland
Market to buy drums HENRY A
Rex
Prescott
is
on
a
few
days'
axe
delightful!
They
are
full
of
many [actors that contribute lo complete vacation enjoyment in
THORNDIKE. Newport. R I.
145-lo7
i visitor Saturday.
hunting trip in Northern Maine No Maine's drama and humor and
Miami's Finest Hotel
.
. .
.
„ . „ .
.... , SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good locaEdwin Mank and Burnell Mank. one in this immediate vicinity was beauty. Price $2 at Huston-Tuttle s. j tion $1600 : 8-acre farm, good building
X/wnfcz KomsMiom grr
Hr* or IVrrr lathy |
$800 ; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
I Charles Bowers and Miss Vera JameAny of these tor small payment down,
| son attended the Senior Class play
balance as rent V. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
1154. 283 Main St.
143tf
j and dance Friday night. Dyson
SMALL pigs for sale. $2 50 up F. A.
i Jameson and Miss Marian Flanders
XIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel
221-W.
144-tf
MIAMI’S FINEST HA tr R U U HOTEL
seniors were members of thc cast.
FOCOHONTAS soft coal. $8 50; hard
Call
in
and
let
us
show
you
our
beautiful
I Daniel McLoud. Mr. and Mrs.
coal. $15: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN,
Tel. 62. Thomaston.
144-tf
j Harry McIntire and Ray Simmons
line of
FORDSON tractor for sale BICKNELL
motored Saturday to Rockland.
MANUFACTURING CO
144-tf
FLORIDA
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Jackson of
> Pl
let for the season. Phone us, Rockland
South Waldoboro were guests Sun
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
day at L. L. jink's.
144-tf
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
C. C. Bowers and son Charles visit
I under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARed Friday at the home of Mr. and
1 ROLL. TeL 263-21. Rockland
144-tf
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
Mrs.
A
J.
Little.
Bristol,
and
Samuel
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage,
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
( 5 min. walk from Main St., some lmLittle in South Bristol.
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
' provements. $1600 House 7 rooms, good
No
finer
cards
are
offered
anywhere
at
cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden and |
acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
I children were at Donald Young s in i
from city. $1000 House 7 rooms, good
these prices
,
cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
June ta
Booklet
i North Waldoboro. Friday to celebrate i
can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road.
October
on
I near village. $800. House 5 rooms with
' the birthday anniversaries of Miss;
cellar, lights, center cf city, $800;
Application
Hotel
j Carolyn Bowden and Sarah Young. J
another house 6 rooms with garage,
Maselynn
lights, water. $600 Will sell any of these
Miss Una Clark, R. N. and Miss'
ii | for small payment down, balance as
Stamford
Myrtle
Reever.
R
N..
of
Augusta
were
||
[
rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330
Corner
Second
Street
DeL Co.
H. II. Mase
Many more not listed.
144-tf
! Holiday guests of Mrs.. Nellie Reever.
N. Y.
and First Avenue
Manager

‘ LOST AND FOUND ?

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

j FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

[□LIJMBU3

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN
Moderate Rates

Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

RATES:

Single

to Your hotel in BOSTON

Ooub's 53>-*-4U 4 U

BURKETTV1LLE
Mrs Frank Esancy was in WaterJ ville recently, the trip occasioned by
an eye operation which she lately unt derwent.
I Mrs. Henry Turner recently spent
j a week in Bangor.
1 Mrs. Caro Leigher entertained thc
4-H Club Saturday afternoon,
i Colds have been prevalent through1 out this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grinnell re
cently attended funeral services for
j Mrs. Grinnell’s father, Howard Hurd

PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
Designs definitely new . . . exquisite stock . . smart
folder style . . . made to order.

50 of one design,

$1.00

50 assorted, 4 designs,

$1.25

With envelopes to match, and including

your name on each card
We do not send samples by mail

of Knox Ridge.
All ROOMS WITH BATH
Spot al w««Vy rotil

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB
SHOWER

MANGER
At

north station

*a STEP-hem yew

TRAIN-itjtur ROOM

Mrs. Blanche Rokes spent Sunday
at the Roy Light home in Washing
ton.
Nelson Calderwood was a visitor
Saturday and Sunday in Waldoboro.
George Mansfield of <jouth Union
j was guest Saturday of his mother
Mrs. Clara Light.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carleton
and family of South Union passed
Sunday with Leila Turner.
Mrs. Mattie Light visited Friday
afternoon in Belfast,

Now is the time to buy while the stock is

complete
Postage 10c additional on each box

THE COURIER GAZETTE

TO LET

;

LIGHT • housekeeping apartment to
let: running water, toilet. AMERICAN
HOUSE. 308 Main St.
146*148
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
two rooms, bath. FOSS HOUSE. Tel 330.
77 Park St.
147-tf
i COMFORTABLE, furnished, heated 5
I room apartment to let, adults only. 52
| Masonic fit.
147-149
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms,
modern. Oarage If desired Fine con
dition. C A EMERY. Tel 436-M 147-tf
j FURNISHED house, five rooms all 1m, provements. fine location rent' reason
able Inquire promptly. Tel. 129-W.
NINA GARDNER.
146-148
UPSTAUtS tenement to let. 6 rooms,
garage. Centrally located. 56 Talbot ave.,
Tel. 274-M.
145-tf
APARTMENT to let at 34 Pleasant St.,
5 rooms, bath; unfurnished. Tel. 883-W.
ANNE FLINT. 32 School St
145-tf
ElfiHT-room house to let. 129 Rankin
St Inquire of Edward J. Hellier, Rock| land Savings Bank or Alice H. Jameson,
49 North Main St.
144*149
| PARK street restaurant to let comj pieteiy furnished, very low price. V F.
I STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330
138-tf
TEN-room house on Warren street to
let, all modern Improvements; rent
reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS, TeL 77.
144-tf
NEWLY decorated apt. to let, lour
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
21-Before
48-Turki»h unit of
23-Part of a flower
money
25- Period of time
50- We nt swiftly
1O-Pack
26- Hoard
51- Gazers
14- Surface
27- Sharpening-stonee
54-Noisy deciaimers
15-Gnawed
58- Narrow etrip of linen 28- Unfastens
16- Hardy
59- A savory jelly
|29-Butt
17- Scraped linen
61-Entry in an account 31-A Jewish month
18- Harvests
32- A retinue
62- Raw metals
19- Equipi
33- The natural fat
63- Torment
20- Signiflea
35- Small particle
64- Not any
22-Curb
36-Clear of
65- Vexatlous person
24- Epoch
38- Compact
66- Penetrate
25- Restrain
39- lnsane
67- Bite repeatedly
26- Beaeh
42- Closest
29- Beam
VERTICAL
43- Pronoun
30- Taut
44- Suggesting in- \
1-Quiet
34- Covers
directly
2- Melody
35- Arm of the sea
46- Diminish
36- Bone of the forearm 3- Dispatched
47- Agitate
4- Rags
37- Unit
49- ldle talk
5- Earth (Lat.)
38- Pale
50- A snake
6- Greek god of war
39- A wire measure
51- Cease
. X,
7- A serpent
40- Perch
52- The darnel
8- Hawk-like bird
41- Substance used for
53- lmitates
t
9- To set again
curdling milk
10- Bumed the surface 54- Ascend
43- Owned
55- English school
of
44- Animosity
56- Girl's name
11-Curiout
45- Prusslan city
57- Gull-like bird
12- Gifts for the poor
46- Guided
60-Strike gently
13- Dlsorder
47- NIcer

HORIZONTAL
1-Hurl
5-A smalt drum

(Solution to previous puzzle)

TIMELY HELPS
for the
HOMEMAKER
Lukewarm wash water, lukewarm
rinse waters, and a moderately warm
place for drying are best for washing
woolens, says the University of Maine;
Extension Service Before starting!
ocivicc.
s |
to launder a knit piece of any kind,
measure it carefully and jot down
the dimensions Then when the piece
has been washed, spread it out on
several thicknesses of clean soft ma
terial laid flat. If there are sleeves,
spread them flat; if there is a skirt,
see that there are no bulges and that
the bottom is at least as wide as the
hips. Shape the piece, whatever it
is, according to the original measure
ments, pulling itj into place and pin
ning it if necessary. Knit articles
should never be hung up to dry. for
the weight of moisture in them will
stTetch them out of shape.
Use lukewarm waters of the same
temperature for both washing and
rinsing. For woolens, use much more
water in proportion to their bulk than
for other fabrics. Use neutral soaps
only, preferably in the form of a so
lution or jelly. Soap should not be
rubbed directly on the garment.
Squeeze and work the garment in
thc suds without rubbing. Wash in a
second suds, and rinse jn two or more
waters. Press out excess water each
time, or wring through a loosely set
wringer, being careful not to stretch
the garment. Do not twist or wring
it in the hands.
Dry in a warm place, but not near
a flre or in direct sunlight. Turn the
garment on the pad occasionally after
it is almost dry. Ironing is unneces
sary.
/

WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs Fannie Waltz spent Wednes
day with Mrs. Alden Eugley of
Kaler’s Comer.
Walter Kaler and son Bennie visit
ed last Thursday in Portland.
Thurlow Vannah and family have
moved to Harry Hickson’s apartment,
at Kaler's Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank David were
Augusta visitors Tuesday.
Mrs. Elsie Sidelinger is ill, Dr.
Parsons
being
her
attending
physician.
Mrs. Blanch Soule has returned
from Bath.
Mr. iand Mrs. Harlow Genthner
spent Wednesday evening with Mrs.
Genthners parents Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Genthner of Medomak.
Congratulations are extended to1
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Winchenbach |
(Althea Kaler) on their marriage
Nov. 26.
Mrs. Frank David was in Rockland
last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach
and family of South Waldoboro and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hoffses and son
of the village were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs, Alton Creamer.

Now ls the time to order Rytex
Printed Stationery for Christmas giv
ing . . . $1.00 a box, postage 10 cents.
See the latest samples at The Courier-

H4-W Gazette.

AID TO RELIEF
OF PSORIASIS

SYMPTOMS
. The itching and irritation of
psoriasis is readily relieved by
Resinol Ointment, an old formula
containing ingredients well known
to physicians for their effectiveness.
To get best results, wash off the
scales with a pure, mild soap. Res
inol Soap is gently medicated and
free from excess alkali. Use it with
warm water, then rinse and pat dry.
Spread Resinol Ointment evenly
over the surface, letting it remain
for several hours during the day and
overnight. Note how quickly its
oily base enables the Resinol medi
cation to soothe the angry skin.
Even when the rash begins to
fade, do not stop using Resinol too
soon. The eruptions of psoriasis
have a tendency to recur. For this
reason it is advisable to continue
Resinol applications as long as
there is any trace of irritation.
Get Resinol Ointment and Soap
at any drug store. Sample free.
Write Resinol, Dept. 19, Balto., Md.

Atlantic
RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

M9.50
AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange

Atlantic Ranges are available in
Black and AU Enamel Finishes

V

EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 980
S1S-S25 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tl

Every-Other-Day
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sort of paving the tires should not be
inflated to normal pressure. Avoid
accelerating in second gear.
Talk Keeps Them Awake

You and
Your Car
Points of Personal In
terest to Every Motorist

i
]
j
i

-by-

Frederick C. Russell
a National Motor Authority

(copyrighted)

Usually when a imotorlst is down on i burning of oil and accumulation of
a new development he can be suspect-' carbon.
ed of not being up on it.
j A skillful driver operates the car as
if the steering wheel and the accel
Exactly As Should Be
erator pedal were its only controls.
If for no other reason than to1
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
avoid complaining about things which ’

‘‘When the engine develops the
0{ missing at low speed there

I am not in accord with the sugges
tion of some safety students that all
conversation should be abandoned
when at the wheel. True, driving
is a job calling for concentration, but
often a little conversation goes a long
way toward keeping a driver alert.
Much mileage is extremely simple,
even tiresome^, for experienced oper
ators. Many a driver could have re
mained awake at the wheel had some
passenger kept up a light conversa
tion. The happy medium calls for
avoiding asking the driver anything
that might require too serious con
centration on an answer.

Need Light For Safety
It is not wise practice to use sun
glasses when driving the car at night.
This applies as well to the use of
any anti-glare shields on the car
itself, since these too will cut down
the available light and reduce visi
bility to the danger point. Try to ob
tain all the visibility possible and
learn to look away from the oncoming „eadlighte A very gOod plan
, for those who are greatly troubled

are quite natural for the car to do,.
owners should know what mechanical are five general conditions that may
changes have been made under the account for it. Service men differ in
hood in recent years. The other day their ideas as -to the order needed for with glare is to try to catch up with
I heard a motorist tell nis service checking over the possible causes, but another car and trail behind it.
man that every time the car gained I like to proceed by first looking for
Re-Meshing Will Save Gears
speed the clutch stiffened up. The water in the gas. I start by cleaning |
If
the shift lever shows any incli
thing worried him. He simply could the fuel Biter and the float chamber
nation
to snap out of second when
>pf
the
carburetor.
not understand why there should be1
“Next I check the gas mixture to going down a rough grade, try deany difference in the pressure needed
to disengage the clutch when changes make sure that it isn't too rich or too | clutching momentarily and re-meshwere made in the car's speed. How lean. The spark plugs come next, for i ing the gears. This will save concould he when he did not know that' if the gaps are not wide enough the siderable wear on the gears and will
the clutch was purposely designed to engine will miss at low speed. That prevent chipping their teeth. Much
have easy disengagement for the con will also give me an opportunity to disturbance of the transmission these
venience of the driver when in close check for fouled spark plugs. .Finally days is due to ‘the engine being too
free to move on its base.
traffic, with dependable engagement I check breaker points."
for road travel?
Many drivers these days are com
plaining because their engines idle so
fast during the warming up period.
A little more interest in the car’s
specifications would show them that
this is an automatic convenience de
signed to prevent stalling.
Skill In Handling Pedal

Handy Hint For Traffic
Too Fast For Curs es
When makng a left turn into an
A steering skid, in case you haven't
been introduced to one, is an espe intersecting street where there are
cially pernicious type of condition other cars approaching slowly from
which is largely due to going into the right always swing over to the
curves too fast when the road sur-1 far curb rather than run toward the
face is slippery. It is complicated center of the street. This will give
by reason of the habit many owners faster moving cars an opportunity to
have of thinking it isn't necessary to j pass around you on the left side,
have good treads on the front tires. Perhaps you observe this rule already
This kond of skid happens when thc but whenever I am viewing traffic as
driver tries to cut the front wheels a pedestrian I am invariably sur
for a turn and finds that there isn't prised at the way in which other
enough traction to effect a change in drivers will make a left turn and then
the car's direction of travel. The car keep just far enough away from the
then goes straight ahead, aiming for curb to block traffic.
the ditch. Unfortunately as he ap
Queries About Our Cars
plies the brakes the front tires may
Q. Is there any way for me to tell
take traction and cause the car to if the spark plugs in the engine of
go into a secondary skid.
my car are a type too hot for it?

More skillful handling of the ac
celerator pedal would go a long way
toward helping motorists obtain bet
ter service from their cars. This is
all the more important, now that so
many cars have the starter controlled
through this pedal.
It is important to avoid pumping
on the accelerator pedal so as to
prevent loading up the cylinders with
more raw fuel than the engine needs.
Smooth Road For Getaway
Pumping on the pedal brings the ac- j
have been troubled lately with hard
celeration pump into action. A curi-; Another place to avoid rapid accel- starting, and my service man says
ous mistake many drivers make is to, j eration is over cobblestones, or any that the plugs are not the right type.
give the pedal a final push just before j rough paving. Unless the street sur- , I want to be sure. W. T.
transferring the right foot to the brake face is smooth the wheels are quite' A. When plugs are of an extremely
pedal. This naturally slows up the rough paving. Unless the street sur- j hot type they are short so that heat
stop It is an unconscious act, bom face is smooth the wheels are quite j will be drawn away from thc points as
of nervousness. Just as ‘'crowding "' apt to dance, causing the differential quickly as possible. This means that
the engine with gas is harmful to the and the power line to throw the rear in colder weather the points are more
bearings so is too sudden release of wheels into a state of confusion. If apt to “soot.’’ A light film of car
the pedal likely to cause excessive the car is customarily driven over this | bon collects on them, does not burn
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RAZORVILLE

OLD’MEETING HOUSE

To Ease a
Headache Fast
Get Real Quick-Acting,
Quick-Dissolving
Bayer Aspirin
See How
Genuine Bayer
TabletsWork
In 2 seconds by stop
watch. a genuine
BAYER Aspirin tablet
atartu to disintegrate
and go to work. Drop a
Bayer Aspirin tablet in*
to a glass of water. By
the time it hits the bot*
tom of the glass it is
disintegrating. What
happens in this glass
. . . happens in your
stomach.

Virtually 1 c aTabletNow
If you suffer from headaches what
you want is quick relief.
Genuine Bayer Aspirin tablets
give quick relief, for one reason, be
cause they dissolve or disintegrate
almost instantly they touch mois
ture. (Note illustration above.)
Hence — when you take a real
Bayer Aspirin tablet it starts to
dissolve almost as quickly as you
swallow it. And thus is ready to
start working almost instantly . ..
headaches, neuralgia and neuritis
pains start easing almost at once.
That’s why millions never ask
for aspirin by the name aspirin
alone when they buy, but always
say “BAYER ASPIRIN” and see
that they get it.
Try it. You’ll say it’s marvelous.

German Church At Waldo Barnes & Chapman have moved
their mill to Montville and will begin
boro Is Said To Have Stood operations at once.
I
160 Years
John Howard and sons Willard and
Among the oldest churches of
Maine is the German church in
Waldoboro. It is well maintained
and while the architecture is ancient
and simple it is attractive.
I No one knows definitely the age of
the church, but lt was in existence
as long ago as 1773. When Femaquid
Chapter, D. A. R.. was preparing the
plaque which it placed at the en
trance of the old “Meeting House,” it
could secure no information about
the actual age of the church, so that
this is the inscription on the plaque:
“German Lutheran Church. One
of the oldest churches in Maine.”
Waldoboro was settled in 1748 by
German colonists. They carne from
the old country and their coming is
positive proof that there were
schemers, in those days, as well as
today, for they came expecting to
find Waldoboro a populous city, in
stead of the wilderness it was. De
scendants of those first settlers still
live in Waldoboro and vicinity, for
they were a hardy people and when
they found they had been swindled
determined to make the pest of it
and create a city of their own, which
they did.

Warren, were visitors Saturday at
Edith Overlock’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones made a
visit Saturday at Liberty village.
Ernest Wellman of China was in
town Sunday.
Pupils are planning a Christmas
entertainment for the last day of
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Linscott were
callers Sunday night at Georgie Boman's.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Jones of
Portland spent the weekend at their
home here. They were accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Smith of Portland.
Mrs. Elizabeth Prescott visited
Sunday at the home of Edith Over
lock.
Mrs. Clayborn Stickney who re
mains in ill health, received a pro
fessional call Friday from Dr. Hahn
of Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hallowell of Au
gusta were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Hallowell's father, Edw. Light.

nurth prize
ifth prize

50.00 in cash

A gluttonous roadster was that of John Fay
It ate up more gas than a horse eats hay
A friend then suggested that Richfield he try

4O.bO In cash
20.00 in cash
10.00 In cash

50 prizes-Three pair Kafftf M.r-O-

Kleer Hosiery.
,t 150 prizes-Eveready 2-cell focusing

spot flashlight.
rt 250 prizes—2 decks linen-finished play

BERT LAHR
famous stare
and radio corn-

tales totaled 84,451. It is esti

mated that 7,500 cars and

4T

trucks will be sold in December.

SOUl*

HAT is behind Studebaker’s
Sensational Climb? Stude
baker knew that only one thing Could
focus on The Dictator and The Presi
dent the attention and patronage of
motorists. That one thing was—and is
—better value—more for the money.

W

Comfort, safety and perform

ance have been characteristic of
There is no-reason to doubt but
Studebaker cars. But in this year’s
what very early after their arrival
models the public has found these two
a meeting house was erected. It may
outstanding bonus features: 1. Smart,
have been the one now standing. It
modern, styling — charming inte
riors designed by Helen Dryden. 2.
is reasonable to feel that such was
1932 1933 1934 1935 1936
W. W. Light.
Amazing gasoline economy And all
not the fact. It ls more likely that
47,704 48,179 51,596 54,602 92.000*
this has been offered at prices so low that
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Ripley and
ONLY 15C
the first meeting house was built of
smart money has sensed the bargain.
family were in Rockland Sunday
FOR 12 NOW
logs and was much smaller than the
afternoon.
existing edifice. This church is built
Will Prescott has a lame wrist
of sawed lumber, mostly of fine old
caused by the fly-back of an auto 28 PARK S TREET
TELEPHONE 700
R OCKLAND, ME.
pumpkin pine, evidence that it was
j not erected until after a saw mill had crank. No bones were broken.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Light were re
been established and log houses
LOOK FOR THC OAYCR CROSS
cent
business visitors in Rockland.
were beginning to disappear,
Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth visited her
j This aged church building is more
off and thus retards the starting pro than a memorial. It is still used as mother Mrs. Carrie Esancy of North
cess. Soot on the points indicates that a place of worship though not every Union who has been ill the past week.
Dances at Light’s Pavilion are
LIKE ITS HOT,
a longer plug is needed.
Sunday. Once each summer services
closed
for the season. Overlock’s Or
Q. Why does the right front tire are held there and the pews of the
CLEAN FLAME”
cf my car wear in such a way that it floor and the seats of the balcony chestra has been engaged Saturday
looks as if someone had cupped out are all filled. These pews built of nights in East Palermo for the win
portions of the tread with a sharp wide, clear grained pumpkin pine, ter season.
OCONY BURNING OIL is pure heat
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley of
knife? The front end appears to be with natural finish, are of the old box
.. . there’s no smoke or smudge.
like arrangement, with a door to en South Warren were at the home of
in perfect alignment. L. C. S.
It burns evenly . . . gives you a uni
Mrs. Finley's parents Sunday eve
A. The most common cause is ex- j close the occupants. It is kept clean
formly hot cooking flame. Order a
ning.
cessive speed. There are plenty of and in the same style furnishing
supply of Socony Burning Oil today.
Edith Overlock visited Monday
originally’ used. No attempt has been
other reasons, however, including in
For prompt delivery....
made to modernize the old building. with Mrs. Blanche Johnston.
efficient shock absorbers, underinflaWhen repairs are necessary they are
ton, weak front springs and—which
made to conform to the old style as
is important—weak rear springs. Any
WE BUY
nearly as possibly.
car that bobs up and down at the
In a glass front case at the left
front more than normal is certain to
of the pulpit are many interesting
develop this condition.
relics. Among these is a “Hymn &
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Q. A service man told me that I Tune book,” published in 1767 and
JEWELER
should have the dirt blown out of the a German Bible printed at Tulmgere 370 MALN ST,
ROCKLAND
- SOCONY-1VACUUM (3IL COMPANY, 1INC.
brake drums, but since doing this the Gennany, in 1739.
brakes do not hold as well. Was this
job needed? D. Y.
Also at the right of the pulpit are
A. Brake "dust” should be re two large oil portraits of Rev. John
moved, even though it does not make W. Stavnas, who was pastor of the I3
the brakes hold better. This dust in church from 1812 to the time of his j £
creases wear on the drums, if it be death in 1854. and his wife. He was S
comes excessive.
bom in Germany in 1773, came to
America in 1786 and was ordained in ! &
New York.
J
DEER ISLE
Another portrait of note is that 15
Mrs. Lizzie Holderness of Little of Conrad Heyer, the first white J 3
Deer Isle is spending the winter with child in Waldoboro. He was born S
her niece. Mrs. Enola M. Hathaway. April 10. 1749 and died Feb. 19, 1855, I »
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Brow’n of at the age of 1C6 years. He was a j
Eagle were weekend guests of Mr. soldier in the Rovolution for three J 3
and Mrs. George M. Dodge on their years, serving part of that time as 1 g
way home from a vacation in Bar one of George Washington's per- ! g
Harbor and Brooksville. Mr. Brown sonal body guard. He wees in the
brought home a deer.
boat with Washington, crossing the
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert and children Delaware on Christmas to give the
of Spruce Hea'd Island are at the Hessians a licking.
home of Mrs. Vida Sylvester for a
Upon his return from the war he
time. George Sylvester is caretaker I became one of the town's outstandat thc Island during their absence. ing citizens and was prominent in i
Mrs. Harold Black has heard en all public affairs. At the time of his \ j
couraging news from Mr. Black who death February 1855 the remains |'
is very ill in Miami.
were buried with simple ceremonies,
The annual Christmas sale and but the townspeople felt t®at suf
supper of the Sunset Church was ficient honor had not been done that
Model RA-20
Model RA-57
held Wednesday in the library. gallant old soldier.
Table Top with Three Speed Units
Table Top with Three Speed Units
and Thrift Cooker
About $26 was realized.
The following summer this honor
Storage Drawer; Automatir Oven
Automatic Oven: Warming Drawer
Original Price, $89.50
Mrs. Abbie Eaton recently enter was conferred, for the body of
Original Price, $144.50
tained the “Marthas" at a quilting Conrad Heyer was reburied with all
bee.
the pomp of a military funeral in
Norman Wood and family have the yard of the old church. Thous
ands came into town from the sur
moved to Stonington.
David Williams, son of Gluyas rounding towns to attend this cere
Williams, a member of the summer mony. A company of militia came
Model RA-31
colony, has employment with radio over from Rockland to participate tn
Table Top with Three Speed Units
Model
5593
the exercises. This company was
station WLBZ in Bangor.
Automatir Oven; Storage Drawer
High Oven Fully Automatic
under command of Capt. Hiram j i
Original Price, $79.50
Three
High
Speed
Units
Bailey, who became a major general
SWAN’S ISLAND
in the Civil War and was killed in
The Methodist Ladies Aid will hold the battle of Chancellorsville.
Among those who took an active
a Christmas sale this afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Mary Trask. Fancy part in the arrangements and cere
articles, cooked food and a Cliristmas monies of the day was a young
Model RA-27
tree laden witli 10-cent grabs will be physician of the town. Dr. Frederick
Tabic Top with Three Speed Units
Model G18
Robie.
Later
he
became
one
of
the
special features.
and Thrift Cooker
Table Top with Three Speed Units
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Trask of State’s outstanding figures, for he
Automatir Oven and Storage Drawer
Automatic Oven: Storage Compartment
Tenants Harbor are moving to Capt. was afterward governor of Maine.
Original Price, S89.50
Edgar Smith's house for a few His grandson is the present assistant
secretary
of
State.
months.
One Only
The home of Mr. and Mrs. AndrewSmith was the scene of a happy party
All the above Ranges are on Display at our Stock Room on the Corner of
Saturday when Mr. Smith celebrated
his 80th birthday anniversary. Those
Union and Willow Streets
present for dinner were Mr. Smith's
daughter, Mrs. Irving Torrey and
Mr. Torrey; later in the day he was
visited by his granddaughter, Mrs.
NO Brushing — Recommended By Dentists
Everett Lemoine and two greatApproved By Good Housekeeping Bureau
grandsons, Richard and Donald Le
Just drop a little Stera-KIcen powder in
a
gla^s of water. Leave your false teeth or
moine. A photograph was taken of bridges
in it while you dress or overnight.
Capt. Smith, Mrs. Torrey and the No need to brush. Simply rinse and your
plates are fresh and clean—clean where the
two younsters. The elderly celebrant brush can't reach.
removes blackest stains, tar
received many cards and a fine birth tar,Stera-Kleen
film and tarnish. Ends bad taste and
day cake. Mr. Smith is very active smell. Makes dull teeth look like new —
smooth, cool — comfortable. The discovery
TELEPHONE 530 OR 529
and operates a business in Atlantic of Dr. L. W. Sherwin, eminent dentist. Ap
proved
by
Good
Housekeeping.
Ask
your
as well as caring for poultry and druggist for Stera-Kleen today. Money back
147-148
other domestic animals,
if you arc not delighted. 0 1936$ P. & B, Co.

ROCKLAN D GARAGE CO.

“I ALWAYS USE SOCONY
BURNING 0IL2
S

■
CALL 111c

1

OLD GOLD

soco NY BlIRNING 0 IL

Pre-holiday Sale

HOT-POINTzUNIVERSALj-GENERAL electric

THE COLDER THE
WEATHER THE GREATER

THE SAVING

•Certified mileage road tests with Richfield
Hi-Octane, compared with the average
mileage 10,391 motorists report from other
gasolines, show savings of at least $24.48
a year with Richfield.

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.ffl

USED HOT POINT RANGE

* One New at $75.00
Two Used at $59.50

Only one left at $89.50

»»Reg. U.S.
Pat. Off.

USED HOT POINT RANGE

Areal buy at $63.00

Only one at $59.50

USED HOTPOINT RANGE

USED GENERAL ELECTRIC
RANGE

A real buy at $65.00

Designed for cold weather, Richfield Hi-Oc

tane** Winter gasoline fires fast — starts fast
—minimizes carburetor choking, saves your bat
tery. Start today to save at least $24.48* a year
with vigorous, alert, full-powered Richfield.

3 HOT POINT RANGES

USED UNIVERSAL RANGE

ediau head* the
committee of
ludres selecting
^Ihe
prise
winners.

ing cards.

PARK & UNION STS. ROCKLAND TEL. 700

*ln the first II months of 1936

Select Yours Soon. They Won’t Last Long at These Prices

. SOoriies-Wabl pen and pencil set,
“pen
*4K. Gold point.
,t

*665

STUDEBAKER SALES BY YEARS

They are all Installed Free and Fully Guaranteed

—

,u needn't buy anything to enter. just
t a FREE entry blank and full details

rhird prize

-

™ A real opportunity to buy your range now at a
SUBSTANTIAL SAVING

Yoh must

$100.00 in cash

TO THE FRONT?

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock were
business visitors Saturday in Rock
land.
Mrs. Blanche Rokes of North Burkettville was guest Sunday at the
i
of hpr parpnk Mr and Mrg

S

505 PRIZES FOR 505 CLEVEREST
LAST LINES TO THIS JINGLE

•irst prize
iecond prize

/

ELECTRIC RANGES

Uni needn'thq
1ir cwnfek fr mm

any Richfield Gasoline Dealer. Con« doses midnight, December 16th.

STUDEBAKER

EAST WASHINGTON

5

use FREE
Entry Blank

WHY IS

Only one at $65.00

CLEAN
FALSE TEETH
NEW EASY WAY

CENTR

POWE

AIHE

OMPANY

Every-Other-Day
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THE CHRISTMAS MAIL
Some Timely Hints Even
lf You Only Send a Post

THE SAUNTERER
A. B. Crocker

g Everyone in Rockland has wished for Gifts like these |

tf
To the readers of The CourierGazette who are interested in ships.
Post offices throughout tlie coun
I recommend a book entitled “The
try are preparing for their annual
5/
Romance of the Merchant Ship'' by
Christmas rush—the rush of people
w
Ellison Hawks. The preface is dated
buying stamps for Christmas cards,
5*
1931. Chapter 1 deals with ships of
and mailing packages varying in sire
the ancients, “From Log to Dug-out''.
from pillboxes to cases for violincel“From the earliest times man must
AS A CHRISTMAS HEADLINER
los. If they ignore warnings to “mail have been familiar with areas of
early," post office shoppers may find water, for water is necessary to hls
their faces drawn in lines of weari existence.” The writer comes down
through the ages of sailing ships to
Moat beautiful and practical of all gifts. In walnut, maple
ness from waiting in line.
our own modern steamships, or more
"They invariably rejoice, however,
or mahogany. One to match every bedroom and suit every
properly, "floating hotels." There is
with a relieved 'That's that!' when not a dull spot in the 311 pages of
purse.
each Christmas card is dropped this book.
The tonnage of Noah's Ark is lis
through the letter slot or into a
mail box.' says a bulletin from the ted as 15.000; length, 450 feet; width.
What more sensible gift than
A Chair makes a practical
Washington! D. C„ headquarters of 75 feet; depth. 45 feet. This is a
one of these splendid Inner
gift — Boudoir, Lounging
the National Geographic Society. sizable craft in any mans country,
Chairs,
Occasional Chairs.
Spring
Mattresses.
even
in
Maine
where
one
reads
in
“But that isn't that; the real job
of handling the Christmas mail is the papers that they have floods at
times. The date of the Deluge and
barely begun.
the Ark is about 3400 B. C. The one
Sorted and Re-Sorted
See the new Shirley Temple Doll Carriages, the New Dydee
shown in the movie. “Green Pas
Carriages, Sleds, Roll Top Desks, Blackboards, Tables, and
“Each card must be postmarked, tures' was not as large.
As this book was written by an
sorted according to the direction it
Autos.
is to travel, possibly re-sorted ac Englishman, the English ship of
cording to destination, tied with course gets the breaks, although he
twine into a neat package with its does mention some of our "thorough
fellow trawlers, locked in a mail bred ships" notably the Great Re
pouch, carried to a train or plane, public built at East Boston. There is
possibly re-sorted in a mail car while a chapter devoted to “Type and Rigs
speeding over the rails, tossed from of Sailing Ships, down to tops'l
train or plane to mail truck and car- schooners, yawls and ketch (English
• ried to another, post office, where it rigi” A cut shows all the sails on a
is sorted again and again until it full-rigged ship, modern, double
reaches the proper carrier and the topsl's top. g'ns'ls. and another cut
WARREN
1 Elbert ptarrett, Edgar Crawford,
SOUTH HOPE
------j William H. Robinson. C. Frank Berry
proper place in his packet of mail for gives the yards and running rigging
Herbert Ring, who has been visit- A. T. Norwood, William Barrett,
of a ship.
the next delivery.
Mr. and Mrs. iH. A. Hart went
ing his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Watts, and Albert E. Mac- Saturday to Orono.
After looking 'em over a bit, I
“The Christmas job of our postal
Charles Ring at Warren Highlands j Phail.
system involves almost unimaginable could almost imagine me n ''Pardner"
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins were
returned to Gray, with his parents.
Officers elected recently at High- in Liberty Sunday for a visit with
figures. Even in normal times 'the on the good ship. Pride of St. George,
Mr. and Mrs. William Ring, who ac-, land Grange, were: Master, John Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cunningham.
biggest business in the world.' with on a dark night, hearing the call
companied by their daughter Ethel: Dean; overseer. Frank Hopkins;
more than 45.000 offices, handles a somewhere in mid-Atlantic, “All
| Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wellman of
spent the day here with relatives.
: lecturer. Mrs. Ethel Ring; secretary,
billion letters and parcels each hour. hands on deck! Turn out for a pull
Lincolnville were overnight guesU
But Christmas multiplies mailing by on the lower fore-topgallant braces.
Recent guesU of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Ruby Snow; treasurer. Ralph ' last Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
After that we change over to tbe
Herbert Black, and Mr. and Mrs ! Crockett, chaplain. Mrs. Ina Over- Wellman.
two or three. The post office of
William F. Robinson, were Mr. and lock; gatekeeper. Joseph Conant;
Washington. D C„ typical of most coming of the steamship. But the
Annie Thomdyke who is making
of the larger cities, reports that let glory that was Maine was in her
1
Mrs E. O. Robinson and family of steward, Earl Hopkins; assistant
her winter home in Rockland, visited
land: Mrs Mattie Gardner, chair work. For the recreational hour the
Agriculture
steward.
Harold
Overlock;
lady
as

ters alone show a Christmas boom of sailing ships Just over a third of
«
members played Monopoly. —Ruth East Weymouth, Mass.
sistant steward. Mrs. Hazel Pease; last Thursday with her mother, Mrs.
Norris Hamlin, tester for the man; Mrs Ethel Connon, secretary:
135 percent, despite a decrease of the book is taken up by the descrip
Mrs.
Martha
Kalloch
ls
spending
Farrin.
club
secretary
J Etta Waltz.
Mrs.
Eunice
Morse,
foods:
Mrs.
Ruth
tion
of
sailing
craft.
and
the
remaind

official mail.
Knox-Lincoln Dairy Herd Improve
j a few days with Mrs. Roland Star- Ceres. Mrs May Dean; Pomona. Mrs.
Levenseler.
clothing;
and
Mrs
Those who attended Pomona
er by steam, motor, rotor and elec
Ada Morse; and Flora, Mrs. Luella
Chocolate syrup, as a part of the I rett.
Machines Speed Mail
ment Association, has made his first . Frances Farrand. home management.
Grange Saturday in Union were Mr.
Crockett.
No
date
has
been
set
for
trically driven water-borne craft
In Nobleboro Mrs. Eola Hatch was new cooking and housekeeping pro-j Mrg wilder Moore went Sunday to the installation.
and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor, Mr and
“To speed departing mail, large down to the Leviathan. Georgie. report ior November. There were
16
herds
tested
having
245
cows.
37
elected chairman; Mrs Cora Nichols ject was made 6y the Singing Sewing , p-Ovidence to rejoin her family for
Mrs. Charles Taylor Angie Merrill,
city post offices can call on the Britannic and other ships I have
ResidenU
here
viewed
a
brilliant
Club of West Rockport at their last the wlnter ,Mr Moore having
Annie Esancy, Laura Hastings. Doris
superhuman speed of four types of seen pass in and out of Boston of which were dry. The average secretary; Mrs Margaret Creamer,
rainbow
in
the
clearing
skies
Thurs

milk production was 419 pounds with clothing; Mrs Ruth French, foods; meeting. Mrs Henry Keller is lead- pIoyment as overseer with Collins day morning. The bow was first Merrifield, Hope Bowley. Esther
mechanical devices: the electric can harbor.
contractors. Mrs. Moore's
a 42 test The cost of producing 100 and Mrs Alfred Chaput, home er —Blanche Collins, club sercetary . and
cellation machine, the mechanical
seen at 9:30 in the north, and faded Robbins and Charlotte Robbins.
N C. C. 2
daughter,
Theresa
Huntley, has en
pounds milk was SI SI.
management. Mrs Mildred Richer
Mrs. Lucy Winston is at home for
•facing' table, systems of overhead
Somerville. Mass. Dec 9
rnnee sirriz
r *
i after 15 minutes. No rain was fallschool in that city.
GROSS NECK
tered a schooi
, ing here at the time.
The high herds for the month in was elected as project leader of the
the holidays.
conveyors, and pneumatic tubes. To
Mrs Charles L Eugley and Mrs
Several members of Warren Lodge.
Mr and Mrs Ham. Rowe of
Fred Fernald of Rockland was a
respond to the annual deluge of flat-bottomed troughs, varying in milk were: Round Top Farms Dama 4-H clubs in this community.
• • • •
Ralph Eugley and Mrs Harvey Sim- ■ IO.OF., visited Union Lodge. Satur- , wrzwfH
Mr caller Friday at W. C. Wellman's.
Christmas cheer, however, no addi width from a foot to a yard, they riscotta; Delbert Andrews. Jefferson;
worth ommaa
were /nicclc
guesU jSiindan
Sunday r\f
of Mr.
all lodges ln the district and Mrs. Frank D Rowe
The following communities will mons called last Thursday on Mrs ' day
Evelyn Vining is making her home
tional machinery is installed. In hang from the ceiling on meta', rods and R. Ellis Moody. Nortli Noble
stead. all available hands and rein Endless belts of rubberized fabric boro The high herds in butter fat hold all day planning meetings, be Irvine Genthner of West Waldoboro 1 being Invited to a supper and social J Gary- Kenniston returned to school with Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Taylor for
production were: Delbert Andrews. ginning at 10:30 with a square meal
the present.
.
forcements are called to man existing serve as moving tracks within
Harvey Simmons returned home, evening.
Monday after a week's illness.
Jefferson; B H. Nichols, Hope; and for health served at noon: North last Thursday after visiting his son i Be'er'5 Keating High School
equipment, and buckle down to
metal framework. On these ‘letter
Round Top Farms. Damariscotta Edgecomb. Thursday. Dec. 10, with Sylvester Simmons and family of *niQr has assumed duties “ a mem
steady 24-hour grind.
escalators.' a Christmas card can
ber of the Student Relief Aid. Her
Herds having low feed cost were: , Mrs Ruth Haggett presiding. The Bath
•'With the electric cancellation find its way all alone from one end
work ls to keep the laboratory and
Delbert Andrews Jefferson; R Ellis dinner will be served by Mrs Helen
Mr. and Mrs. William Thorne and
machine, the machine age made Its of a post office to the other, and
book cabinets in order.
Moody. North Nobleboro; Harold Pond and Mrs. Myrtle Winslow;
Mrs. Alfred Waltz were Augusta
debut into the post office almost a wind up safely on the facing table
Eleven of the 18 charter members
Nash. Camden: and B H. Nichols. Whitefield. Friday, at the Grange
Only two weeks more to Christmas. Here are a
half-century ago. When fed a hand where it belongs.
visitors last Thursday.
of Ivy Chapter. O E.S. were honored
Hope.
hall,
with
Mrs
Elizabeth
Dunton
as
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of
ful of letters at a time, all face for
few
suggestions for your Christmas Shopping for
"Conveyors also carry packages
Friday night at Charter Members
There were 22 cows that produced leader; Burkettville. Tuesday at Mrs.
ward, it postmarks them at the live bundles of newspapers, and whole
Thomaston spent Sunday evening
Men
and
Boys *£
•
night. Supper was served under the
over 35 pounds butter fat for the Calderwood. with Mrs. Gladys Linsly clip of 20.000 an hour New models, sacks of mail to the proper spot in
with Mrs. Condon's parenU. Mr. and
direction of Mrs. Emma Norwood
month. They were the following cott presiding. Thursdav. South I., ,. , .
chic in gray paint and dazzling with the post office, then can take empty
_
, „
, „
'Mrs. Melvin Genthner
FOR MEN
FOR BOYS
assisted by Mrs. Jessie Walker. Mrs.
herds: Round Top Farms. Damaris Thomaston, at the Grange hall, with
chromium, are streamlined, with sacks to a store room. They not only
( Mr and Mrs. Allen Waltz of West Annie Aspey. and Mrs. Nora Russell.
Beautiful Dress Shirts $1.00. $130 Shirts, new patterns __ 79c, 89c
cotta. 8; D. E Andrews, Jefferson. 4; Mrs. Ruby Makinen in charge and
Flannel Shirts
$1.00 to $3.75
clockwork of rollers housed in pro relieve floor congestion, but save
Waldoboro called Monday on Mr. and The tables were decorated with red
B H. Nichols, Hope. 4; H A Hawes. serving on the dinner committee with
Fancy Sweaters
$138, $3.00 Sweaters .......... $1.00, $130. $1.98
tective metal covers, so that it can much loading and unloading. A spec
I Mrs Alfred Waltz
Knickers ............ $1.00. $130. $138
and white of the Christmas season.
Union. 3; CSarence Hilton. North Mrs. Annie Dennison.
Pajamas, cotton or flannel.
„
,
...
not possibly bite the hand that's ial conveyor which brings printed
Mrs. Villa Morse and son of the Charter members who received flow
$1.00. $1.50 Laced Leg Pants $2, $225. $2.85
Newcastle. 2: and Harold Nash. Cam
matter to the Washington Post Of
feeding it.
village were guests Sunday of her ers during the ceremony included
Night Shirts .............. $1.00, $1.50 Mackinaws.................. $5.00, $6.75
den. 1.
Miss Estelle Nason, State home
Fancy Wool Hose
25c. 50c, 75c Zipper Jackets ............................... $238
“The 'business' end of a cancella fice from the Government Printing
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
L.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert. Miss |
demonstration agent leader, will be in ,
Gloves.......... 25c. 50c. $1.00, $1.93 Fancy Winter Caps .... 50c, $1.00
tion machine is a sloping top some Office, where trucks and elevators
Poultry accounts have been sum the county Thursday and Friday and i Eugle-V
M. Grace Walker, Mr. and Mrs j
Mittens .............. 50c, $1.00, $2.00 Gloves ................. 25c, 50c, $1.00
what larger than the average school were formerly used, reduces the marized from the following poultry- will attend the planning meetings I Mrs
Genthner and chil- George Walker. Mrs. William Bar- j
Neckties .......................... 25c, 50c Winter Hose
25c, 35c, 50c
desk, mounted on a waist-high amount of handling for each piece men: James Calderwood. Waldoboro: ln North Edgecomb and Whitefield. dren of Mpdomak vtoited Saturday
rows. Mrs. N. B. Eastman. Mr. and
pedestal with a small electric motor from six times to two. Remembering Amber Childs. Orff's Corner; Melvin
....
I with her aunt Mrs. Alfred Waltz.
«« FOR CHILDREN <<
Mrs. Benjamin (Watts. Chester B.
protruding from the rear. The chan that mail sacks may weigh as much Bailey. Wiscasset; Charles Hendrick
Miss Barbara Genthner returned Hall, and Edgar Crawford. Follow- |
SNOW SUITS—two-piece, all wool .............. . ................. $6.75, $730
Bristol held an “Underwear Con
nel at the top flips envelopes through as 125 pounds each, and that official son, West Aina; Philip Lee. Waldo
SWEATER SETS—all wool; Sweater, Cap, Muffler
$330
struction" meeting Dec. 2. with Mrs. home Sunday after visiting relatives ing the meeting was a beano party. A
WASH SUITS—something beautiful ..................... .......... $1.50, $1.98
from left to right by means of revolv mail leaving Washington totals 75 boro; Melvin Lawry. Friendship; H
in
Thomaston.
Christmas
tree
will
feature
the
next
|
Roxie Weeks in charge. The guest
ing wheels and stamps them with the tons a day. pcetal officials hall this V. Starrett. Warren; Albion Wotton.
Mrs. Pearl Simmons and children stated meeting Dec. 18. each mem
speaker was Mrs. Eola Hatch of
Remember, everything purchased here ran be exchanged after
familiar black banner showing place as one of the best time-saving and Friendship;
and Norris Waltz, Nobleboro.
passed the weekend with her grand ber to furnish a ten cent gift for
Christinas
and time. A dial on the front, half- labor-saving conveyors in use.
• • • •
Damariscotta. The labor income on
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leander Gross exchange. Committee members are. |
brother to an auto speedometer, re
“Many large cities, such as Chica these accounts was not quite as good
“Care and Feeding of an Infant" of North Waldoboro.
WILLIS AYER
Elmer Jameson Sr.. Fred Butler,
cords the number of cancellations up go, New York, Boston. St. Louis, as last year. The average number was discussed at the meeting held
Fred Genthner of Medomak was a Alvah Simmons, George Walker,
,to 999.999 then patiently starts all Atlanta, Cincinnati, Cleveland, and of hens in the nine flocks was 408, at Simifiton. Dec. 2. The morning
visitor Friday at Melvin Genthner's. Chester IB. Hall, George Newbert,
St. Paul, which have post offices egg production 174. and labor income was spent in talking about Christmas
over again.
“The time show|n on the post over railroad stations, use conveyors per bird $2.55. For the coming year Suggestions.
mark. which settles so many argu to escort outgoing mail directly to the nearly 100 poultry account books
• • • •
ments about when absent-minded train platforms. In Washington, have been started by poultrymen in
4-H Club Notes
persons mailed their letters, is set by where the post office and the sta the county.
The Sunshiny Seven 4-H club of
hand. Every half-hour, an attentive tion are side by side, the mail travels
Nobleboro served supper at the home
clerk moves the time-stamp a half- its last quarter mile in electric trucks.
Bertram Ricker of Nobleboro re
“To be sure that conveyors are not ports that he is planning to do more of their local leader. Mrs. Ruth
hour forward according to the clock
on the wall; at 5 oclock, for instance, holding out any letters, they must work next year in pasture improve French. Nov 30. The members pre
pared the supper that consisted of:
the machine begins stamping 5:30 pass a daily examination.
ment as his results this year were
Com
chowder, cabbage salad, bread
“
So
that
the
mail
may
go
through,
and continues until 5:29.
very satisfactory.
and butter, and cake. A regular
• • • •
“In some post offices a mechanical in spite of city traffic congestion, at
More than 200 tons of lime were business meeting was held after the
•facing' table turns all mail front least two cities have a system of
forward and routes it toward the pneumatic tubes for communication used by Knox and Lincoln farmers supper. —Eileen French, club secre
cancellation machine. With its aid, between branches. Boston has about the past year. Several have reported tary.
• • • «
a very few men can plow through a mile and a half of "letter subway.’ increased yields of crops as well as
Christmas parties are being planned
huge piles of envelopes. Without New York uses 26 miles of lt, thread hay on treated areas.
by several clubs. Plans for these
• • • •
leaving his place a clerk can pick up ing its way through the tangle ol
parties have been reported from the
At
the
planning
meeting
held
in
bushels of letters, face them toward pipes and wires four feet under
Jolly Toilers and Champion Chick
himself, and drop them Into a narrow ground. These tubes, of cast iron, Nobleboro last week, poultry accounts
Raisers of George’s River Road,
were
taken
by
George
Genthner,
trough at the table's edge. Here a are an inch thick and eight inches
Ambitious Maids of
Thomaston;
moving belt takes the mail for a ride in diameter, and are joined like water William Genthner, and Robert Chap
Union; Jolly Islanders of North
man.
to the end of the long table and pipes. They speed along more than
Haven; and Sunshiny Seven of
• • • •
THREE SHOWS—2.00 P. M.—6.30 P. M.—8.30 P. M.
straight to the cancellation machine half of New York's tremendous letter
Nobleboro.
With
The
Homes
There are two troughs, one for nor traffic, the heaviest in the country.
• • • •
mal
letter-size envelopes,
and As many as 500 letters can be packed
Miss Edna M Cobb. State home
Pauline Thompson, a member of
another for the longer legal size, into a single metal carrier about the management specialist, stated at the the Maids of Maine 4-H In
since they must be cancelled in dif size of a small ice-cream freezer, and meetings in Rockland and Nobleboro Port Clyde, with the aid of the
shot through tubes by compressed on the 1937 "Outlook for Fa-m Fami other girls in the club, is taking the
ferent machines.
“At the facing table, too. clerks lay air at a rate of a mile ln two ly Living in Maine'' that, “gross cash leadership of the Junior girls' club,
aside first-class mail which a cancel minutes.’’
income from agriculture was high?’- “Pine Tree Girls 4-H." Three meet
lation machine would be unable to
in 1936 than in 1935 and the upward ings have been held for 1937 club
digest, packages or envelopes which
trend will probably continue in 1937. work.
are extra large, extra small, or extra
Prices of all foods may be slightly
• • • •
thick. Petite Christmas cards, halfhigher ln 1937," she continues, "but
“Wild Bird and Animal Life in our
obliterated by a single stamp and
a downward trend in prices of dairy Community" will be the discussion
hailed as 'cute' by the public, are
products and eggs ls expected from at the next meeting of the Progres
Timely use of this
just gnats in the eyes of the postal
January until spring. No marked sive Farmers 4-H club of Pleasant
especially designed
system; the}’ have to be postmarked
change is expected in clothing prices ville. —Arthur Wotton. club secretary.
aid for nose and
during the next few months except
upper throat, helps
by hand.
* * * *
prevent many colds,
After the regular business meeting
that prices of shoes and leather goods
“Port offices, large enough to suf
of the Lively Little Ladies of South
may be higher."
fer from indoor traffic trouble, give
_____
)0< ond 50c
These officers and project leaders Bristol, the seven club members
the mail right-of-way in a series of
146*wpl49
for the year were re-eleoted in Rock- sewed on panties, slip and patchelevated conveyor systems. Like giant

Santa’s heard Everyone—and they’re all at

Card

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

2
A
A
2

LANE CEDAR CHESTS

Red Cross Mattresses

Chairs of Beauty

VISIT OUR TOYLAND

BEDROOM, LIVING ROOM, DINING ROOM SUITES
SMOKING SETS
CARD TABLES
SPINET DESKS
EASY CHAIRS
BREAKFAST SETS

LAMPS, ALL KINDS jj
BASSINETTES
«

With Extension agents
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

AYER’S

THE ANNUAL LEGION

DONATION DAY
Auspices Winsiow-Holbrook Post, A. L.

STRAND THEATRE, ROCKLAND

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13

AFTERNOON

and EVENING

.

®

'' f ti

No Cash Admission Unless You Wish To Pay

Foods - Canned Goods - Vegetables
These Will Be Your Tickets

If a Cold
Threatens..

Vicks Vatro noi

SPLENDID ENTERTAINMENT-ALL SHOWS

THE NEED WAS NEVER SO GREAT!

BE GENEROUS-AID IN IHE LEGIONS GREAT WORK
j

